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Editorial 

Theory becomes a force when it grips the masses, said Marx. The 
relevance and the problematic of theory appears in its link with practice. 
Integration of the revolutionary theory, i.e. scientific socialism, with the 
struggle of the masses is projected not only in an organizational form 
but also in the realm of a program, of tactics and strategy, and in the 
field of concrete practice. It is within this context that it is possible to 
discern the qualitative difference which exists between a run-of-the-mill 
jacquerie and a basically revolutionary movement, which, while realizing 
that the struggle cannot proceed according to an immutable blue-print, 
nonetheless, knows its objectives and the overall ways of realizing these 
aims. Outside of the concrete struggle of the masses, theory risks be
coming puerile, and since it remains untested by practice its veracity 
cannot be ascertained . The dialectical relationship between theory and 
practice gives the former the function of guiding the latter-a revolutionary 
struggle has to be guided by a scientific theory. 

In Ethiopia, the severance of the dialectical relationship between 
theory and practice has been demonstrated by the weakness of the focus 
on theory and its weak integration with the struggle of the masses. As 
a consequence the decades-long peasant uprisings remained localized both 
geographically and politically, their challenge to the system was not 
posed in a coherent and conscious manner. Thus, if the Ethiopian Left 
did call these struggles (in many cases against an aspect of feudalism 
and not against feudalism as a system e.x. rebellions in Bale and Gojjam) 
« revolutionary uprisings », their attack was not at all directed against 
the basis of the system. The ideological premises and references of the 
rebels were not radically different from that of the ruling class, their 
organizational level was weak, they had no program of action. It is not 
accidental that even in Eritrea where the level of social development 
could be considered relatively higher than other areas in the Empire 
state, the nationalist organization aged an armed struggle for some 
eleven years before it defined its objectives via a political program. 

The issue is definitely linked to the level of class struggle and social 
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dedvelobpamnednto. f 1feeuJ:u~t:h~lt;~:~:ai:s :i~;~nty c~!~~tt~a~~d:~~:: 
ga e . . d · 1 d to spontaneous phasised. The intense explo1tat1on an oppression e And 
and unsuccessful explosions on the part. of the pea~ant mhsses~rkers' 
though the first worker strikes occu~red 1.~ the late :~s,di~ :o: (could 
movment, violently repressed by the 1mper1 . govern~e , The intel-
not) develo beyond the level of trade union consc10~sness. . . 
1 1 hp ding to Lenin are the ones to mtroduce socialist 
ectua s w o, accor ' nl infinitesimal 

consciousness into the workers' movement,£ were, no~ all y h ht was 
bur were themselves political virgins as ar ~s .soc1. st t oug ed 

d I nl l·n the mid- '60s that Ethiopian mtllectuals start , concerne . t was o Y . . h d f d 
· reater number , to grapple with socialist thoug. t an to. or~wor 
m g 1 · hi'ch 1·f not fully scientific at least mamfested their discard-an ana ys1s w , ' 1· ill · th 
ing of the « constitutional-mo~archist » an~ « popu 1st » us10ns ey 
had adhered to in the late fifties and early 60s: . 

Marxism in Ethiopia » is by itself a wide sub1ect worthy of .a 
detail:d treatment, but, for the purpose of introducin~ th~ E~R, it 
suHices to point out that the historical and concrete situation 11?-t?e 
country, the process of the country's integration into t?e. world c~p1talist 
system, put an indelible stamp on it. The carriers of socialist cons~1ousness 
into the ranks of the workers were themselves bur~en~d by the infl~e~ce 
of the historical past and the feudal present. Eth1op1a had no pol~t~c~ 
culture in the bourgeois or revolutionary sense of the term, polittli 
parties were totally unknown ( the EPRP, formed in ~ 972,. ~ecame e 
fir~t party ever in the country), traditions of _a democratic. political process 
(elections, debates, dissent, etc) were practically non-e.x1stent. The trad
itions of the militarist feudal ruling class scorned at notions of democracy, 
rejected tolerance, demanded absolute con!ormity, ca~t~gated even the 
slightest tendency to ~ntertain different views or opm1ons .. Force had 
precedence over persuasions, speedy action, preferably violent, . w~s 
favoured as the method for the settlement of differences. Fe~dal Eth~op1a 
had virtually no philosophers and scorned at the pursuit of science 
and theory. . 

The Marxist formation of the Ethiopian intellectual has to be v1ew~d 
in light of the weight of such traditions and the. overall l?w level of ~0~10-

ec0nomic and politico-cultural development which prevailed. In addiu?n, 
the contradictions whithin the country were so acute and the oppression 
of the masses so glaringly striking, the formation of the Ethiopian 
Marxist intellectual has been pushed to exhibit a certain « practical» 
bent . This was also affected by the prevailing international tendency. of 
the 1968 period within the international Left - a rebelliousn~ss agamst 
established dogma of the traditional parties coupled by a high degree 
of infantilism and adoption of simplicist recipe-like solutions to complex 
problems of the revolution. Ethiopian inrellectuals, in their maj.ority, 
came to Marxism not via the Marx of CAPITAL or the Lerun of 
« Empiro-criticism ... » but via the latter's What is to be Done? and 
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Two Tactics. Mao's writings on guerrilla warfare assumed more relevance 
th~n the classical writings on Marxist philosophy, the problems of 
transition to socialism, etc ... The search for practical and immediate 
answers to politico-organizational problems led to a one-sided theoretical 
development, and this state of affairs lies at the root of the infantilism 
and dogmatism that is still being manifested by a section of the Ethiopian 
«Left». The abscence of a balanced theoretical development and the 
lack of a tradition of ideological debates and struggles within a united 
framemork has lent to political controversies the consequence of sterile 
polemics and inevitable splits. 

The 1974 February Revolution not only brought the proletariat 
to the forefront of the revolutionary struggle, but it also demonstrated 
in a vivid way the limitations of the slogans and programs of the Left 
until then. The incapacity of the Left to come out of the trap of for
malism, of cliches and slogans was made clear by the revolutionary strug
gle which surpassed the expectations of the revolutionary intellectuals 
themselves. The facility with which the ruling junta appropriated the 
slogans of the Left also showed the limitations of the slogans themselves. 
The complex features of post-1974 Ethiopia and the incapacity of old 
cliches and formulas to give a coherent analysis of the situations and 
the contradictions in the society led to a disarray in the Left. A section 
of the Left revealed itself as a collaborator of the bourgeoisie in power 
and with this lost all claims to being part of the revolutionary Left. 
Some others were frustrated by the abscence of simple solutions to the 
complex local and international situation. And since habits, traditions 
and dogmas never die an easy death, quite a few are still stuck with 
their old conceptions trying doggedly to tum and twist the changed 
sitnation to fit their antiquated mold. 

The EPRP, on its part, has attempted, whatever may be the verdict 
on the results, to grasp the key of the process and the crux of the changed 
situation and to deal with this in a scientific and programatic manner. 
To the question of the link between theory and practice, although trad
ition could only push it to show a bent towards the latter, it has tried 
to respond by giving theory its rightful place. The insistence on the study 
of Marxist theory in a living manner and the setting-up of study groups 
and the publication of internal and public theoretical papers are steps 
undertaken by the Party in this direction. The birth of the EMR, delayed 
by circumstances for quite a few years, owes its rationale to this 
preoccupation. 

The Ethiopian Marxist Review was planned to be published some 
five years ago; and political as well as technical problems are responsible 
for the delay. However, the aims and purpose of the EMR remain 
unchanged. By publishing it, the EPRP aims to achieve the following 
objectives. 

1. To inform the international Marxist and Revolutionary forces 
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. f th E hi ian Revolution and as 
about the basic political questions O e ~ ~~s these questions. 
to how the Ethiop~an Left a:roac~:i_ anl!trari: for Ethiopian Marxists, 

The EMR will be a. . eoretlc P d develop the theoretical 
whatever their group affiliations, to drJ?en f this way the EMR will 
dic,cussion about problemh of te re~i° ~tdn~ne \y the ndmber of scribes 
give voice to those. :vho ave£. ~alen ~i°igerotesque theses about the Ethio
who have been wntmg super 1c1 an 
pian Revolution. . 

2 To S
erve as a platform for Marxists from A~rica andelothert 

· th · al ti which are r evan 
continents, for the discussdion oful eoretlc 1 que: ilies international level . 
to the working class an pop ar strugg es a . . . 

The struggle of the Ethiopian proletariat ~s an mtrms1~alJ?art of the 
. 1 1 d the victory of sOCl ism cannot 

international working C ass strurg e an h · t at the international 
be viewed or envisaged apart ~o~ suthc MA~1ri.sTO the struggle of 
level. As Marx and Engels put .1t m e , 
the proletariat is national only m form. . . . . 

The EMR can succeed in realizing its obiectlves only V:1th the 
support, the all-round support, of Maxists from all pla~es. And it srms 
fittin to us to conclude by calling for such an active support rom 

g · t for the EMR though published by the EPRP, belongs to commun1s s, , , 
all of them, to all of you. 
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ARTICLES 

On the Modes of Production in Ethiopia 

Negatu Al,emu 

The identification of the dominant mode of production within the 
Ethiopian social-formation, in which various forms or modes of production 
exist, has been hampered by an incorrect formulation of the question and 
by a schematic bent on the part of the country's Left. A strict adherence 
to the classical unilinear schema which attributes to social development a 
rigid chronological , de rigueur, stage of development - primitive com
munal, slavery, feudal, capitalist etc. - manifested , albeit implicitly it can 
be argued, in the characterization of the pre-1974 Ethiopia as feudal and 
the post-1974 one as capitalist , has militated against the correct analysis 
and understanding of the contradictions within the social formation , the 
unevenly developing relationship between the various modes, and above 
all, the specific features of the articulation of these modes in the Ethio
pian context. Within the almost-canonized characterization of Ethiopia 
as « semi-feudal », by the various tendencies within the Left, the crucial 
problems of analysing the society remained untouched. 

The problem was not , and still is not, one of pigeon-holing the 
concrete within a predetermined mould. The labels such as «feudal» and 
« capitalist », critically important although at the level of revolutionary 
practice, can have meaning only if they stem from a scientific analysis of the 
stage of the division of labour in the society, the economic forms in which 
unpaid surplus labour is extracted from the direct producers, and the 
degree of articulation of each mode within the social formation. As Marx 
explained, « the different forms of the division of labour became so many 
bases of social organization , and this division of labour proceeds according 
to fixed rules which themselves arise from the conditions of production » 1. 
In other words , one does not arrive at the exploitative or oppressive con
ditions which exist by inferring this from the nature of the State ( « the 
Ethiopian military junta is reactionary and thus its economic policies are 
reactionary ») but by analysing primarily the production relations them
selves. The state is but: 

« an organization of the exploiting class at each period for the 

1 Karl Marx, « The Poverty of Philosophy», International Publishers New York, 
1971, page 135. 
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di . of prcxluction- that is, therefore, 
f · ternal con tions ' · h di · maintenance o its ex f th exploited cla s m t e con t10ns 

for the forcible holding ?u~na ~ or eserfdom, wage labour) determined 
of oppression (slavery' vi ecxlrn g . i 

. . cxle of pr uction » · f d · by the existing m d . . de up of the forces o pro uction 
And the mode of pro uu'?n. is ma mhich reveals the 'innermost se-

. · 1 cxluct1v1ty - '"' . f and thereby its socia pr . h ocio-economic formation), the orm 
b. · to determine t e s h d f M structure com ming f . l development. In t e wor s o arx: 

taken at a particular stage O set~ h" of the owners of the conditions 
« It is always the ~rect re a~~~~: ~ a relation always naturally cor

of production to t~e. direct P.r~he developments of the methods of labour 
responding to a defi~1te stagde 1 . . - which reveals the 'innermost se
and thereby its oc1al prof uhcuv1tyt. e ocial structure and with it the 

, h h" dd n basis o t e en ir ' d . h rt cret, t e 1 ef h l . f sovereignty and depen ence, m s o , 
political form o t e re auon o 3 

d" "f form of the state» · 
the correspon mg specibic. l . hip and the overall development of 

In analysing d thJs i5idide ~~~n!stablish a rigid schema, despite the 
society, Marx an nge s_ . h f the stages of social develop
fact that the classical untnear s~ emf :n immutable law by the CPSU 
ment, which was give_n t e_ s_ancuty« The German Ideology >> and « The 
in the 1 ?30s, tr.aces its ~~~m t~ce tion of history did not attribute to 
Communist Manifesto>!· eir co PH" does nothing it possesses 
it a function irrespe~uve of manb- «l isit~7s man real liv,ing man that 

. ealth it wages no att es. ' no immense w , d fi hts· history is not a person apart, 
does all that, that posfsess~s an g ti~lar aims· history is nothing but 
using man as a means or_ its ~wn. par 
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the activity of man pursum~ ~llS airs » . . 1 development cannot be 
History being the act1v1ty o ~an, socia t eneral results 

unlinear. Furthermore, « the summmg-up of the 1:1os f th historical 
(and) the abstractions which arise from ~he observ~toi:i o eel ~part from 
development of men have no v_al:1e w atsoever 1. vie~ aims In fact 
history», i.e. apart from the acuvityh of man purumg hl:iatic ~ode of 
the same Marx who foreworded t e conc~~t o « an . h USSR of 
production» (declared non-existent by official dogma m t e t m a 
the 1930s) and who wrote of « a patriarchal system/' i., .z'aste hsrs e t~k 
feudal and corporative system», (in The poverty. 0 P. t osop Yb ' e 

h · h onorruc basis - « t e sam the pain to warn t at even m t e same ec b · f nite 
from the standpoint of its main conditions » - there can.d e « 1.ntyi of 

d d . . due to a w1 e vane variations an gra uauons rn appearance» - h. h n be 
factors (natural environment, historical influences, etc) - .w lC ca 6 

ascertained only by an analysis of the empirically given circumstances · 

. E D h · g's Revolution in 
2 Frederick Engels: « Anti-Duhrmg: Herr ugen u rm 

Science», Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1975, p. 321h. Lo d 1974 pp 791-2. 
3 K. Marx «Capital», Vol. III, Lawrence &_ Wis art. n on, •56 · 125. 
4 Karl Marx: & F. Engels: « The Holy Fam!lr », FLPH, Moscow, 19 • p. 
s K. Marx, « The Poverty of Philosophy», 1b1d, p. 135. 
6 K. Marx, «Capital», vol. III, ibid, p. 792. 
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Hence, the argument that Ethiopia must either be feudal or capita
list (the semi-feudal argument takes this also as its premise) is, if not 
undialectical, at least a wrong way of putting the question. The same 
can be said about the analysis which wants to plaster the concept of 
the asiatic mode on African societies 7 or to define pre-capitalist societies 
as essentially capitalist ones on the grounds of an existence of a world
wide capitalist system (the periphery-metropole school). In all cases, even 
in the cases where the unlinear schema has been «rejected», the ten
dency is to fit the formation within a particular « mode» without clearly 
tackling the « empirically given circumstances », the different forms of 
the division labour and the corresponding social organizational forms; 
in short, without investigating the « specific economic form in which 
unpaid surplus labour is pumped out of the direct producers». Hence, 
even in the analysis which claim to start from the economic basis one 
finds the visible proof of inference from the political to the economic. 
That a general definition of feudalism that takes as its starting model 
England or France has been grafted on the Ethiopian reality is another 
side of the picture. 

In the literature of the Ethiopian Left, at least the majority, one 
finds not only the « political approach» (the class in power is not the 
proletariat, therefore ... etc) but also remarks the abscence of an analysis 
of what has been called «feudalism» in Ethiopia. Leaving aside the 
flimsy and untenable attempt by some writers like Markakis 8 ( « poli
ty », « traditional social structure») and Stahl 9 « a tributary mode pro
duction » - thus denying that rent and tribute are NOT identical and 
that even under the feudal mode tributary forms of surplus appropriation 
exist), specific features of the articlation of the feudal mode in Ethiopia 
as compared to the classic one (in peasant - landowner or vassal -
baron relations, in the relations between political power and ownership 
of land, etc.) have not been suffciently dealt with. This has also led to 
a rather mechanical equation of the appearance of commercial farms or 
money rent with the development of capitalism and the disintegration 
of feudalism. The presently widespread view that the land nationalisation 
measure in Ethiopia will bring about capital accumulation and industrial 
development ( thus making capitalism or socialism dominant - the choice 
depends on the political colour of the writer, i.e. whether he supports 
the regime's socialist pretensions or sees in the regime's measures a dri-

7 See the articles by Maurice Godelier, Jean Che neaux and Jean Suret-Canale 
in « Sur le "mode de production asiatique• », (Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches 
Marxistes, Editions Sociales Paris, 1969). 

For a general presentation of the controversy over the question of the asiatic 
mode of production, see Gianni Sofri, « The asiatic mode of production» (in Italian, 
Einaudi Edition, Torino, 1969). 

8 John Markakis: « Ethiopia: Anatomy of a Traditional Polity», Oxford, Cla
rendon Press, 1974. 

9 Michael Stahl: « Ethiopia: Political Contradictions in Agricultural Development», 
Uppsala, Political Science Association, 1974. 
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ve towards capitalism) is also another manifestation of. this mech~ical 
approach deducing the concrete from the general theoretical abstractions. 

That the category of feudalism is applicable to the study of the 
Ethiopian formation is indisputable. But in dea~ng with what can ~ 
called Ethiopian feudalism, we make no automat~c reference to _th~ exu
stence of serfdom (which, contrary to the assertion of many w1thm the 
Ethiopian Left, is not a peculiarly medieval-feudal ~orm) '

0
, nor do '!'e 

equate it with the classical definition and the mechanisms ~f reproduction 
it exhibited in feudal England or France. The feudal or, m many cases, 
generally pre-capitalist basis of the formation can be arrived ~r?m an 
examination of the relationship between the owners of the condltlons of 
production and the direct producers. Within the general condition of 
what can be broadly termed feudalism, the articulation of this mode va
ried from North to South and even from province to province. The land 
holding system in the North basically lay on what was known as rist, 
generally land that is owned by an extended family, hereditary but non
saleable, and in fief-like imperial grants known as Cult, while in the south, 
many areas of which were occupied by Menilik in a clear military feudal 
conquest 11, the method of land appropriation (forceful occupation of the 
lands of different nationalities) and the epoch it occured in ( the late 19th. 
century) put an indeliblt stamp on the features of the relationship between 
the owners and the direct producers. Two-thirds of the land was taken by 
the state (to be distributed as gult or to remain as state or mengistland) 
while the remaining one-third, siso, was divided between the local pea
sants and their traditional leaders, the division favouring the latter in most 
cases 12• The peasant in the south did not have any of the protections as
sociated ith rist (however feeble they may be), they lost all rights on 
the land, and as was clearly ascertained in the mid-50s, they became 
virtual tenants. The relation between the landlords and the peasantry was 
not mitigated by kinship ties, traditional and customary laws mediating 
the basic exploitative relations as was the case in the North, where every 
Gult owner was also a rist owner (ristegna), i.e. a member of an exten
ded kinship system, here the social barrier did not necessarily base itself on 
economic, nationality and cultural differences (in Tigrai and other areas 
in the north, the lowest ranks of the aristocracy and the clergy were 

10 See Engels' letter to Marx on Dec. 22, 1882, in Marx/Engels: Correspondence, 
1846-1895, pp. 411-412. 

11 The Hungarian historian Endre Sik, in his three-volume book, « The History of 
Black Africa» forewords the untenable theses that Menilik's expansion to the South 
was spurred by the Abyssinian « emergent commercial bourgeoisie». This incapacitv 
of Sik to grasp what was basically a feudal conquest is presently manifested and 
ext<"nded by certain nationalist groups in southern Ethiopia who write profusely 
and unscientifically, about « Ethiopian colonialism». ' 

See also Engels' « The Peasant War in Germany», Progress Publishers, Moscow 
1974, p. 180. 

12 Since 1966, the main form of private tenure of land has more or less become 
the gebbar tenure instead of siso gult and mt gult. In the South, where the 
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not economi~ally in any way better off than the peasant masses among 
v.:-hom ~hey lived). The effect ~f the different situation in the two regions 
vis a v1_s peasant-lan~ord rela~10ns and the peasant-land relations (though 
not social, the latter 1s underuably important) had its effect on the inten
sity of the class struggle and the acceleration of the weakening of the 
dominant mode itself 13

• 

However, in all the cases, the two fundamental classes confronting 
one another were the landowners and the peasants, and whether the 
peasant had « possession » of the means of production and the « labour 
conditions necessary for the production of his own means of subsistence » 

gebbar system dominated, the extent of absentee ownership (many of those who hold 
gebbar tenure being absentee owners) was as follows: 

Extent of absentee ownership in private tenure areas 

Province 

Arussi 
Bale 
Gemu Goffa 
Harargue 
Illubabor 
Keffa 
Shoa 
Sidamo 
Wollega 
Wollo 

Absentee 
owners as 
percentage 

of total 
owner% 

28 
15 
10 
23 
42 
18 
35 
25 
29 
26 

Percentage of 
total owned 
area held by 

absentee 
owners% 

Measured land 

27 
12 
42 
48 
42 
34 
45 
42 
28 
13 

Unmeasured 
land 

8 

16 
22 

5 

27 

Source: Ethiopia, Ministry of Land Reform and Administration Report on Land 
Tenure Survey of Arussi, !3ali, Gemu Go/a, Hararghe, Illubabor, K;fa, Shewa, Sidamo, 
Wellega and Wela (Addis Abeba: Department of Land Tenure, 1967-1970). 

13 For a detailed treatment of the various kinds of land tenure in Ethiopia 
see the following: ' 

- John M. Cohen & Dov Weintraub: « Land and Peasant in Imperial Ethiopia: 
The Soczal Background to a Revolution», Van Gorcum & Co., Netherlands, 1975. 

-Berhanou Abebe, « Evolution de la Propriete Fonciere au Choa (Ethiope) . 
Du Regne de Menelik a la Constitution de 1931 », (Paris, 1971). 

- Ap.an Hoben, « Land Tenure Among the Amhara of Ethiopia : The Dynamics 
of cognatzc Descent», (Chicago, The University of Chicago Press, 1973). 

- G . W. lngda-Work, « Ethiopia's Traditional System of Land Tenure and 
Ta'Jl.ation », (Ethiopia Observer, V, 4, pp. 302-339). 

- Ethiopia Ministry of Land Tenure and Adrninstration « Report on Land 
Tenure Survey of Arussi, Begemdir, Bale, Ke/fa, Shoa, Sidar:zo. Tigre Illubabor 
Gemu Gofa, Eritrea, W ollo », (Addis Abeba) . ' ' 

- Richard Pankhurst, « State and Land in Ethiopian History» (Addis A~ 
ha, 1966). ' 

- E. Westphad, « Agricultural Systems in Ethiopia», (Wageningen, 1975). 
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or had « no right to the land», the direct relationship between the land
lord and the peasant, a relationship which was the base of. t~e property 
relationship, was one based on exploitation . The appropriation of ~e 
unpaid surplus labour by the landlord took differ~nt forms, but, despite 
the relatively increased spread of money-rent (which ha? ~ppear~d ~ven 
during the time of Emperor Menilik), the surplus appropriat~on mamtamed 
a basically precapitalist form. Labour rent, though abolis~ed by_ la":', 
in the early '40s, continued well up ~o the 1960s. This, which 1s 
ground rent in its simplest form and which shows the low level ?f the 
development of the feudal mode, took the form of no~ only labouring on 
the landlord's land without pay but also meant working on the govern
ment's land (hudad), the produce from which was ~en~ to. the _granary 
of the palace. Thus, it is a specific feature of the _Ethiopian situatlo? that 
the state, even though it did not, like in the Asian mode, stand di~ectly 
over the producers « simultaneously both as a landlord and sover~1gn », 
did nonetheless pump out surplus value from the peasants, as m the 

' ' al 'd . l 14 Th ' case of labour rent, rent and surplus v ue are 1 enuca . e ~asa~t s 
conditions of bondage, the abscence of personal freedom and his be~g 
tied to the soil as its accessory, are requisites of this conditi~n. which 
amply existed in Ethiopia. As Marx explained, in _such con~tlons as 
where the peasant could be said to be ID « possess1?~ » of ht~ means 
of production and the necessary material labour conditions. r~uired for 
the productions of his means of subsistence, the appropriation of _the 
surplus of nominal owners could be realized only. by_ « extra:econ?m1c » 
means 15. In Ethiopia, this took the form of stat1orung soldiers ID the 
houses of peasants, assigning a government agent (mislene) to make .s':1re 
that the labour rent obligation is fulfilled and taking other purutive 
measures. 

An overview of pre-1974 Ethiopia shows, however, that the domi-
nating form of surplus appropriation from the peasant took the form of 
rent in kind. The preponderance of this form did not, however, put an 
end to the earlier forms of ground rent - labour rent, corevee labour -
paid to the landlord or the state. The transformation to rent in kind, even 
if it meant that surplus production depended on the field of production 
actually owned by the producer and not on the land of the landlord, 
did not imply, at the level of the mode of production, a basic change. 
« From the economic standpoint of the nature of ground rent, there is 
no change» 16• In Ethiopia, rent in kind did not include products of the 
rural home industry (as was the case in Europe of the Middle Ages) but 
was based on and payable in the form of the products of the land . In 
its pure form, rent in kind, as compared with labour rent, gives the 
producer more action to gain time for surplus-labour whose product shall 
belong to himself, as well as the product of his labour which satisfies 

1.7 

14 K. Marx, «Capital» vol. III, op. cit., p. 790. 
1s Ibid, p. 791. 
16 K. Marx, «Capital», vol. III, ibid, p. 794. 

his indispensable needs 17
• But in the actual context, where the usage of 

oxen and increased yield practically led to the increament of rent, the 
peasant was not motivated to exhaust his surplus labour. The economy 
remained a subsistence one, a natural economy, i.e. « the conditions of 
the economy being wholly or to the greater part reproduced by the 
economy itself, directly replaced and reproduced out of its gross pro
duct» 18

. The peasant, by paying one tenth of his produce (asrat) to the 
landlord, actually paid the land tax to the government as the amount 
paid by the landlord to the government as tax in lieu of tithe was con
siderably less (or in many cases nil, as the landlords paid no tax) than the 
asrat. In 1967, though a government legislation more or less aboli
shed tax in lieu of tithe, the payment of asrat continued as the landlords 
tied to the central state forced the powerless peasants to pay. Increased 
production on the part of the peasant also meant possible termination 
of his tenancy by the action of the landlord who may be prompted to 
seek favourable rent terms with other tenants. Hence, the differentiation 
in the economic position of the peasants arose less from the existence 
of rent in kind as from the gult system, from the high rate of absentee 
landlordism and the introduction of mechanized farming, and the par
cellation of land that was proliferating. 

In dealing with the question of the mode of production, many Ethio
pian and non-Ethiopian writers, have put an emphasis on two points in 
order to show « the disintegration of feudalism and the rise of capitalism », 
even though this rise was not equated with the development of an « inde
pendent» capitalism by the dependent Ethiopian bourgeoisie. The two 
points are: the spread of money rent and the introduction of commer
cial farms/mechanized agriculture into the countryside. These factors, 
added to the existence of a small, foreign controlled, industrial sector 
are said to give Ethiopia its semi-capitalist feauture . The characterization 
of Ethiopia of the 1960-1970s as a transitional formation takes more or 
less the early 1950s as a watershed, as it is in this period that the 
state issued legislations inviting foreign capital on extremely advantageous 
ground (no taxes for the first five years, repatriation of profit, etc) 19

• 

The kernel of the conditions leading to what is called a transitional 
formation is not be found simply within the dynamics of the development 
of the dominant feudal mode 20

• The transformation of rent in kind to 

11 Ibid, p. 795. 
18 Ibid. 
19 The Statement of Policy for the Encouragement of Foreign Capital Investment 

in Ethiopia, whose generous terms were reiterated in the mid-'60s, also allowed the 
complete withdrawal of invested capital as ell as customs-free importation of 
machinery. 

20 In using the term « dissolution » or « transition » we do not imply a mecha
nical evolution of capitalism from feudalism. Capitalism can exist together with 
pre-capitalist forms. At the sametime, as the alliance between feudalism and impe
rialism in Ethiopia showed, the process of capitalist development manifests it 
contradictory nature by the dissolution and restoration of the previous mode. In 
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money rent was not only sporadic but also not as widespread as it is 
believed to be. (see Table 1 and 2). In fact the 1973 draft of the 
tenancy Bill had no provision making money rent standard while it, 
on the contrary, allowed sharecropping and and gave the landlord the 
right to take 50% of the crop produced by the tenant. Money-rent, 
wherever it appeared, was no more than a changed form of rent in kind. 
It was combined with and adulterated by the prevailing practice of rent 
in kind and labour rent. In the abscence of a development in social pro
ductivity and with the tenure system militating against increased pro
ductivity initiatives on the part of the peasantry, money rent could not 
develop either to the transformation of the land into the peasants' freehold 
or to capitalist form of rent i.e. rent paid by capitalist farmers. 

Despite the formal abolition of rist-gult and gult privileges, the 
landlord continued to collect taxes and other dues from the peasantry, 
who, in addition, had to pay to the state education and health taxes. 
Marx said: 

« the transformation of rent in kind to money rent ... presupposes 
a considerable development of commerce, of urban industry and of com
modity production in general, and thereby of money circulation. It fur
thermore assumes a market price for products, and that they be sold at 
prices roughly approximating their values » 21

• 

Though commerce and urban industry were present, their stage of 
development in Ethiopia was very low. Money rent was thus hardly the 
norm and it did not represent any excess over profit. In 1967, for exam
ple, the total agricultural GDP was Eth. 1,621 million and of this 
Eth. $ 1,249 million was non-monetary. In 1969, per capita income in 
the urban sector was estimated to be Eth. $ 680 per annum, of which 
649 was monetary income, while in the rural areas, at the same time . . ' per-capita income per annum was estimated at Eth. 109, of which 
only 35 _was monetary income 22

• While the tax burden on the peasant 
was admittedly onerous, government revenue from direct taxation in agri
culture remained negligible in relations to the agricultural contribution 
to the GDP (some 60%). /see Table 3/ 

Th:refore, '?'bile the increase in the circulation of money and the 
progress_1ve do~nance of money-rent could be speculated or projected 
(an~ t~us des~1te the 1973 draft tenancy Bill), the reality of pre-1974 
Eth1op1a, adm1ttedly different from that of the 1940-1950 one, did not 

?ther words, cap!talism undermines feudalism while at the sametime also conserving 
1t. The process 1s contradictory. 

For further comments on this, see: 
Charles Bettelheim, « Theoretical Comments», Appendix I, in Arghiri Emma

nud, ~ Unequal Exchange», (London, pp. 297-298). 
N1C<;>S Poulantzas, « Internationalization of capitalist relations and the nation

state », m Economy and Society, Vol. III, No. 2, May 1974. 
; ~. M?rx, «Capital», vol. Ill, ibid, p. 797. 

Cited in c;tas~ and Revolution in Ethiopia, by Nega Ayele & John Markakis 
{Spokesman publicat10ns, R.A.P.E., London, 1978), p. 55. 
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Table 1 - Distribution of tenancies in private tenure areas according to mode of 
payment of rent 

Province 

In Crop In 

Arussi 92 
Begemder 66 
Gemu Coffa 15 
Gojjam 70 
Hararge 47 
Illubabor 25 
Keffa 31 
Shoa 82 
Sidamo 12 
Tigre 90 
Wollega 37 
Wollo 84 

Mode of payment 

Cash In Crop 
and Cash 

7 1 
30 3 
70 5 
24 2 
42 11 
66 9 
64 5 
15 3 
84 4 
5 5 

48 12 
9 6 

Labor/and/ 
or Service 

1 
10 
4 

3 
3 

Sourc~: Ethiopia, Central Statistical Office, National Survey Sample of Arussi, Be
gemdir, Gemu Gofa, Gojam, Hararge, Illubabor, Ke/a, Shewa, Sidamo, Tigre, W ellega 
and W elo (Addis Ababa: Central Statistical Office, 1963-1967). 
Note: Bale and Eritrea were not included in the National Sample Survey. 

Table 2 - Distribution of tenancies according to mode of rent payment and share of 
crop in six plow culture sample areas 

Area Rent as share of produce 

Cash Fixed Unk-
rent rent in nown 
% kind 1/4 1/3 2/5 1/2 % 

% % % % % 

Chore (Shoa) 4 88 8 

Ada (Shoa) 5 5 65 1 24 

Tabor (Sidamo) 92 8 
Worago (Sidamo) 60 9 2 21 4 4 
Nolekaba (Wollega) 21 41 4 2 3 7 
Seka (Keffa) 35 11 21 23 

Source: Ministry of Land Reform and Administration, Reports on LAnd Tenure Survey 
of Ke/a, Shewa, Sidamo and Wellega (Addi Abeba: Department of Land Tenure::, 
1967-1970). 
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Table 3 - Direct taxes 1 on agriculture, 1964/65 - 1970/71 
Table 1 - Direct taxes I on agriculture, 1964/65 -1970/71 

(In million Eth) 

Land Tax 2 

Tith 3 

Education Tax 4 

Health Tax 4 

Cattle Tax 
Agricultural Income Tax s 

Sub-Total: Diret Taxes 

Export Duties 6 
Transaction Tax 

on Exports 

Sub-Total: Export Taxes 

Total Direct 
Agricultural Taxes 

Total Direct 
Tax Revenues 7 

Total Tax Revenues 8 
Value Added 

in Agriculture 9 

Gross Domestic 
Product 9 

Direct Agricultural Taxes 
as Percent of Direct 
Tax Revenues 

Direct Agricultural Taxes 
as Percent of Total 
Tax Revenues 

Direct Agricultural Taxes 
as Percent of Value 
Added in Agriculture 

Direct Agricultural Taxes 
as Percent of Gross 
Domestic Product 

1964 1965 1966 1967 
1965 1966 1967 1968 

5.6 
10.3 
4.9 
5.4 
0.3 

26.5 

28.0 

5.4 

33.4 

5.9 
10.5 
5.0 
5.5 
0.3 

27.2 

20.l 

4.5 

24.6 

6.3 
10.6 
4.9 
5.5 
0.2 

27.5 

21.6 

5.2 

26.8 

5.7 
1.6 
4.3 
5.0 
0.3 
6.9 

23.8 

21.1 

4.7 

25.8 

1968 
1969 

5.8 
1.7 
5.0 
5.6 
0.5 

11.8 

30.4 

19.0 

4.5 

23,5 

59.9 51.8 54.3 49.6 53.9 

59.1 63.2 77.l 76.6 97.7 
265.4 290.0 313.5 314.8 337.2 

1,769.2 1,927.8 1,946.2 

3,188.5 3,489.5 3,597.0 3,717.5 3,958.5 

44.8 43.0 35.6 31.0 31.1 

22.5 17.8 17.3 15.7 15.9 

3.3 2.6 2.7 

1.9 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.4 

1 Export taxes are considered direct taxes for purposes of this table. 
2 Land tax includes the land tax arrears and fines. 

1969 1970 
1970 1971 

6.2 
1.6 
5.3 
6.2 
0.6 

15.3 

35.2 

34.0 

5.4 

39.4 

5.8 
1.6 
5.2 
6.2 
0.5 

13.6 

32.9 

31.0 

5.4 

36.4 

74.6 69.3 

102.3 116.4 
376.2 410.6 

34.4 28.2 

19.8 16.8 

3 Tithe was abolished in principle and substituted by agricultural income tax in 
1967 /63. 

4 This is only an estimate of the agricultural sector's contribution to this tax. 
5 T~s ~ax was levied for the first time in 1967 /68. 
6 This mcludes largely the export duties on coffee (including surcharge) hides and 

skins and other export duties . ' 
7 This consists of primarily the income tax and land taxes. 
: This excludes the ~evenues from state property and other non-tax revenues. 

Th~ fiscal year est.tm~tes here represent simply the average of two calendar year 
estunat~s. The Ethiopian fiscal year runs between July 8 to July 7. 

So_u~ce: Final 1ccounts of the Budgets (Annual) of the Imperial Ethiopian Government 
Mmtstry of Finance. ' 
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show the prevalence of money-rent. The relationship between the land
lord and the peasant did not turn into full « money-relationship fixed con
tractually by the rules of positive law» . The small size and fragmentation 
of holdings (95 per cent of the holdings estimated at three hectares or 
less) and the increased rent on land impeded the peasantry from assu
ming complete ownership of the land « by buying off his rent obligations ». 
The capitalist tenant farmer did not emerge from this situation. While 
the transformation of rent in kind to money rent is deemed to be inevi
tably accompanied by the formation of a class of property-less day-labou
rers 23

, in the concrete context of Ethiopia this did not happen in a signi
ficant manner. The cause could be traced to the fact that money-rent did 
not predominate, but it is also true that reasons linked to the peasant 
attitu des towards land and mobility (itself an attitude conditiqned by the 
dominant ideology) are equally important . Evicted tenants in the south 
settled on nearby lands and did not emigrate in greater numbers to the 
cities or plantations. In fact, the daily labourers and migrant workers 
to the Setit-Humera mechanized farms (in Gondar) came mainly from 
Tigrai, Wollo and Gondar , i.e. from areas where the rist type of holding 
dominated and where rent in kind was prevalent 24

• Thus , the overall 
picture shows the peasant tied to the soil in one way or another, under 
a relation of personal dependence vis a vis the landlord (where purely 
military state of subordination existed this relation was strong) 25

, basi
cally producing for subsistence « as an isolated labourer with his family ». 
Therefore, the relatively low price of agricultural products in pre-1974 
Ethiopia was « a result of the peasant producers poverty and by no means 
of their labour productivity» . 

The introduction of capital into agriculture was sporadic and took 
certain particular features in Ethiopia. To begin with, the commercial or 
mechanized farms were in their majority controlled by foreign capital 
and the government , even though the government took little initiative on 
its part towards agricultural development (from 1963-1973 agriculture was 
allotted only 4,2 per cent of the combined ordinary and captial expendi
ture of the state) . While there were a few private commercial farms, and 
these, in the majority of cases, on government land, the main feature of 
the introduction of capitalism into agriculture was via agro-industrial enter
prises set-up by the state and foreign capital. 

The main area of plantation agriculture was the Awash Valley. In 
1954, the government evicted Oromo pastoralist peasants and handed 
over their fertile land, for a nominal rent, to the Dutch firm HV A (Han
dels Verenigins Amsterdam) which started sugar cane plantation. High 
tariff on imported sugar and a monopoly on the internal market, together 

23 Marx, «Capital», vol. III , ibid, pp . 798-799. 
24 This itself indicates the illu ory nature of the so-called « communal • nature 

of the holdings in the North. 
25 See Marx, « Grundrisse-Foundations of the Critique of Political Economy 

(Rough Draft) », Penguin Books, England, 1977, pp. 163-165. 
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with tax exemptions enabled the HV A to reap and export huge profits. 
The labour force on the plantation was brutally suppressed and exploited, 
and the regime, ever ready to please foreign capital , had even stationed a 
police contingent (company strength) on the plantation area . In 1962, 
the government set-up the Awash Valley Authority to attract more foreign 
capital in the commercial agriculture endeavour in the Valley. Thus, the 
land abandoned by the Afar pastoralists (as a result of eviction or migra
tion) was taken over for cotton plantation by the Tendaho Plantation Sha
re Company, a subsidiary of the British Mitchell Cotts Group . By 1973, 
some 65,000 hectares were under cultivation . 

The expansion of commercial agriculture in the Awash Valley led to 
the impoverishment of the local population . The Afar people, in their 
majority nomads and pastoralists , were evicted from their land, denied 
grazing area and forced to concentrate on a reduced area. Aside from 
the Afars, the Kereyu and Ittu Oromo groups were also evicted from 
their villages . That there was increased productivity in the Valley is indi
sputable - the total value of production passed Eth . $ 90 million in 1969-
1970 . However, certain important points need to be raised in order to 
understand the signifiance of the whole venture . 

Pr~marily the beneficiaries of the whole project were mainly foreign 
compames. HVA controlled 22% of the cultivated hectares while Tendaho 
owned some 17 % . The big uni ts, con trolled by foreigners, accounted for 
86 per cent of the total value of production from commercial agriculture in 
the Valley u,. This implies that the spread of commercial agriculture in the 
Vall.ey, ?espite the.benefits derived from it by the comprador and bureau
~rauc middle men m the state machinery, was neither the work of nor did 
1t lead to the emergence of Ethiopian capitalist farmers. 

Secondly, the entry of the Afar Sultan of A wsa Ali Mirah and other 
Afar chiefs into the field of plantation agricultu~ needs a' comment 
Sultan f\li Mirah c~ntrolled som~ 29 per cent of the farm land and, toge~ 
ther wit~ ot~er chiefs and relatives, he started plantation of cotton like 
the foreign firms . The ~far pastoralists, evicted from their grazing land, 
were force~ to work with meagre or no pay, and impoverished peasants 
fr<?m the highl~ds also came to work as sharecroppers. Increase in the 
price of cotton m the _early 1970s led to the amassing of huge profits by 
the Sultan and the chiefs. The money thus obtained was not invested in 
further ag_ricultural or industrial ventures but was mainly hoarded or used 
for conspicuous and luxuri?us expe?ditures in the cities. This is by no 
means to ~uggest that the introduction of plantation agriculture in what 
was essentially a feudal area led to no class differentiations. While it is 
tru~ that the whole project in the Valley benefitted primarily foreign 
capital and led to the outflow of capital from the country, it also lead to 

d u, Ford a good expose of the effects of commercial agriculture on the pastoralists 
an noma s of the area, .se<: Lars Bondestam's « People and Capitalism in North
f;;t)n Ff;owlandbos of Ethzopza », (The Journal of Modern African Studies 12 3 

. . 1gures a ve are given by Bondestam. ' ' ' 
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inte~sified class differentiations in the Afar society and the whole area, 
desp~te the fact tha~ ~ultan Ali Mirah's entry into the field of capitalist 
farmmg hardly qualifies as the classical genesis of the capitalist farmer . 
In the class differentiation, we observe the large-scale farmers made up 
of the Sultan, other chiefs and their relatives. The small-scale farmers, 
though relatively well-off by Ethiopian standards due to the high price 
of cotton , had to hand over the bigger amount of their surplus to the 
Sultan in the form of taxes , school fees , etc. In the lower rung, there were 
the seasonal workers, property-less and paid starvation wages, who picked 
the cotton for a rew months and then returned to their meaore subsistence
agriculture or to the towns to swell the army of the un~mployed. The 
seasonal workers had no union and were treated « worse than cattle». 

Foreign capital was also engaged in agricultural projects in Eritrea. 
However, the other important feature in the commercialization of agri
culture ~ook the form of the so-called « Minimum Package Programme » 
started m 1971 by the Ministry of Agriculture with the aid of Sweden 
and Danemark. The objective of the project, mainly launched in the sou
thern provinces, was to promote small-scale farming for the market and 
« to. ~elp_ the poor farmers ». The schemes envisaged mechanization, price 
stab1lisat1on as well as credit and marketing facilities. The facilities were 
limited to those who farm on twenty hectares or less and this was said 
to favour the poorer farmers and tenants. However, practical application 
of the projects in Arussi (CADU), in Tullo Bollo, Shashemene and other 
area~ showe1 that the project benefited mainly landlords and hieghtened 
the 1mpovenshment of the poor farmers. Mechanization led to increased 
number of evicted peasants. The terms of credit facilities favoured the 
lan~lords rather than small farmers . A down payment of 25 per cent for 
fertilzers and 50 per cent for seeds was required and the interest rate for 
c;edits, to be payed in cash over 14 months, was 12 per cent. In addio
uon, a borrower had to supply two guarantors and, if he is a tenant, must 
have a written lease and permission from the landlord. Thus the faci
}j ties and credits of the project were monopolised by big f ~ers. The 
option of seeking quick increase in agricultural products for export and 
supply of food stuffs (Third Five Year Plan) dictated a bent towards lar
ge-scale mechanized farming to the detriment of the conditions of the 
poor farmer. And though it is true that the traditional landlordism and 
tenancy was eroded in the south, the rise in land prices and rent gave 
the landlord the option of selling or renting his land at high prices or 
even taking up commercial farming himself. The mass eviction of peasants 
was accompanied by the increased concentration of land in ever fewer 
hands rr. 

The introduction of capitalism in agriculture, though mainly concen
trated in southern Ethiopia, nevertheless accelerated the disintegration of 

r, For a crtiical examination of the Minimum Package Projects see Michad 
Stahl, « Contradictions in Agricultural Development », op. cit. ' 
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the feudal mode. Agricultural capitalism , distorted by the feudal mode, 
was sitll in its infant stage but its impact was spreading . More and more 
entreprenneurs from the cities were leasing land from the government or 
from landlords and engaging in commercial agricultural with the focus on 
cash crops. The spreading eviction of tenants was undermining the traditio
nal tenancy norm and accelerating, even if indirectly, the dissolution of 
the rist system in the North , notwithstading that capitalism had actually 
an insignificant presence in the Northern regions (Eritrea excepted). And 
since the « appearance of capital as an independent and leading force in 
agriculture does not take place all at once and generally» , this feature of 
capitalism in agriculture in Ethiopia does not detract from the fact that 
capitalism had made more than an inroad into Ethiopian agriculture. Agri
culture did not entirely come under the control of the capitalist mode of 
production and thus the development of capitalism manifested an imperfect 
feautre, a limited form of which did not allow capitalism full development 
and the freedom « to unfold all its peculiarities », as Marx put it. 

Hence , in pre-1974 Ethiopia there were various modes of production 
- the feudal mode, petty-commodity production as well as the capitalist 
mode of production . The articulation of the feudal mode in the social for
mation had produced a political effect which was well on the way in under
mining the dominant role played by the mode itself. The absolutist state, 
still feudal, nonetheless, highlighted decaying feudalism. The centralization 
of the state, the emergence of fractions of the bourgeoisie tied to impe
rialism and the political and military alliance with imperialism itself, 
accentuated the dissolution of the feudal mode . If the dominant role of 
a mode of production in a social formation is to be ascertained from the 
dominance of the reproduction of the relations of production speicific to 
it in all fields (political, economic, ideological), then it is clear that the 
feudal mode of production was not dominant in pre-1974 Ethiopia . At 
the sametime, the capitalist mode, for all its rise and spread, was not 
also dominant. In other words, Ethiopia had a transitional social forma
tion in which the relations of production specific to both feudalism and 
capitalism were being reproduced. However, since the transitional sta
ge is characterised by the rise to dominance of one mode over the other 
the development of the situation in the specific case of Ethiopia manife: 
sted the decay of feudalism and the « rise » of capitalism. That, left to 
its course, the rising mode, with all its imperfections and dependence fea
ture, would have assumed the dominant role is clear. The disintegration 
of t~e feudal mod.e and the emergence of transitional tendencies surpass 
the mt~rnal dynamics of .the 1ominant mode . The class struggle in the whole 
formation, the stage of h1stoncal development and the contradictions outside 
of the field of agricultural production must be analysed. In the ties of the 
absolu!ist. stat7 with _imperialism which led among other things to the spread 
of cap!tahsm m agn.culture, the emergence of the comprador bourgeoisie, 
etc .. , m the formation of the absolutist state which saw the necessary 
emergence of the bureaucratic bourgeoisie, in the need on the part of the 
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state for more revenue which was , among other things, necessary for main
taining its military strength and authoritarian rule, in an international 
situation which required the entr y of Ethiopia into the fold of « modern 
nations» ... , in these and other similar circumstances outside of the direct 
field of agricultural production are traced the main reasons which led 
to the dissolution of the feudal mode of production , notwithstanding the 
dynamics of the mode itself . 

Hence, the 197 4 February Revolution emerges as the explosion of 
the contradictions of the transitional social-formation. The manifestation 
of this contradiction between the two modes was not the bourgeois revo
lution for the simple reason that a bourgeoisie capable of leading such a 
revolution and consummating the dissolution of feudalism was not present. 
Furthermore, the explosion of the fundamental contradictions overflowed 
the strictly anti-feudal framework: the proletariat and the masses strug
gled for a resolution of the conflict not in favour of capitalism but for a 
revolutionary transformation that will deal the final blow to the feudal 
mode and arrest and destroy the capitalist mode. Unlike the classical bour
geois revolutions which forewarded capitalism as the focal point of the 
bourgeois-led popular struggle against feudalism, the February Revolu
tion embodied a struggle for socialism, a rejection of both feudalism and 
capitalism. In the strategic slogan of the Left, the New Democratic Re
volution, one can discern clearly, despite the critics directed against this 
conception of the development of the revolution in countries like Ethio
pia, a rejection of both the feudal mode and the capitalist path. The lan
ded aristocracy had lost its monopoly or hegemony over the state power 
and the bourgeoisie was both weak and linked to the landlords and impe
rialism and thus unable to stage a serious bid for exclusive power. Thus, 
the February Revolution found the proletariat and the broad masses pit
ted against the landlords and all fractions of the bourgeoisie. Attempts 
by the bourgeoisie to recuperate the situation by promising reforms failed 
as the experiences of both Endalkatchew Makonen's and Michael Imru's 
governments showed. The bourgeoisie was incapable of affirming its 
hegemony. The masses, on the other hand, lacked the organizational 
means with the necessary political and military strength to assure 
the transfer of power to the people. The bourgeois system objectively 
found its saviours in the rightwing petty bourgeoisie within the military 
who, by forcefully usurping power on september 1975, moved to save 
the threatened system. Thus, the February Revolution, even if it dealt 
a «death-blow» to the feudalists and the comprador and bureaucratic 
bourgeoisie, did not succeed in destroying bourgeois class domination. By 
appropriating state power, the military junta came to the rescue of capitalism 
as a system. Though the bourgeois fractions were burnt by the Revolution, 
the new rulers, by assuming exclusive political power and economic con
trol, moved towards the formation of the new bourgeoisie. The past five 
years (1975-1980) have witnessed the drive by this bourgeoisie to expand 
its political and economic power in order to impose capitalism as a do-
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minant mode of production . That this drive manifests particular fea
tures (socialist demagogy, a general propaganda attack against capitalism, 
abscence of a significant development of the bourgeoisie, etc) is traceable 
to the effects of the February and post-February popular revolutionary 
struggle, to the poverty of the country and the dislocation of the weak 
economy, the short time-gap. etc ... , and in no way implies a non-capita
list path or a radical system. The taking of power by the junta and its 
subsequent policies in all fields, despite their erratic nature and the 
demagogy, are basically and objectively capitalist, serving capitalism as 
a system. 

On the Modes of Production in Post-1974 Ethiopia 

The treatment of the above is presently suffering distortion due to 
the persistence of some to cling to the unilinear schema ( « if Ethiopia 
is not feudal then it must be capitalist », etc) and the attempts by the 
apologists of the junta to announce unashamedly that Ethiopia has become 
socialist. In all cases, the main point of the arguments revolve around 
an evaluation of the nationalisation measures undertaken by the junta, 
especially the land nationalisation (officially referred to as a « Proclama
tion To Provide For the Public Ownership of Rural Lands»). Hence, in 
our general analysis of the prevailing modes of production in Ethiopia 
and the degree of their articulation ( question of dominance and disso
lution), we shall focus on the nationalisation measures, especially as this 
refers to rural lands. 

The question of land nationalisation can be approached from two 
angles: first-from the general treatment of the measure by Marxist theory 
and second from the angle of its particular features and prospects within 
the concrete context. The action of the state within the agrarian struc
ture is in the final analysis determined by the class struggle in general 
and the system of complex opposition within the ruling class itself. The 
ouster of the feudal landlord class by the Revolution of the people exclu
ded the settlement of the issue in the « Prussian Way» with feudalists 
conserving their big estates and converting them to capitalist ones. The 
« peasant way » resulting in land distribution and the spread of petty 
production based on private property, though within the ambit of the 
« land to the tiller» slogan, could not also be realized due to the interest of 
the class which had appropriated power, its needs to assume full economic 
control via nationalizations, and due to the development of the revolutionary 
struggle which had surpassed mere anti-feudal limits and had linked the 
questio? of land to the cardinal issue of power and liberty. Both the 
« Prussian way» and the « peasant way » fall within the framework of 
capitalism, framework which the February Revolution was challenging. 
During the February Revolution, the rupture at the level of the state fol
lowed the mass upheaval. The situation thus differed from Peru of 1969, 
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generally taken as a model of land reform from above . During February 
in Ethiopia, the poor peasants ere forcefully occupying land, chasing 
away the landlords and asserting their right to till the land « for them
selves ». In the confrontation between the two forces - the junta that 
had come to power and the peasants, - the overall revolutionary movement 
in the urban areas played a crucial role attempting to block the resolution 
of the issue within the framework of capitalism . The proclamation on 
rural lands issued by the junta in March 1975 affirmed as law what had 
become actualised on the field (the takeover of land by the peasants) while 
at the sametime laying the ground for the capitalist exploitation of agri
culture through the nationalisation measure. 

For, land nationalisation is nothing but a capitalist measure, it means, 
in the words of Lenin, « maximum elimination of medieval monopolies 
and medieval relations in agriculture, maximum freedom in buying and sel
Ung land , and maximum facilities for agriculture to adapt itself to the 
market» 28

• Land nationalisation makes it possible to abolish absolute rent, 
leaving only differential rent 29

, and this is, if anything, capitalist. Lenin 
put it more succinctly in 1912: 

« ... capitalist landownership cannot be abolished, by its very nature, 
through any transfer of land, not even through the transfer of all the land 
to the state (i.e . through what the science of political economy calls land 
« nationalisations ») ... 

... And what if landlordism were to exist without landlords, i.e., if 
the land were owned, not by landlords, but the state? That, from the 
point of view of capitalist, would be a still more perfect agrarian system, 
with still greater freedom of adaptation of land tenure to the market, with 
still greater ease in the mobilisation of the land as an object of economy, 
with still greater freedom, breadth, clarity and definiteness in the class 
struggle characteristic of every form of capitalist ownership » 30

• 

And adds: 
« Land nationalisation is quite feasible economically under capitalism, 

and its real significance would consist in any case-that is no matter how it 
was effected, by whom and on what conditions, whether stably and for 
a long time or unstably and for a short time - in the maximum elimination 
of all that is medieval in Russian landownership and Russia's agrarian 
system; it would consist in the freest adaptation of the new system of 
land tenure and land ownership to the new conditions of the world 
market » 31

• 

28 V. I. Lenin, « The I.And Question and the Fight For Freedom» (a collection), 
Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1972, p. 27. 

29 Ibid. 
JO Lenin, « Stolypin and Narodnik Agrarian Programmes», collected works, 

vol. 18, Progress Publishers, 1973, pp. 145-146. 
31 Ibid, p. 147. 
Concerning the abolition of private property in land, Lenin states the following: 
« (the) abolition of private property in land is the maximum of what can be 



Therefore, the evaluation of the act of nationalisation necessarily calls 
for the abandonment of the per se glorification of the measure as « socia
list and revolutionary » and for the adoption of an objective analysis 
which situates the measure within the class struggle in the social for
mation and the nature of the ruling class. The level of historical develop
ment must also be taken into account in order to avoid the mechanical 
equation of the nationalisation of land with the prevalence of the Asiatic 
mode of production (the state as a landlord and sovereign = asiatic mode, 
is a travesty of Marxist analysis when applied to present day Ethiopia). 
An analysis of the junta's land nationalisation 32 measure requires not only 
that the question be approached from the point of view of general theory 
but also in light of the particular situation in which the measure was proclai
med, and the pattern of application envisaged by the junta in this respect. 
Since the junta's measure can reciprocally be inferred from its basic class 
interest, it is important to underline some important factors so as to avoid 
the pitfall of simplicist and mechanical arguments. The members of the mi
litary junta, though objectively representing diverse class interests which 
were to confront one another in violent conflicts, were not, in their majo
rity, consciously responding to a coherently thought-out strategy /tactic 
dictated by class interests. The February Revolution had made it a gene
rally accepted truth - « feudalism must be destroyed for the country to 
develop», « land to the tiller», etc. - and the NCOs and soldiers who 
made up the majority of the Derg had little sympathy to or ties with 
the landlords. Hence, the military rulers had to proclaim « somekind of 
land reform ». But the exigency for this did not mainly arise from their 
anti-feudal fervour but from the February Revolution, from the mass 
struggle itself. 

In other words, unless the junta gave an answer to this top-priority 
question, its survival was in doubt. This aspect gives the proclamation its 
« compromise » feature and the regime didn't refrain from telling the 
peasants that now « it has proclaimed the land reform law it should be 
given support and understanding». That the regime opted f~r the nationa
lisation measure instead of adopting other « milder » forms can be explai
ned by a number of considerations which interacted to cause its adoption. 
To begin with, those charged with the drafting of « a land reform law» 
were mainly military and civilian intellectuals geared more towards a « radi
cal solution » that will « with one sweep » put an end to the myriad of 
land tenure sy.ste1!1s prevailing in the country. That they were not deeply 
aware of the intricate problems of the peasantry and general agricultural 
development is also quite well-known. And furthermore, there was a pre-

done i? h<?urgeois society for the removal of all obstacles to the free investment 
of capital m land and the free flow of capital from one branch of production to 
another.» 

In Capitalism and Agriculture, (International publishers NY 1946 p. 69). 
32 W h . ali . d ' ' ' e use t e term nation sat1on to enote the transfer of landownership to 

the state. 
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vailing tendency which equated nationalisation measures with socialism, 
and direct, and inevitably mechanical, reference was made to the Bolshevik 
law on land ( 1917) without really understanding the why of the measure 
and the subsequent problems faced by the Bolsheviks vis a vis the peasants 
and agricultural development. Objectively, the drive to strengthen the state 
economically and politically, could be realised, at least it was so believed, 
by the act of sweeping nationalisations. Thus, a combination of subjective 
and objective factors, especially the masses' declared desire to put an end 
to « reformist » approaches and solutions to the problem, resulted in the 
adoption of the nationalisation measure which many have since graciously 
labled « radical and revolutionary». 

The way in which the reform was proclaimed and the planned me
thod of application of the measure show, however, that the junta had in 
mind more the control and exploitation of the peasant masses rather than 
their liberation. The proclamation was drafted by military and civilian 
bureaucrats, and, peasants, who are the direct and main protagonists of 
the whole question, did not participate in any way in the actual drafting 
of the law that was to shape their future. Thus, the proclamation was a 
clear administrative act from above, a hastily-contrived measure by a power 
desperately seeking to regiment under its control the mass revolutionary 
movement, and to stabilise itself by decreasing the revolutionary ebb of 
the mass struggle. The application of this proclamation was also handed to 
the regime's bureaucratic apparatus (the Ministries of land reform and 
Interior, the police, etc ... ) and the dynamic role playec:t by the students who 
had been sent to the rural areas (Zemetcha) was neither planned nor 
welcomed by the junta. Therefore, the process of the drafting of the law 
and the planned modality of its application exhibited more than an intel
lectual contempt or paternalism vis a vis the peasantry («ignorant», 
« unconscious », « easy tools of feudal lords », etc) - it showed the 
regime's non revolutionary premises and its primary preoccupation of 
defusing or at least controlling the class struggle that had started to rage 
fiercely in the rural areas. With the land proclamtion, there came the 
cry for law and order, the practice of defining peasant initiative as 
anarchy and counter-revolution. In other words, the institutionalization 
of the class struggle, its deflection and weakening. 

The regime's proclamation, by the mere act itself, is also said to 
reflet its desire to have a vast social base by winning over the peasantry. 
There is even a section of the Ethiopian Left which adhered to the theses 
that the land proclamation manifests the junta's desire and effort to win 
over the peasantry to its side. However, a closer look at the concrete 
situation reveals that the proclamation did not at all emanate from such 
a premise even if such a purpose could be objectively inferred from it, 
a posteriori that is. The junta did not come to power leading a mass 
movement or having a strong class base. It was basically weak and its 
weakness was being aggravated by the revolutionary struggle of the mas
ses and the threat posed by the ousted ruling class fractions. This 
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being the case, the Ethiopian junta, very much like the regimes which 
come to power via a coup d'etat, was basically preoccupied with the 
question of consolidating its power. To realize this it could resort to 
two options: 

1. take concrete measures which will heighten the mass revolutio
nary movement and class struggle and lead to the total overthrow of 
the old ruling class fractions. 

But this option assumes that the junta leads the revolutionary mo
vement, that the junta considers it as its interest to uphold the class strug
gle's continuation. At least, it assumes that the junta can control the 
struggle within limits set by it. The concrete situation was, however, 
different. The February Revolution was not a bourgeois revolution limi
ted to mere anti-feudal and bourgeois capitalist objectives. What was 
at issue was the total and revolutionary transformation of the society, 
the appropriation of political power by the masses themselves. The 
demand for the formation of a provisional people's government (PPG), 
a slogan supported by the masses and upheld by the EPRP long before 
the junta took power, stood in direct contradiction to the junta's rule. 
Furthemore, the masses considered the takeover of power by the junta 
as illegal and as an usurpation, and the most advanced sections (the 
EPRP, CELU, student unions, etc) did not hesitate to point this out 
publicly and to demand for an immediate end to the military rule 33• It 
was thus clear why the junta considered the threat from below or from 
the mass revolutionary struggle as more serious than the one coming 
from the ousted feudalists and comprador bourgeoisie. The continuation 
of the revolutionary struggle would have clearly meant the end of the 
junta's rule itself, and since those who had usurped power had no desire 
to commit « class suicide », the first option was unavailable for the junta. 

2. to strike both at the mass revolutionary movement and the ruling 
class fractions ousted by the February Revolution. 

This was the course adopted by the junta, and it is precisely this 
which characterizes the various measures of the regime. In the concrete 
field of the land question, the junta had to strike at the feudalists while 
at the sametime putting a brake on the class struggle in the rural areas 
and « ou!-revoluti?nizing » the Left, mainly the EPRP, which was using 
the agrarian question as one of the main question for anti-junta agit-prop 

. 
33 <'. Resolution of th.e Annual Congress of CELU », sept. 1974, in Amharic. The 

University Stud~nts Un_ion of Addis Abeba also made a general assembly and 
pa~red a resolution . callmg for the formation of a Provisional Peoples Government 
m fae place ?f th: Junta, the guaranteeing of democratic rights, etc ... (USUAA sept. 
19,4 Resolutton-muneographed, in Amharic). 

On october .10, ~974, the. University Teachers' Association addressed an open 
letter to the ruling Ju~ta callmg for the formation of a provisional popular go
~ernment, the declaration of land reform and the guaranteeing of democratic 
rights, etc ... 
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action. The land nationalisation proclamation was taken as the best means 
of striking at all these tragets. The regim edid not actively seek a broader 
social base, it did not try to win over peasantry by assuming the leader
ship position of their struggle against the feudalists. The regime's drive 
towards stabilisation relied essentially on force, not on assuming hegemony 
over a raging class struggle but in checking and crushing the struggle 
itself, not on winning over the peasantry to intensify the struggle against 
the feudalists but on striking both at the feudalists and the peasantry at 
the sametime and, especially, on defusing the struggle of the masses. 
That the regime had to compromise and to proclaim certain laws manifested 
more its weakness and capacity to manoeuvre rather than its conscious 
desire to broaden its base. In other words, the junta did not seek (and 
still doesnt) popular consensus but wanted the submission of the masses, 
forced or otherwise, to its rule. Demagogic adoption of nationalist and 
socialist slogans and the unending barrage of « radical laws » have their 
rationale in this and do not in any way indicate the regime's positive 
response to the demands and needs of the masses. Put differently, and 
to use the junta's demagogic phrase, the regime listened to the heartbeat 
of the mas es not to respond to it in a revolutionary way but to outflank 
and crush it. 

An outgrowth of the incapacity of some to realize the driving motive, 
be it subjective or objective, of the junta is the so-called characterization 
of the regime as « bonapartist » 34

• The practice of taking Marx's caricature 
of Napoleon III in order to pull out theory of « Bonapartism » is in many 
instances the repeated practice of Trotskyite groups, and it has been used 
freely to explain both Stalin and Hitler, Iraq and Ethiopia, etc ... Aside 
from the fact that Marx himself in his 1871 drafts and texts criticised such 
an inference, the application of the term to the post-1974 Ethiopia is im
possible on many grounds. Most important of all these points is the rela
tion between the junta and the peasantry. The junta not only lacked peasant 
support but did not represent the interest of the peasantry as opposed to 
that of the proletariat and the urban masses. The peasantry itself, for 
all its uprising, played a role k:lifferent from that of its counterpart in France 
during Bonaparte's time. Furthermore, the ties between the urban prole
tarian-led movement and the peasant struggle was being strengthened 
(especially during the student Zemetcha to the rural areas) in opposition 
to the junta's rule. The junta, to paraphrase Marx, represented neither 
the future nor the past of the peasant, it was as opposed to the revolu
tionary peasant as to the conservative one which wants to maintain its 
small holding in « stupefied seclusion». In other words, the interests 
of right wing petty-bourgeoisie and that of the vast majority of poor 

34 Nega Ayele & John Markakis, op. cit., p. 190. 
Also see, Addis Hiwot, « Ethiopia: From Autocracy to Revolution», Merlin 

Press, London, 1975. 
The Trotskyite papers, in general, attach this characterization to the ruling 

Ethiopian junta. 
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peasants did not coincide. In short, to pin the « Bon~par~ist_ ». l~ble to 
the Ethiopian reality is an historical methodology which is m1m1cal to 
Marxism. 

The junta's proclamation on land, in March 1975, did not, to quote 
the Soviet New Times , « give land to the illiterate an? ignorant peasants 
who are not aware of their class interests» . Leaving aside for the mo_ment 
the Soviet evaluation of the Ethiopian peasant, what happened was m no 
way a reform from above. In other words, the peasants were not given lar:d, 
they had already started to take it by their own force to_gether with 
students who had come from the cities. In many areas m Southern 
Ethiopia , the confrontation between the peasants and students or_i the 
one hand and the landlords and the police on the other was a v10lent 
one. The landless peasants not only grabbed their land and chased away 
the landlords but were also beginning to set-up self-administration struc
tures with the help of the Zematch students . The junta's proclamation 
confirmed a process that had already begun while at the sametime la~ing 
ground for the bureaucratic and centralised control of the peasant action . 
Concerning the North's so-called communal holding , the proclamation re
cognised the existing right of the ristegnas over their land, confirmed their 
possessory right and prohibited any further claim on such land . The junta's 
primary drive to shortcircuit a revolution_ary pr~cess that thr~atene~ _to 
overflow the confines of agrarian reform, 1s best illustrated by Its official 
warning to peasants who were forcefully grabing land and evicting 
landlords. On 24-9-74, the Addis Abeba Radio broadcast, in Amharic, the 
following warning from the ruling junta: 

« We have discovered that some tenants, not having studied and 
understood the provisional decision and having been instigated by some 
mischief-makers, have interpreted the words "have a guarantee to live 
and benefit" as meaning that they owned the land and had the right to 
benefit from it forever, and accordingly have been denying some landlords 
the right to their land. 

We warn everybody that they must realize that such action would 
disturb the security of the country and these people must bear the respon
sibility for disturbing security ... the landlord must not evict the tenant 
indiscriminately, and the tenant must not consider the land on which he 
has settled as his own and must continue to give profits to the landlords 
in accordance with their agreement, and must not evict the owner of the 
land or take possession of the land. We therefore warn against such 
actions ». 

The warning, which went unheeded, exhibited the junta's main 
preoccupation, it manifested the petty-bourgeois drive to control and 
marshall the peasants actions, in a gradual and orderly process set by its 
own class interests. The official junta declaration of December 20/1974 
put it also clearly: « ... the government is the trustee of this important 
national resource (land). And it is the responsibility of the government 
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to determine land tenure policy in an appropriate manner, in a manner 
that promotes productivi ty » 35

• The preoccupation with produ~tivity _ ar_id 
the marshalling of the peasants ' action within government prescribed limits 
is also at the base of the land nationalisation proclamation of March 1975. 

Hence the land proclamation has to be viewed from the above 
perspective~-as a capitali st measure to assure productivity , as a confirmation 
of a fait accompl i (taking of land by peas~ts) and as a means . to curb the 
peasant revolutionary struggle an? put it. under the ~entralised control 
of the ruling class. The proclamation was Joyously received by the people 
as a whole and rightly considered not as « a gift from above» but as the 
fruit of their own struggle. The law juridically affirmed the death of feuda
lism. The feudalists, who were deprived of their political power by the 
February Revolution, were relieved from their economic po'Yer ~y ~he 
proclamation nationalising rural land and by the subseq~en4.nat1onalisauon 
of urban land and housing . A reading of the proclamation on land, howe
ver, gives an insight into the junta's. basic premises leaving ~side the 
usual demagogic references to « equality , freedom and frat:rruty >~ . . In 
the preamble to the Proclam~tion, while the ?e:d <~ for altering ex1stmg 
agrarian relations » is recogmzed, the e_mphasis is given ~o « release ~h~ 
productive forces », « increase productivity », « to provide the_ partici
pation of the peasantry in the national market» . While, an agr~nan r~vo
lution within a socialist perspective puts the necessary emphasis on ~be
rating the peasantry from the land itself, the junta's proclamation affirms 
the peasant bondage to the land by stating that « a pe_rso?'s ~ight, hon.our, 
status and standard of living (in countries like Ethiopia) 1s determm_ed 
by is relation to the land». In other words, this primary reference pomt 
of feudalism and feudal ideology ( the reference to land to determme a 
person's status and role in society) is upheld. 

The proclamation affirmed the overthrow of feudalism, at least on 
the legal and economic level, and by declaring_ all land « collective prope~ 
of the people» confirmed the State as the biggest and sole landowner. 10 
the country, as the state is « the trustee of all land» and the « expression 
of the collective» . The landlords put out of the scene, the state, thus, 
confronts the peasants in a direct manner as the owner of all land and 
as a ruling political power. The Proclamation also limits the am_ount of 
land alloted to any peasant family (a ceiling of ten hectares), give~ ~e 
peasants possessory right and allots land to. fo~me~ landowners « ~ill10g 
to personally cultivate the land». The redistnbut10n. of land envisaged 
in other areas did note include the North where the rzstegnas' possessory 
rights were recognised, ~nd f~rt~er claims proh_ibited. !he whole ~r~ess 
of agrarian reform was ued withm a bureaucratic machinery. (t?e Min1~try 
of Land Reform, the Ministry of Interior, the peasant associations which, 

35 « Declaration of the Provisional Military Government of Ethiopia», Dec. 
20/1974, Addis Abeba, p. 10 (English translation from the Amharic is Official, 
emphasis added). 
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since 1975, have been purged and turned into virtual government agencies 
in the rural areas, etc) 36

• 

Five years after the Proclamation the actual situation in the rural areas 
permits us to reach certain basic conclusions. That the proclamation has 
had practically little effect in the North as compared to the South is a 
fact, but the application of the proclamation in the South itself indicates 
the inevitable limits and perspective of the whole measure. The predo
minant feature of present-day rural Ethiopia is the existence of small-scale 
production by a parcellaire peasantry. Despite the junta's drive towards 
its own version of « cooperatives and collectivization » (a drive fiercely 
resisted by the peasants), the prevailing situation shows millions of 
peasants possessing and farming small parcels of land ( the ten hectare li
mit is by itself well beyond the capacity of the ordinary peasant who lacks 
the facilities and necessary security for increased production). Feudalism 
as a dominant mode has virtually disappeared and if certain remnants of 
the mode do exist they manifest the imperfect and limited development 
of capitalism rather than the prevalence of feudalism as a mode . The spread 
of mechanized agricultural farms in the form of state farms, though limited 
at the moment, indicates a developing trend leading to the eviction of 
peasants from fertile lands, the impoverishment of the small farmers by the 
competition of the state farms, etc ... 

Surplus from agriculture is considered by the junta as the basis for 
accumulation of capital and industrialization. Leaving aside the contro
versy over the link between agriculture and industry in a program of 
development, such a strategy requires the integration of the peasant into 
the market and the increase in productivity of agriculture . An empirical 
view of the situation indicates that these conditions have not been rea
lized. The cause for this can be traced to the political and economic policies 
of the junta itself (repression aginst merchants, overall repression against 
workers and the urban population, repression against peasants, existence 
of war situations as a consequence in various areas, a generally violent 
drive to impose control over the people) which have led to the further 
dirsuption of the ties between town and country, the non-integration of 
the peasant into the market (in some areas, the practice of the junta to 
abduct peasants into its militia force has resulted in the peasants' refusal 
to bring their grain to the market places, favourite site of the junta's 
kidnapping activities) and to the overall weakening of the market. But 
the fundamental reason is to be traced to the proliferation of small-scale 
production itself and the farming on small parcels . The fact that the 
peasant has mere usufructory right over the land and cannot sell it does 

36 It is revealing of the junta's policy and class nature that it refused to arm 
the peasants ~o that they may . resist the landlords violent actions in opposition to 
thi! proclamation on land. A Junta member (quoted by Nega/Markakis, op. cit., 
~· 136). stated: « toady they get guns, tomorrow they refuse to pay truces»! The 
Junta lat~r started to arm the peasant associations selectively, after purging them 
anJ makmg sure that they were filled by elements « loyal to the state ». 
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not significantly affect the negative consequences of such type of production. 
Parcellaire landholding and prevalence of small-scale production presup
poses not only the numerical preponderance of the rural population in 
the country but also the restricted concentration of capital in other lines 
of production and the fragmentation of capital as a whole . In other 
words, capitalism, even if it prevails , is but little developed 37

• As Marx 
goes on to explain : « propr ietorship of land parcels by its very nature 
excludes the development of social productive forces of labour, social 
forms of labour, social concentration of capital, large-scale cattle-raising, 
and the progressive application of science» 38

• That the peasant has no 
ownership right does not detract from this, for , what is essential, as a 
prerequisite for the peasant 's ownership of the product of his labour, is 
his possession of the land, which is « the principal instrument of produc
tion , the indispensable field of employment for his labour and capital>>. 
Small-scale landholding and production necessarily results « in the greater 
portion of the agricultural production being consumed as direct means 
of subsistence by the producer peasants themselves ». The portion that 
reaches the urban market can be only the excess above the subsistence 
consumption. Thus, the peasant produces his own means of subsistence 
independently, as an isolated labourer with his family 3

• This further 
accentuates the peasant's isolation and his subjugation by backward feudo
clerical ideas, aggravates his marginalization and his parochialism manife
sted in his identification primarily with his family and village. Small
scale agriculture is therefore an obstacle to increased production, to the 
attempts to develop the market, to realize capital accumulation and to 
urbanize the rural areas. The level of social development attained does not 
regulate the exploitation of the soil, it is rather the accidental and unequal 
circumstances of the individual producers which determines it. Conscious 
rationale exploitation of the soil is absent and the peasant is left in the 
mire of backwardness and misery . To sum it up with Marx's cogent 
comment: 

« Small landed property presupposes that the overwhelming majority 
of the population is rural, and that, not social, but isolated labour predo
minate; and that, therefore, under suche conditions wealth and develop
ment of reproduction, both of its material and spiritual prereqisites are 
out of the question, and thereby also the prerequisites for rational culti
vation. ... Small landed property creates a class of barbarians standing 
halfway outside of society, a class combining all the crudeness of primitive 
forms of society with the anguish and misery of civilised countries ... » 39

• 

Though a comprehensive published study about the southern regions 
after 1975 is lacking and even if the junta's figures and interpretations 
leave much to be desired in the sphere of accuracy, it is still possible to 

37 K. Marx, «Capital», vol. II, op. cit., p. 804. 
38 Ibid, p . 807. 
39 K. Marx, op. cit., p. 813. 
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"f d" f selected areas and to an overall empirical obser-
ref~r t~ specd1 ic stu hies othat the parcellation of land and the proliferation 
vation m or er to s ow 1 · il h 

ll 1 · 1t re has brought about resu ts s1m ar to t e one 
of sma sea e agricu u . li · di d b th ff d b Marx's scientific analysis. Pre mmary stu es ma e y . e 
a irme . Y • in the North also suggests the same conclus1on-
EPRP m some regions . ·n1 f f ak 

roliferation of parcellation , production mat y . or consump 10n, we 
p b 1 · d weak link of the peasant with the market, etc ... In a 
ur an - rura ties an 1 d f · 

d bli h d · S eden and dealing with the an re orm process m 
stu Y puW slle mth wSwedish author who visted the said area in 1975-76 
western o ega, e . h b 40 
presents an interesting empirical data which proves t e a ove . 

Stahl observes: 
« Two years after the proclamation of land reform, the pe_asa.nts of 

Western Wollega are almost as poor as they were before. A mam . 1mpr~-
. h h that most peasant families now eat enough to fill their 

vement 1s, t oug , b li · f f d 1 bl" 
t h O

nce or twice a week. This is due to the a o tton o eu a o 1-
s omac , · · t" h h rdly f But in other respects the peasants economic s1tua 10n as a 
f~~~~!~d. The productive forces are as little developed as before the land 

reform » 41
• • 

Four years after Stahl wrote this, the situation has not char:iged m 
any significant manner. The predominance of small scale ag~1culture 
excludes any change. The following lengthy extract from Sta~ ~ study 
shows clearly the truth of the contenti~n th~t i~creased product1v1_ty and 
capital accumulation will have to remain ch1mencal so long as this type 
of production predominates in the field. of a~ricu_lture 

42
• 

« The point of departure for the d1scu_ss1on _is _a real cas_e. Ato Gud
dina is a poor peasant living in the countryside w1thm th~ reg10~ of study. 
His family consists of his wife and - until recently - eight children, the 
youngest daughter died of a sudden fever which became fatal due to the 
child's general condition of malnutrition. 11:e eldest ~on has ~eft the home 
and another son is himself farming a plot given to him by his father· The 
rest of the children-including the small one-are helping with the household 
work. 

During the imperial regime Guddina was a tenant. He rented land fr?m 
a rich peasant to which he paid 12 Birr per year for land use. But Guddma 

40 Michael Stahl, « New Seeds in Old Soil: A Study of the land reform proc~ss 
in Western Wollega, Ethiopia, 1975-76 » (Scandinavian Institute of African Studiesd, 
Uppsala, Sweden, 1977) - Also see Johan Holmberg's « Grain Macketing and Lan 
Reform in Ethiopia», (Uppsala, 1977). 

41 Stahl, op. cit., p. 70. 
42 Marx shed light on this in this manner: 
« For the peasant owning a parcel, the limit of exploitation is not set by the 

average profit of capital, in so far as he is a small capitalist; nor, on th~ o_ther h~d, 
by the necessity of rent, in so far as he is a landwner. The absolute limit for ~m 
as a small capitalist is no more than the wages he pays to himself, after deductt~g 
his actual costs. So long as the price of the produxt covers these wages, he ~ill 
cultivate his land, and often at wages down to a physical minimum.» (Capital, 
vol. III, pp. 805-06). 
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could not use much of the land he rented, since he had no oxen. He could 
only afford to rent two oxen from a wealthier neighbour for less than 
a week annually. During these busy days he prepared the seedbed on 
a field close to his house , the total area ploughed was less than one acre. 
.He planted teff on the field and grew some pulses, tubers and coffee 
around the house. But production was far too insufficient for the family's 
subsistence. In order to survive Guddina worked as a wood-cutter and 
sold firewood to townspeople in a nearby market center. 

After the land reform proclamation Guddina got cultivation rights 
to the plots of land he had rented from the rich peasant and all obliga
tions to this man were abolished. Instead he got obligations to the state. 
Guddina now pays 4 Birr for land use and 3 Birr as income tax. His total 
tax-burden is thus 7 Birr while he formerly paid 12 Birr to his landlord 
(out of which the landlord paid 3 Birr as land tax to the state). Guddina 
has now one ox. The peasant association to which he belongs confiscated 
the cattle of a rich landlord who was considered an exploiter. The criterion 
used when selecting those who were to receive oxen credits was family 
size in combination with income level. Because of his large family, Guddina 
was one of the first to obtain an ox. 

Guddina then started to co-operate with a neighbour, a poor peasant 
who had also got one ox on credit from the association. They worked 
out a system according to which each of them could use two oxen on 
certain days a week during the ploughing season in 1976. For first time 
Guddina was able to cultivate an area which would yield a harvest which 
could release his family from constant semi-starvation. He ploughed and 
planted 4 fields as follows: 

teff: 1h hectare 
teff: 1 hectare 
barley: 1h hectare (together with the neighbour) 
teff: 11,i hectare (together with the neighbour) 
In all Guddina planted 2 hectares. 
Guddina obtained all means of production (except the land) on 

credit. He had no seed, but he got seeds from the association on credit. 
The association distributed parts of the harvest from the communal farm 
as seeds on credit to poor members. Guddina also had to buy fertilser on 
credit from EPID (a government agency-N. A.). In 1976, the main con
straint on Guddina's production was not land but oxen and seed. Gud
dina had still another hectare of land which he could not plough and 
plant due to lack of ploughing capacity and lack of seeds. 

Consequently, Guddina is indebted. He owes the association 20 
Birr for teff seeds and owes EPID 12 Birr for fertilizer. Altogether his 
debt amounts to 59 Birr to be paid before the planting season 1977 ( the 
oxen-loan is to be paid to the association within three years, one-third of 
the amount each year). 

Will the harvest Guddina reaps be enough for his family's subsi
stence and for the repayment of debts? 

3.3 



On the one hectare field planted with teff Guddina broadcasted 2~ 
kg teff seed (the recommended amount is 30 kg). He used 25 kg ferti
lizer on the field (the recommended amount is 100 kg). There~ore he 
can expect to get a yield which lies. sli~htly abo.ve the average yield for 
unfertilized teff fields in this area, which is 3,5 qumtals per per hectared. On 
the 112 hectare plot of teff he broadcasted only 5 ~g seed and use no 
fertilizer so he can expect to get only about J/2 a qumtal as harv.est from 
that field. Altogether Guddina's family will obtain some 5 qumtals of 
teff. If we deduct 60 kg which must be reserved for seed for the. next 
year ( assuming that Guddina will plant 2 he~tares next year~, 4 !5 qum tals 
will remain for the family's own consumption. If the family is to keep 
hunger at a distance they will have to consume, on ayerage, 250 grammes 
per person and day. This makes ~ .total of 7 qumtals. Consequently, 
Guddina's family do not have sufficient food.. . . . . 

Here I have calculated with teff only, which is the r:iam i?gredient 
in the staple food. Guddina can compliment the teff diet with small 
amounts of tubers (yam and anchote) and vegetables (b~ans, cabba~e) 
which grow around the house. Nevertheless th~ fa~y will not su~sist 
from its own production only. Therefore, Guddma will have to contmue 
cutting wood for sale. However !he wood-cutti~g stands in the way of 
the family's efforts to expand the1r food production; _each day spent cut
ting wood during the rainy season (when food supplies are most. scarce) 
means one day less for farming: (scarcity of fo<:d and J?eak. periods for 
agricultural work coincide in time). The calculation, which 1s c~de b.ut 
realistic, shows that Guddina will barely be able to support his family 
during the coming year. 

Then what about the debts? The coffee he grows around the. house 
will fetch approximately 15 Birr when sold on the market. This s1;1m 
covers the debt for the fertiliser he got from EPID. But there re~ams 
a debt totalling 47 Birr to the peasant association, and it seems unlikely 
that Guddina will be able to pay the sum. 

We now have to leave Guddina in his difficult position and turn 
our attention to general aspects of the problem. Guddina's situation is 
representative of a considerable portion of the peasantry. . . . 

If Guddina and his fellows are to escape from the vicious circle of 
hunger and poverty, they will have to invest in basic me~ns ':f production 
like seeds, oxen and implements. But in the present situation they are 
unable to pay for these inputs. If strict repayment in ca~h is demanded from 
the poor peasants for the initial investments, they will have to sell such 
a great proportion of their harvest that they are returned to ~ ~tate of 
semi-starvation. Attempts to accumulate resources for the associations ?Y 
expropriating them from the poor members cannot succeed. An associa
tion cannot prosper if the majority of its members are hun.gry. "W_ork. ef
ficiency on communal projects will be reduced and so will motivation. 

The conclusion is that the poor peasants at present do not produce 
any surplus which could be converted into cash and channeled into asso-
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ciation funds to finance collective investments. The same conclusion also 
holds f~r a majority of middle peasants. Extraction of surplus from their 
production would have the effect of transforming them into poor 
peas an ts » 43

• 

. 1:he peasant _has no easy issue out of this dilemma. Improvements 
m agriculture, which on the one hand cause a fall in agricultural prices 44 

and, on the other, require greater outlays and more extensive material 
conditions of production, are not only beyond his capacity but mean 
the downfall of the small scale agriculture itself 45

• At the sametime, 
the spread of state farms on a big scale, with the resultant eviction of 
peasants and competition with the peasant individual producer, will 
accentuate the peasant's impoverishment. The so-called « Producers Coo
perative » system proclaimed by the junta holds no attraction to the 
peasant and this for good reason as it does not assure him subsistence 
a?d the right to dispose of the excess above this produced by him indi
vidually. Added to this is the justified suspicion of the peasant vis a vis 
t!1e state which, _in the last five years, has proved its ability only in the 
field of aggravatmg the impoverishment and subjugation of the peasant. 

The. appropriation of the agricultural surplus has also changed with 
the dem1se of the landlords. The state, as the virtual landlord, is now 
the one which appropriates this surplus directly. Surplus appropriation 
~akes .the form .of a yearly tax paid to the state for the use of land ( this 
ts a ftxed tax, urespective of size of farm or income, and was 4 Birr in 
1976) and there is also an additional income tax paid according to inco
me (some 3-4 Birr for those with an income of less than 600 Birr). The 
state also has extended its taxes to machine-operated mills in the rural 
areas, many of the mills are presently owned by state controlled peasant 
associations. At the level of taxes the poor peasant has to pay more than 
he used to pay during Haile Sellasie's rule, though the payments of va-

43 Stahl, op. cit., pp. 70-74 (emphasis ours - N.A.). 
44• Though price control i~ artificially maintained by the regime ( through the 

exe~t1on of merc~ants wh<;> did not adhere to the arbitrarily-set price limits), it is 
pomble for the J?rICe of. agncultural products to fall. In a situation where the peasants 
~ve weak rel~ttons ~1th the market the price of the products is not regulated 
directly by their cost tn money or labour. Marx explains this as follows: 

. « F?r . the peasant parcel holder to cultivate his land, or to buy land for culti
vation, It ts not ... necessary as under the normal capitalist mode of production that 
the market-)?rice of t_he agricul~ral products rise high enough to afford ~ the 
average .profit, and still less a ftxed excess above this average profit in the form of 
renc. It ts. not necessary,. therefor~, that the market price rise, either up to the value 
or the pnce of P!Oductton. of ~s product .. This is one of the reasons why grain 
prices. are low~r m. countrie.s ~1th predonunant small peasant land proprietorship 
than m countrtes with a capitalist mode of production. One portion of the surplus
lab~ur of the ~asants, who work under the least favourable conditions, is bestowed 
gratl~ upon. society and ~oes not at ~ enter into _the regulation of price of pro
duct10n or mto the creation of value m general. This lower price is consequently a 
result of the producers' poverty and by no means of their labour productivity.,. 
(Marx, Capital, vol. III, p. 806. 

45 Marx, op. cit., p. 807. 
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rious kinds to the feudalists has stopped. But thi~ again n:eds qualifi
cations. To begin with, by late 1979 the s!ate has mcreased its tax rates 
requiring from the peasants a virtually umform payment of s~me 2~.50 
birr. In addition, peasants in all areas have to make payments m .cas. or 
kind (forced payments , euphemistically called « voluntary contribut~ons 
to the Motherland's Defence»!) to the state. In some northern reg10ns 
like Gondar, the state has also tried to levy taxes on pe~sants who own 
guns with the tax rate varying for bolt rifles and automatic ones . Peasant 
associations are also used as armed pressure instruments t<;> make peas~nts 
pay for « construction of schools, roads, clinics »! etc, 1.e. fo.r services 
which should have been fulfilled by the government itself and which, never
theless, hardly materialize. Forced labour is also extracted fro~ the peas~nts 
who have to till the lands of those peasants who have been mducted mto 
the militia and taken to the war front, and peasants also have .to ~rnrvest ~he 
crops on the state farms. It is also pa.rticular of th~ Ethiopian reality, 
that the labour force, at least a substantial number of it, engaged on wor
king in the state farms is made up of political prisone~s, forcefully rounded 
up prostitutes and the urban unemployed who ar~, m ~os.t cases, forced 
with little or no pay. Another feature of the states policy is the so-called 
« Resettlement Project» by which thousands of peasants from the drought
stricken areas are transported to other provinces and settled on ~etter 
lands The settlements usually occur in areas where local peasant msur
recti~ns are troubling the regime. But what is significa~t is that the 
settlers are forced to cultivate a particular type of crop dictated by t~e 
government, and their product, with a small amount allocated for their 
subsistence, is appropriated directly by the state. . . 

Despite the many features that bring to mind the realities of the 
feudal period, the predominantly existing small seale a.gri~lture and Ian? 
holding is one which falls within the. category of cap1tali~m or the capi
talist mode of production. The prevaling nature of feudalism at the level 
of social relations and ideology in the rural areas cannot negate the 
overthrow of this mode and the elimination of the landlords' political and 
economic power. The small scale holding and production . manifests !he 
low level of capitalist development, its restricted growth without denymg 
the prevalence of the capitalist mode of production in gener~l. In other 
words, the present social-formation in Ethiopia, especially viewed from 
the relations of production prevailing in agriculture, cannot be called 
feudal. However, the articulation of the capitalist mode is still stun!ed 
and the predominant feature is the existence of small-scale land holdin~ 
and production, which is by itself an obstacle in the development of capi
talism. In the other words, agriculture is not yet fully subjected to the 
cauitalist mode of production and as such capitalism manifests a « limited 
de'"velopment » and is yet incapable of manifesting all its peculiarities. It 
is only when capitalism has fully dominated agriculture that one can look 
fol' the concentration and centralisation of capital. 

The stage of development necessarily calls for the qualification of 
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the assertion that the capitalist mode predominates. This domination has 
yet to develop to its full potential, large-scale farming has yet to replace 
the small-scale agriculture, and the peasant has yet to be fully drawn into 
the market, etc ... The development of the situation is further affected by 
the process in which the whole situation came about and the general class 
struggle in the formation and its iompact on the policies of the ruling 
class. However, it seems to us that one point that can be asserted empha
tically is that the feudal mode has been overthrown and the capitalist 
mode, with all its imperfections and the limitations imposed by the 
concrete situation, is prevailing. And as Marx stated, that relations be
longing to earlier forms of society exist, in a crippled form or as a travesty 
of their former self, in bourgeois society, is not a point that belies the 
bourgeois nature of the society 46• 

A projection of the future development of the situation is qualified 
by the war situation prevailing in several regions and the instability of 
the ruling class. However, it is possible to state that left to its course, 
the full application of the state's agricultural policy will inevitably lead 
to the break-up of the small scale agriculture/holdings and the dominance 
of capitalism in this sphere. This process is, nonetheless, a variegated one 
and the dependent as well as undeveloped state of capitalism in Ethiopia 
will imply that the proletarianization of the small farmer will be a relati
vely slower process. Meanwhile small scale production, with its accompa
nying features of « infinite fragmentation of the means of production», 
the isolation of the producers themselves, with monstrous waste of human 
energy, the progressive deterioration of conditions of production and the 
increased prices of the means of production » 47 

- will prevail. Abundant 
harvest in good seasons will alternate with famine and starvation during 
droughts, the peasant, in most cases, left to his own means, isolated. 
What we are dealing with here is not a developed bourgeois society 
or the situation described by Marx in which the feudal landlord is gra
dually turned int a landowner and the serf into a modem farmer or 
agricultural day-labourer 48

. The process of the transformation in Ethiopia 
has traversed a different path, with the feudal lords ousted by a popular 
reYolutionary struggle, with no industrial or agricultural bourgeoisie 
stteng enough to assure the domination of capital over agriculture, with 
small scale agriculture predominating and coexisting with state farms. The 
peasantry, despite the class differentiations within it, desires and is able to 
perpetuate its petty production hovering between life and detah yet savour-

46 Marx, « Grundrisse », op. cit., p. 105-06. 
The relevant passage from Marx is as follows: 
« ... since bourgeois society is itself a contradictory form of development, rela

tions derived from earlier forms will often be found within it only in an entirely 
stunted form, or even travestied. For example, communal property. Although it is 
true, therefore, that the categories of bourgeois economics pos ess a truth for all 
other forms of society, this is to be taken only with a grain of salt. » 

41 Marx, «Capital», vol. III, p. 807. 
48 Marx, « Grundrisse », op. cit., pp. 252-253. 
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in its ssession of a piece of land, « the index of one's. worth! » T~e 
b;urge~e though it commands the state and owns land, ds talperet ~ 
its drive td accumulate capital by its dependent nature an t e. ow evh 
of develo ment of the productive forces 49

• The. recent procl.amatton on t e 
· p f the ,, Producers' Cooperative» laid down as lts fundamental 

setting-up o " · 1 al d li 
article the duty of peasants to abide by the ~conomic,. cu tur an po -
· ·1 d' t' i·ssued by the state but the violent resistance of peasants uca 1rec ives ' , f 11 h 

· r 1 provinces indicates the peasant s reluctance to o ?W t e r~-
i~r::,:e ians. In other words, the bourgeoisie's drive to subJu~ate agri-
~ulture ~oder the heel of capital and to develop larg~ sc~le fr~mg so tbs 
to accumulate capital faces a serious obstacle. The regimes so .ut10n to . e 
dilemma is indicated by its stepped-up propaganda attacks fgainst \~e~i~h 
and individualist peasants» and its constant recourse dttli ordt' w .1c £ 
turn has fuelled the peasant rebellions and aggravate e srupuon ° 
agricultural production. . 

Just as the dissolution of feudalism and the control £°f <hthe tm
ortant national resource » (land) by the state is nece~s.ary or t e trlanb

lormation of the petty bourgeoisie as a state bou~geo1s1e, tllhe c~ntro y 
· · d · f' · 1 d banking as we as insurance the state of the basic m ustries, manc1a an f h b .. 

agencies is also indispensable. The consolidation. o t ef state B ourru:: 
re uires its command of the economy as the primary or~e. Y_ u 1 s 
itsg full controll of political power (the state) andd exte~ng t~;5 {£° ~: 
ec,~nomic sphere the new bourgeoisie expands an conso ates 1 s~ · 
nationalisation ~f industries, financial institutions and bats ~arrted out 
by the regime in January and February 1975, though ta en

1 
in an u~p

lanned and sporadic manner as much as a m~ans to 1ef ect popu ar 
pressure demanding the dismantling of the soc10-econom1c struc~re. of 
the ancien regime so, was vital for the new ruling class .. The Et boptlin 
bourgeoisie was weak and comprador, and was also discarded Y e 
February Revolution. The new bourgeoisie, in order to J?rm and con
solidate itself, had to impose its hegemony not only. politically but fso 
economically. Through the nationalisation measures tt moved. to rea tze 
this and it is not accidental that the bureuacracy expanded 1mmensely
two1 years after the nationalization measures - some 30,?00 te'J rosts 
were added to the state sector 51 and almost all the nauona ise. . 1r1;1s 
and units were being managed by Ethiopians. The number of muust!tes 
has increased - National Resources, Industry, Public Works and Hou.sing, 
Coffee and Tea, etc ... - and several specialised agencies a?1 operauon~l 
bodies were also established. All these are staffed by military and ci-

49 The question as too whether the r~ling .cl~ss, which is as.sur_ed tminandi~ 
only thanks to the all-round backing of 1IDpen:1lism, can revoluttoruse t e con 
tions of production is, by itself, a relevant question. 

so See, Democracia, organ of the EPRP, No. 1~, Nov ;974. . . 
SI Ethiopian Herald, (daily newspaper in English, Addis Abeba, which 1s state 

owned), dee. 28/1977. 
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vilian elements. The growth of the bureaucratic apparatus is but a cha
racteristic of state capitalism. 

The bourgeoisie in power in Ethiopia can be called « emergent » 
in so far as it is being formed and has yet to consolidate itself, 
notwithstanding its dependent nature vis a vis imperialism. It is basically 
drawn from the ranks of the petty-bourgeoisie and is being supplied 
its newer members from the upper echelons of this same class ensconsed 
within the bureaucracy. The state bourgeoisie manifests politically a 
bureaucratic character, juridically private ownership of the means of 
production is non-existent while the surplus is appropriated by the 
bourgeoisie by virtue of its control of the state which owns the land, 
factories, etc ... The inroad made by the state into the field of retail trade, 
transport, etc ... shows the bourgeoisie's attempts to expand its economic 
hegemony, and the accelerated expansion of state farms is also indicative 
of this. At the sametime, the war situation and the state's need for 
increased revenues assure the intensification of this practice thus leading 
to the closing down of small privately-run enterprises and trade esta
blishments. 

Given the overall low level development of the economy and 
the subsequent weakness of the ruling bourgeoisie (due to political 
and economic reasons), the drive by the state bourgeoisie to accumulate 
capital in the face of a prevailing small scale production and spreading 
rebellions against the state can only be through a violent process. The 
absolute subjugation of the worker and the peasant masses to the state 
is a sine qua non of this accumulation. The denial of the right of workers 
to organize themselves autonomously, the proclamation of an anti-worker 
draconian labour law, the setting-up of associations and trade unions 
whose primary function it to serve as the ideological, organizational and 
repressive apparatus of the state 52

, the hijacking of revolutionary slogans 
and the distortion of the proletarian ideology, fascistic terror (actual and 
hovering) ... and the like are the accompanying features of the bourgeois 
rule in its drive to stabilise itself and consolidate its political and eco
nomic power. The state as the owner of land (the landlord) over the 
peasant and as an employer of the worker deprives both the «freedom» 
to sell their labour power on the market, « socialism », « revolutionary 
discipline », « duty to the motherland », etc., are invoked to legitimise 
the intensified exploitation of the worker and the peasant. The otlawing 
of strikes, the freeze put on workers wages, the practice of forcing 
workers to work overtime ithout pay, all practices which ill not go 

52 It is interesting to note that the Kebeles, urban district associations, used 
by the junta as its effective arms of repression and control of the people, have been 
compared by G. C. Pajetta, a leader of the Italian Communist Party, with the 
Rmsian soviets or the sections of the French Revolution! Pajetta arrived at such a 
a stupendous conclusion after a few days of a guided tour in Addis Abeba during 
the height of the « Red Terror» campaign unleashed by the junta against the EPRP. 
(See, Interview with Pajetta, in New Left Review, 107, 1978). 
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unchallenged in bourgeois capitalist cou?tries. where the wo.rkers havtli a 
deoree of trade union rights, are put m action. And despite what e 
ad~ocates of « development at all costs» may say it makes a tremen~oui 
difference, as Marx said, at least to the p~ople,. « wh~ther ~auona 
capital is gradually and slowly transformed mto mdustnal capital, : 
whether this development (comes about by the way of) accelerat. 
appropriation of the independent direct prod~cers and ~ough the vio
lently accelerated accumulation and conc~ntratlon of capital » . The fa
scic;tic repression unleashed by the regime, the attempts to crush all 
independent political actions on the part of the masses, I"?assac~es and 
terror, along with starvation , misery and accentuated suffer1?g, w~ thus 
continue. However, whether the whole process of accumulat:1.on en:71saged 
by the state bourgeoisie will be realized or not depends on ~ variety .of 
factors, chief among which it the course of the class struggle m the social 
formation. 

Focussing on the agrarian situation, we have atteml?ted .to gen~ra~y 
comment upon the questio~ of the modes . of production m. Eth1op1a. 
Our assertion is that feudalism as a mode 1s overthrown while the c~
pitalist mode dominates (no~ fo_rgett~ng the dependent nature of this 
catJitalism a dependence which 1s heightened, and not reduced by the 
alliance ;ith the USSR) even though this is at a very lo~ le~el of 
development. The existence of a predominant petty production 1s. u~
doubtedly an obstacle on the path of cap~talist dev~loJ?ment but it 1S 

a situation that favours the dominant position of .cap1tali~m as a -y;hole. 
We believe, therefore, that to define the E~hiop1an. ~ocial-~ormation as 
feudal or semi-feudal, or even as one « frozen m transition», 1s erroneous. 

Conclusions reached at the level of the determination of the do
minant mode of production have direct b~aring .on re~olutionary strat~gy. 
For the proletariat and its Party, what 1s at 1ss~e 1s not a. mecharucal 
adherence to this or that model or strategy sanctified by 0££1cal dogm~. 
The strategy of the revolutionary struggle must b~se itself. on the ~nalysis 
of the actual contradictions and class struggle m the given social for· 
m~tion. Lenin put it in this manner: 

« We do not claim that Marx knew of Marxists know the ro~d 
to socialism down to the last detail. It would be nonsense to claim 
anything of the kind. What we know is _the direc~ion of t!1is r~ad, and 
the class forces that follow it; the specific, practical details will c~me 
to light only through the experience of millions when they take thmgs 
into their own hands » 54

• 

Leaving aside the specific and practical details to those who ~e 
engaged in the practical struggle, it seems necessary to us to emphasise 
that the strategy for revolutionary struggle in Ethiopia has to grapple 
bac;ically with the question of mobilisng the vast mass of the peasantry 

53 Marx,« Capital», vol. III, p. 785. . . 
54 Lenin, « The Land Question and the Fight for Freedom», p. 44, emphasis his. 
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around the proletariat and its Party. This is easier said than done. The 
alliance of the peasantry and the workers is not inscribed by the relations 
of production, the fundamental interests of both are not identical· the 

' congruence sought can be actualised on temporary grounds and it pre-
supposes a necessary compromise on the part of the worker with the 
objective of winning over the peasant. This itself requires the transfor
mation of the peasant, the peasant as peasant will not opt for socialism 
or collectivization 55

• The process of transformation relies on « the force 
of example», as Engels emphasised, and not on the use of force against 
the peasant. The problematic of the worker-peasant alliance is beyond 
the scope of this article but suffice it to note that the problem is not 
solved by an approach which neglects the class characteristics of the 
peasantry or which negates the indispensability of the support of the 
peasant for the proletariat's victory. 

In light of this, the correct policy towards the peasantry is that 
which, generally, serves to rally peasant to the side of the proletariat. 
Taking the concrete situation as the launching pad and sufficiently grasping 
the interests of the peasantry, it is possible to adopt fitting tactics to 
win over the peasants for the struggle against the state bourgeoisie. The 
complexity of the whole problem is best higlighted by Engels' apt 
comment: « we can win over quickly to our side the mass of small 
peasants only if we make them promises which we notoriously cannot 
keep. »56 Assuring the proletarian leadership of the struggle renders the 
politicisation of the peasantry, through the course of the struggle itself, 
in a revolutionary manner. The problem of the peasantry posed at the 

55 Lenin had this to say in this connection: 
« The peasants are involved in small commodity production; given a favourable 

conjuncture of historical cirumstances, they can achieve the most complete abolition 
of feudalism, but they will always - inevitably and not accidentally - show a certain 
vacillation between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, between liberalism and 
Marxism» (ibid, p. 33 emphasis his). 

And in his other post-1917 writings, Lenin, after clearly pointing out that « pea
sant farming, which continues to be petty, commodity production, (gives) an extre
mely broad and very sound, deep-rooted basis for capitalism ... », states that the 
peasant so long as owns his piece of land, is capable of trading in grain and making 
profit out of it will remain « a serni-warking man, a semi-profiteer» and as a pro
fiteer will stand opposed (hostile) to the proletarian power. 

Lenin's proposed solution to the problem was not, however, the use of force 
against the peasantry. Like Engels, he advocated the « force of example », trying 
to win it over to the side of the working class by ideological persuasion and 
by paying close attention to its needs, etc .. 

56 This does not mean that one can mobilise the pesantry only by duping it. 
Engels view is quite categorically opposed to such an approach to the question. What 
Engels states is that it is not possibile to mobilise the peasantry by declaring from 
the outset that all land will be collectivised. To the concrete desires and needs of 
the peasant, the response given is not a ploy. In other words, a revolutionary party 
that has in its program the actualization of land to the tiller will adhere to this while 
at the sametime working, politically and through the force of example, to influence 
th<' peasantry towards the formation of cooperatives and collectivisation. The use of 
repression against the peasant, in this respect, can only be counter-productive. 
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time of the transition to socialism is not an isolated proble~, it is 
inscribed within the whole struggle to destroy the rule of capital and 
to emancipate the people. The question is not ~o much that of col
lectivisation, industrialization or increased production, though these ai:e 
essential for the transition to socialism 57

• The crux of the problem 1s 
political, it is one of making each .member of society or the. people 
participate equally in popular sovereignty. I_n other words an mcrease 
in the productive forces that is not accompan1ed by a? all-round develop
ment of the individual and by the return of man himself, as Marx put 
it, as a sodal, really human, b~ing, such 'gro:Vth'., such 'developme_nt' 
stands in the final analysis agamst the emancipation of the labourmg 
masses. 

57 For all its importance, the question of economic development cannot be 
po$ed in mere economic terms. That politics should have precedence over economics 
is no antiquated cliche... As Marx pointed out: « Man himself is the basis of his 
material production, as of any other production that he carries on. All circumstances, 
therefore, which affect man, the subiect of production, more or less modify all his 
functions and activities as the creator of material wealth... In this respect it can in 
fact be shown that all human relations and functions, however and in whatever form 
they may appear, influence material production and have a more or less decisive in
fluence upon it. » (Marx, in « Theories of Surplus Value »). 

« The human being is», as Marx pointed out, above all « a political animal, 
not merely a gregarious animal, but an animal which can individuate itself only in 
the midst of society.» (Griindrisse). 

Lenin also puts it this this way: « Politics must take precedence over economics. 
To argue otherwise is to forget the ABC of Marxism. Without a correct political 
approach to the matter the given class will be unable to stay on top, and, conse
quently, will be incapable of solving its production problems either.» (Collected 
Works, vol. 32). 
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Some Aspects of the Debate on the 
Proletarian Party 

T sigereda Aklilu 

The nature and actual characteristics of the USSR and more generally 
of the E. European and other such regimes, the social and economic 
mechanisms which govern the relationship between classes in the societies, 
and the whole dynamic of struggle and of power on which they base 
part of their specificity give rise to several complex problems. 

The problems are on the one hand traceable historically through 
the theoretical and practical experience of the the international workers 
movement, and on the other verifiable also by the way of overcoming 
the conceptions which affect, when not directly responsible, the actual, 
tragic caricatures of « socialist realizations ». If in a general sense the 
process leading to the bureaucratic articulation of the soviet society, 
and thus perpetuated in the national peoples' revolutions, is still to be 
discovered, some aspects of the problematics of the « party question» 
are nevertheless recognizable i.e. the type and form of organization 
of the proletariat as well as the deep imprint left by its action and 
political strategy. In spite of the obvious link between these facts and 
the whole process of social bureaucratization it is however possible to 
state which political and organizational aspects result from the class struggle 
during its historical course, letting the particular and specific conditions 
of the development of this struggle remain in the background. This is, 
as Lenin warned, the substance of internationalism: to be able to critically 
evaluate and personally verify the experience of the international workers 
movement, and not to limit oneself to knowing about it or « copying 
the final resolutions ». 

The actual conception of the party and its establishment are, however, 
influenced by the socio-economic and political conditions within which 
the struggle develops, by the national boundaries and the historical frame
work of its development. In the same way, the organizational criteria 

* The article is a translation. Since the author did not indicate quotations with 
precise footnotes, we have translated the quotations directly from the original 
article-EMR. 
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take into account the orientation and basis of the existing social organis~, 
so that in transformation, the main political tactics and form of social 
alliance are able to withstand the strain of political change a~d ~he 
transformation of the society. In other words, the problems ?f orgamza~ion 
of the proletariat involve the substance of the proletanat revolution, 
the essence of political power and of its « conque.s~ » by .the ~eople, 
the connection between instrumentalization and political aruculatton of 
the working class and other social classes in relation al~o to the me0anism 
of the state as a politico-organizational aspect of mterests which are 
considered general. Basically, in order to conside.r the. ~ubjec:. of the 
proletariat party, account must be taken of a certam political vmon. ~d 
of its conquest, of centralism and democracy, and of the characteristics 
necessary for the transformation of the society within a socialist perspective. 

2. The problem of the organization of the proletariat in the thought 
of Marx and Engels 

According to Marx and Engels the formation of the International 
Association brought about an attempt at formulating the organization 
of the working class on other bases, and not on those of socialist or 
semi-socialist sects. One initial aspect was concerned with the overcoming 
of isolated worker societies and of uniting them into national organizations 
even if each local independent society retained the faculty of being able 
to refer directly to the International Association. In the same way, Marx 
did not underestimate the burden of the national and historical characteristics 
which weighed upon the workers and their struggle, which is by definition 
national « not in content but in form », since « generally speaking in 
order to fight, the working class must organize itself in its own country 
as a class ». 

In opposition to national division and the existence of sects, the 
International Worker Association counterposed unity of action through 
the International Association of workers, since if it is true that « so 
long as the sects are (historically) justified, the working class is not yet 
mature for an independent historical movement», it is equally true 
that the « the worker who has to take political power one day to 
estabilsh a new organization of labour must overthrow the old politics 
which sustain the old institutions », and in order to « reach this goal 
(we maintain) that the means are not everywhere identical». Marx 
therefore pays great attention to what he calls « historical encrustations » 
of the working class (institutions, customs and traditions which are 
different in each country) and of the national background within which 
the class struggle organizes itself. This flexibility and this way of considering 
things is reflected also in the forms of organization of the proletariat 
struggle not referring only to the actual moment of association but 
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also to « all other forms by which the proletarians are accomplishing ... 
their organization into a class». 

The necessity of the existence of a party was shaped on the one 
hand as a historical affirmation of the proletariat as a class, and on 
the other as an essential means « in its struggle against the unified power 
of the ruling classes». « The organization of the proletariat into a political 
party is necessary to assure the success of the social revolution in reaching 
its ultimate aim: the abolition of classes. The union of the working 
class forces, which has already been attained thanks to the economic 
struggle, must also serve it as a lever in the struggle against the political 
power of its exploiters ... so that the conquest of political power becomes 
the main task of the proletariat» (General Statutes of the International 
Workers Association). Thus, Marx and Engels never considered the 
party as separate from those factors which are relative to a revolutionary 
process in its practical and historical class movement and from the role 
of proletarian organization in the transformation of the society. 

The singling out of the antagonism and collision between classes 
as seen in the Marxist concept not only brings to light the economical 
aspect of the relationships of production but also points it out as a 
focal aspect in the «mode» of production in its being above all a 
way of domination which has to be overthrown. The exploitation of 
man by man which comes from the utilisation of wage labour by capital, a 
relationship therefore which presupposes historical relationships of subjuga
tion of the labour-force by which the social, economic and political 
mechanism is characterised. It is from : here that the origins of the 
distinction between the classes may be traced, and of revolutionary 
processes as « organized political opposition of civil society » and eman
cipation and hegemony of a particular class that « takes over, starting 
off from a given situation, the general emancipation of the whole society, 
but only presuming that the whole society finds itself in the same 
situation as this class », whereas the proletariat, « by organizing all the 
conditions of human existence on the presupposition of social liberty », 
and « not merely political », overcomes the « partial » or «bourgeois» 
emancipation into a « general and human one». The conception of the 
party reflects in synthesis a complete and detailed Marxist analysis 
from the moment that an instrument « in order to elevate the proletariat 
to the dominant class » to « organize it» in the « conquest of democracy » 
is being dealt with - « we are not communists who want to abolish 
personal freedom and make the world into a large barrack or factory 
... we have no wish to buy equality at the expense of liberty» - and 
in the transformation of public power which by this process « will 
lose its (own) political character». This in as much as « freedom consists 
in changing the State from a means which stands above the society 
to a mean which is absolutely subordinated to it» and the same role 
of the proletariat party is directly involved in the phase of revolutionary 
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transformation since in no way can the working class « be satisfied 
by simply taking a ready made machine into its own hands and wielding 
it for its own purposes », - « the political instrument of its enslavement 
must not serve as a political instrument for its emancipation» - neither 
must it adapt its goal of radical social change at the actual act of 
the overthrowing of « the old political power». Political power therefore 
must be transformed from the actual moment of the setting up of 
organizational action, in socialism, by the working classes, bearers not 
of a particular administration of power but of its dissolution, not of a 
specific relationship of domination, either by a majority or a minority, 
but of a necessary destruction of every means of domination. If « the 
principle of politics is will » and « revolution in general - the over
throwing of the existing power and the dissolution of old relationships -
is a political act», socialism cannot anyway do less than « shed this 
political coverng ». The struggle of the proletariat overcomes and destroys 
therefore the system of power and domination of capital, not conquering 
power and wielding it for its benefit, but transforming the actual essence 
of «power», taking over and changing the political form so that, by 
this act, it adapts and transforms the relationship that linked it to 
the production of capital and the social product of expropriated labour, 
private property. 

The experience of the Commune becomes, therefore, essential and 
innate to the Marxist conception: « it is this political form which has 
finally been discovered which allows the actualization of the economic 
emancipation of labour », starting right from the political power of 
the producers intended as that capacity of the working class to take 
over and indicate how to resolve the problem of the middle classes and 
the peasantry and get itself recognised in the revolution as the only 
class capable of social initiative». The power of the proletariat and the 
dictatorship of the working class acquires the significance of a violent 
eruption, in as much as accelerated by the revolution, of the oppressed 
classes organised for a different social administration. « The Comune 
therefore did not mean a revolution against one or the other forms 
of state power, legitimist, constitutional, republican or general. It signified 
a re~olution against the actual essence of the State, this supernatural 
abortion of society; it was the reappropriation by the people of their 
own social life ». 

« The Commune is the winning back of the power of the State on 
behalf of the society, from which it takes its vital force instead of 
being the force which dominates and holds it subject. It is 'the winning 
back by the people themselves who substitute their own force for the 
fore~ organised to oppr.ess them». If the period of revolutionary transfor
mati~n_ from a. ~apitahs~ society to a communist one corresponds to a 
« ~ohtical transition period » characterized by the revolutionary dictator
ship of the proletariat, the Commune presents itself as the « organic 
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instrument» of the real movement of the working classes. The organization 
of the Commune does not suppress either the class struggle or the 
State but establishes conditions for the emancipation of labour and, 
by destroying the power of the State itself whose functions are « reduced 
to those few functions which fulfill general and national requirements». 
Thus, the autoemancipation of the proletariat which is at the same time 
the conquest of power and the management of the State by the proletariat. 
In Marx's view therefore, no particular instrument of self organization 
of the class is privileged (like for example, the party was for the whole 
Bolshevik group), but the self government of the producers, and the 
various instruments by which this is carried out, assuring basically the 
revolutionary transformation of the society. The dictatorship of the pro
letariat is the self government of the producers, being the owners only 
of the personal conditions of production (of the labour force) as opposed 
to those who own the material conditions of production « under the 
form of ownership of capital». A reappropriation, therefore, of the 
material conditions for the existence of the working class, « collective 
owneship by the workers» which is fundamentally a different way of 
producing and consuming to that of capital, and that has a vitality and 
a perspective that belongs to the process of reappropriating social life 
if the working class « has taken into its own hands the actual direction 
of the revolution and has found at the same time the means to hold 
it firmly in its own hands ... ». The power of the Commune created in 
opposition to « the old centralized government, represents a political 
form « fully prepared to expand itself», actually a worker leadership 
which aims at revolutionizing the social enslavement of the producers». 
« It wanted to make individual private property a reality by transforming 
the means of production, the land and the capital, which are today 
essentially a means of enslavement and exploitation of labour, into simple 
instruments of free and associated labour». 

The experience of the Commune singled out furthermore, another 
important aspect that will be seen later in the revolutionary processes 
of 1905 and 1917 in Tsarist Russia: ,it determined the limits of utopistic 
ideals held by the preexisting groups, the Commune of the Blanquists 
and the Proudhonians, and at the same time confirmed that the real 
movement of the working class, at the moment of the revolutionry 
break, should go beyond the objectives posed by their own organizations 
and develop more advanced associative instruments. Marx was rightly 
able to state that « the International is not, above all, a government 
of the working classes, it is more of an organ of unification than an 
organ of command ... The Association does not dictate any given form 
of political power ... the worker associations must not be absolutely 
identical in Newcastle and Barcellona, in London and Berlin ... the workers 
must change the relationship between themselves and the capitalists 
and the landlords, and this means that the society must be changed. 
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This is the common aim of any worker movement: the worker and 
peasant leagues, the trade-union co-operatives, the consumer and producer 
co-operatives, they are only a means of achieving the real goal ». 

In addition to these observations developed in August 1871, just 
a few months after the Commune, the International, and Marx himeslf, 
admit a year later, with the approvation of article 7 /a of the Statutes, 
the necessity of an autonomous proletarian party for the conquest of 
political power and in view of the need of a new configuration of the 
International. In September 1872, the V Congress of the IWA « declaring 
obligatory political action and the purifying the Association from trouble
some elements», consacrates the power of the general Council so that 
it can « suspend branches, sections councils or federal committees and 
federations of the International until the following congress », and 
at the same time decreed the split between the «Marxists» and the 
« antiauthoritarians » of Bakunin thus revealing the intention of Marx 
and Engels to dissolve an institution (The International) that « belonged 
to the period of the Second Empire, a period during which the dominant 
oppression over all Europe required of the workers a period of ... unity 
and abstention from any form of internal polemic». 

It was dealing with an institution which had beed surpassed 
and « the new role which belonged to it, that of finding the organiza
tional form which was capable of a universal representaion of the 
proletariat (which had) gone beyond all the means at its disposition »: 
it was necessary to begin again from new bases starting from the 
consolidation of the national states and from the advancement of the 
workers movement particularly in England and in Germany. However, 
the polemic and internal battle of the International did not base itself 
so much on the workers' party within a single national background 
so much as on the necessity of the identification of political struggle as 
a fundamental aspect for the emancipation of the proletariat. It is 
the enunciation of a strategy more than an analysis of the organizational 
steps for the success of the proletariat revolution: « the political move
ment of the working class naturally has as its ultimate aim the conquest 
of political power for the working class itself, and in order to attain 
this end it is naturally necessary to have an organization of the working 
class which has to be developed up to a certain stage and born from 
its own economic struggles.» For Marx, « the concept of party» continues 
to correspond to the concept of class, since « every movement of class, 
as such, is necessarily, and has always been, a political movement. » 
!he only clear organizational factor in the strategy of the International 
1s that of the autonomy of the proletarian party which Engels expresses 
thus: « The politics which counts must be proletarian politics, the 
workers' party must not see itself as the tail end of some bourgeois 
part~ but must instead constitute itself as an independent party which 
has lts own goal, and its own policies». The defeat of the Commune 
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influenced the discussion within the IWA. For Marx and Engels, 
the Commune, whose lack of « centralization and authority» was behind 
its defeat , had « put as its main objective the political action of the 
proletariat », and it was therefore the factor that had destroyed « that 
original collaboration of all the elements » which was the International, 
and had to make people realise that socialist sects had been surpassed 
by proposing as a central question of the revolution the organization and 
intervention of the working class. 

For the emerging German social-democratic tendencies this lesson 
presented itself, instead, in terms of the structuralization of the workers' 
party as W. Liebknecht clearly observes: « First of all the French workers 
have no organization, apart from the International; moreover, they went 
through a revolutionary school that our people have not had any ex
perience of. If our workers had had such a school, we woul be further 
ahead than the French, and that thanks to our organization. With such 
an efficient organization, the Commune would never have been defeated.» 

3. The « party in the conception and practice of German Social 
Democracy in its first period. 

At the dissolving of the I International, which formally took place 
at the conference of Philadelphia in July 1876, there began the develop
ment of party- like and trade-union organizations of the proletariat. 

The development of Trade-Unionism in England and the birth of 
the German social-democratic party embodied the more significant aspects 
of this new organizational process. In the background of Bismarkian 
Germany, the debate on the problem of the party was based on the 
need to reawaken the consciousness of the working class, placing it at the 
centre of all historical development and proposing the political « domina
tion » of the proletariat as a lever by which it could attain its own 
emancipation - as the Workers' Programme of Lassalle declared - and 
of unifying the various poles of worker associations which were being 
formed. 

The flowering of workers' cultural associations, the formation of 
which began in 1860 inside the organization of the bourgeoisie (The 
National Society), stimulated this process of disassociation and fusion. 

A first question that was considered regarded the singling out of 
the fulcrum around which the organization would turn. From the moment 
that there was no possibility of joining the various workers' associations, 
owing to the legislation in force, an appeal made by the central committee 
of Leipzig - born for the purpose of establishing a general workers' 
congress - stated that free workers' assemblies had to be considered 
as the focal point of the organizational aims which in their turn gave 
rise to a local committee. Another question was concerned initially with 
who was to be considered as a «worker», this problem was connected 
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to the complex social stratification of the period as well as the presence 
of workers' associations and of the co-operative movements. 

Lassalle's Open Letter, cited by the committee, pointed out some 
fundamental difficulties when it insisted on the need of the working 
class to constitute itself as an independent political party with a programme 
based on equal and direct universal suffrage brought about by all available 
legal means. Lassalle's vision therefore went beyond the field of action 
of the worker's societies and consumer co-operatives and directed the 
German workers' movement towards a revendication of a national and 
general character (universal suffrage), and towards objectives which he 
considered were able to embody the embryo of further development 
of the working classes - the producers' associations with state credit, 
like universal suffrage, were considered a means to an end -: the 
socialisation of production. In the Open Letter there is a concretsation 
of the perspectives of the proletariat organisation based essentially on 
a research into the effective strategic means necessary to the vitality 
and political and associated presence of the working class. This concept 
was behind the birth of the General Association of German Workers 
which, in the Statute (1863), indicated structural and organizational 
principles. In particular the Statute set as the member of the association, 
the workers who agree to become members, and who could leave when 
they waanted to, and it asserted the prerogative of the leadership 
to decide on the definition of a «worker» and to welcoming members 
of other classes or to exclude any member from the association. The 
leadership which dealt with all these matters and which decided by 
simple majority, save the possibility of the president making urgent 
provisions, was composed of a president and 24 membres among which 
the secretary was to be elected at the Annual General Assembly. 

The presiden! was elected for the first time for five years, and 
then for a year if there was an absolute majority; the organizations 
of the Association at a local level were directed by members with 
specific powers nominated by the leadership who had the power to dismiss 
them; the president could only suspend the members temporarily. 

The organizational form that was taken over by the Association 
was, consequently, of an accentuated presidentialism which under the 
dire~tion of Las~all~ te~ded to ?evelop itself - the actual president had 
the Job of nommatmg trustees at a local level - and met right from 
the beginning with a certain resistance. 

The successive developments following the death of Lassalle - who 
had indicated Bernhard Becker as his successor - testified to the 
importance that the matter of organization objectives for which it was 
born. a_nd c_reated .. It was concerned with singling out and developping 
a political line which gave a new effect to the Association and confronted 
a different aspect of the class struggle, in a background characterised 
by the recrudescence of the prussianism of Bismark. 
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Two fundamental questions presented themselves : that of the tactic 
to follow regarding the feudal reaction of the junker and the I bourgeois 
opposition of the progressive party and that of the type of organisation 
coherent to the adopred strategy and which was capable of mobilizing 
new worker forces. The debate which started-off inside the Association 
was also felt at an organizational level in respect to a greater centralization 
of the party, which was the fusion between the secretariat and presidency, 
and the emergence of a new mouthpiece, Der Social Demokrat, to which 
Marx and Liebknicht initially collaborated. The party line was becoming 
more precise, according to Schweitzer, and with the resistance of Marx 
and Engels who finally refused to collaborate, particularly regarding the 
hypothesis of universal suffrage. The limitations that universal suffrage 
would have had if granted by the Prussian Government in an actual 
German reality in which two thirds of the proletariat found themselves 
under the domination of feudal masters, made it « not a weapon but a 
trap», whereas Schweitzer considered that they were dealing with « a trap 
which could develop as a weapon». At the various workers' congresses, 
the first taking place in Westfalia on the Rhine, the majority of the 
Association were in favour of the tactics of Schweitzer, defending the 
independence of the party, and affirming the possibility of the govern
ment of abolishing the system of the three classes and substituting 
it with universal suffrage. The General Assembly of 30 November 1865 
attempted the reorganization of the Association providing for the exclusion 
of sectarianism at the organizational level. In actual fact, faced with the 
conflict between Austria and Prussia, and faced with the proposal advanced 
by Prussia concerning a German parliament on the basis of universal 
suffrage, the party had urgent tasks to accomplish. The Electoral Programme 
of Erfurt gave an initial, if somewhat equivocal, answer to these question 
even if it was not able to have any representation of the Association 
at the first election of the Reichstag in northern Germany. With the 
presidency of Schweitzer at the Assembly of Brunswick in 1867 the 
process of centralization around the office of president was further de
veloped. On the basis of a programme which established among other 
things a free and united peoples state, the introduction of universal 
suffrage, the productive associations with state credit (the fundamental 
aspects proposed by Lassalle), the list of members of the Association 
had to be reconsidered with the expulsion of all those who did not 
approve, that the president had the right of nominating the fiduciaries 
at a local level who, in turn, had to pay into the Association's kitty 
at least half of the local quota. Following this, the powers of the 
president were limited in part by the direct election of all members, 
but these measures increased the prestige of this office in relation to all 
other party bodies. With the first election of two representatives of 
the Association to the northern German Parliament in 1867, a distinctly 
different period for the advancement of the German Workers Movement 
began. 
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When faced with the movement of strikes, which had spread not 
only in Germany, the Assembly of the summer of 1868 deliberated on 
the non-necessity of trade union organisations according to an order of 
the day declaring that the strike was not a means by which the basis 
of capitalist production could be changed, but a means of encouraging 
class consciousness. The trade unions and the question of its autonomy 
vis a vis the party became the other important elements of debate on 
the organization of the proletariat. The problem of the constitution of 
trade union organizations were in any case considered initially as a 
result of Schweitzer's initiative. The Workers' Congress called for on 
26th September 1868 substantially repeated the type of aggregation of 
the Association. The League of Workers which was thereby constituted 
gave great powers to the committee, in relation to the leadership of the 
Association, since the committee could decide whether a strike regarded 
a single worker or the entire league. This form of organization was 
criticised by Marx, particularly regarding the condition of the German 
worker who was used to authoritatian principles and had therefore to 
be educated towards autonomous action. Neither did Marx agree with 
the idea of using the trade unions as a means of political organization, 
subordinated as a result to party needs. The German trade-union move
ment was, however, already born fragmented in its own right, and divided 
over the matter of the various strategic hypothesis corresponding to the 
Association, to the progressive party and to the Nuremberg society 
of Behel. 

In the same way, on the other hand, the extension of the class 
struggle and the development of trade-union movements also marked 
the beginning of the division of the Lassallian and Eisenachian theories 
of the German Workers' Movement, undermining the presidential dictator
ship which had been decided within the former, and the breaking up 
of the links which joined the latter to the peopk:s' party. At Eisenach, 
the Social-democratic Workers' Party presented itself with a more collegial 
structure than that of the Association (a committee of five people and 
a commission of control of eleven members answering to the annual 
congress) which later would have based its own political intervention 
on the stimulus of a wider discussion, both internal and in the pages 
of Volk~taat, between the militants, statutory membres of the party, the 
Internauo~al and a local association. With difficulty, in February 1875 
and later m May of the same year, a fusion between the Eisenachian and 
Lassallian theories was reached on the basis of the Gotha Programme: 
the Socialist Workers' Party was born in Germany. Marx' criticisms are 
well known regarding the process of unification which had « traded 
its principles ». In particular he referred to state help as an essential 
c?n!ribution to the co-operative movement while the « co-operative so
cieties ... are only valuable in as much as they are creation of the in
dependent workers and not under the protection of either the government 
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or the bourgeoisie », to the strategy of considering all the other social 
classes and their political associations an « one reactionary mass » in 
relation to the working class, to the lack of other organizational instru
m~nts of the proletariat ~s 1?e trade unions which are also, as Engels 
said, « the real class orgaruzat1on of the proletariat »; to the emphasis on 
the <~ elimination of every social and political inequality » while the 
question was one of the « suppression of all class differences » and 
therefore the inevit able inequality of the conditions of existence. The 
project of organization resulting from the unification renounced the 
form of associations, and considered as a party member whosoever adhered 
to the programme and approved of it; besides the publication of the 
two mouthpieces (later unified into V orwarts), there were provisions 
for a leading body, a commission of control and a committee whose 
job was that of arbitrating the differences of opinion between the 
tmo bodies i.e. the leadership and the commission. At Gotha furthermore, 
two trade union organizations were joined and in occasion of the electoral 
consultations in 1877 a Central Electoral Committee was created and 
the salaries for the officials inside the party also decided. A year later 
the liberticide legislation of Bismark and the anti-worker reaction 
effectively brought to light the problem of an organization abroad which 
had been developed around the two mouthpieces of social democracy, 
the Laterne and Freiheit, and finally the Soz.ialdemocrat published in Zurich. 

But following the reorganization of the party the question that was 
subsequently to leave its stamp on the German Worker's Party was 
raised: the diferences between the socialdemocratic faction in the Reichstag 
and their political positions, and the party. Over the colonial policy 
of ~is.mark the socialdemocrati~ .representatives were divided, the majority 
retammg that some of the manume lines proposed were not only destined 
to Bismarkian colonialism but the promoting of international exchange 
between peoples, and the minority who saw the matter of state subsidies 
for the development of traffic as a danger leading to a new crisis in 
Germany. Even if the vote against Germany was unanimous the internal 
discussions regarding the socialdemocratic factions involved the Soz.ial
de~okrat, the of~icial party mouthpiece, which according to the represen
tatives of the Reichstag, should not have made any publication regarding 
the merits of the positions taken by the group since « it is not the 
paper which must define the attitude of the factions but the factions 
which must control the attitude of the paper. » The polemic was re
formulated on the basis of the parliamentary group's recognition of the 
paper as a mouthpiece of the whole party and not just of a faction, 
and regarding the unconditional approval required of party members 
of the decisions of the group acting as the leading body in a state of 
emergency of exceptional laws. 

The singling out of parliamentary instruments as a potential lever 
for the emancipation of the proletariat brought about right from the 
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start complex organizational problems which were manifested in recurrent 
opposition. At Erfurt (1891) the Gotha Programme was revised. The 
new objectives that the German Socialdemocracy presented in the Pro
gramme of Erfurt were the work of Kautsky for the programmatical
theoretical part, and of Bernstein for the part concerning the practical 
objectives. The problematic area which was becoming evident regarded 
the tasks of a proletariat organization in a modern State, being an 
organization which had assumed particular characteristics owing to a 
knowledge of its own historical tasks for mobilization etc., and which 
tended to « subject to itself, to the interests of the classes which it 
represented, the state power» and tended « to become the dominant 
party in the state». In this way, the socialdemocratic party required 
its own mechanism of central representation through the assemblies 
of the delegates and congresses, the only instruments, according to Kautsky, 
for « bringing out into the light » the collective will and for maintaining 
unity. Internal democracy is guaranteed by the control of the delegates 
and by their being representatives in the same way as parliamentarism 
guarantees adhesion to democratic methods in obtaining power. The party 
in its autonomy and ideological clarity had as a central problem of its 
practical requirements, the search for social alliances since « the programme 
must show what we want from today's society, and not what we 
expect from it. » 

The real question of the tactical revision of the « one reactionary 
mass» of Lassalle became urgent from the moment that they confronted 
the problem of the parliamentary struggle and the necessity of conquering 
the freedom of association, of assembly and of the press which represented 
to the working class « vital conditions for existence, without which 
it could not develop itself. These freedoms are like light and air for 
the proletariat and whoever restricts or repudiates them, or wants to 
hold back the workers from the struggle for the conquest and develop
ment of these freedoms, stands with the worst enemies of the proletariat, 
despite whatever love such persons have, or pretend to have, for it.» 

The early debate in the party on agrarian matters manifested the 
urgency of the question of alliances for the proletariat organization. 
The problem of relationships with the peasants on the one hand, and 
with intellectuals on the other has for Kautsky a strategic importance 
since the principle task of socialdemocracy is exactly that of reuniting 
in block the whole mass of the proletariat and furthermore all farmers 
and industrialists, not as a class but as individuals « apparently inde
pendent from their class », and « of gaining this mass, organising it 
politically and economically, elevating it intellectually and morally, and 
bringing it to the point where it will be able to inherit the capitalist mode 
of production ». 

Another series of questions which presented themselves with the 
expansion of socialdemocracy concerned the relationship between trade-
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unions and the party. The attack of the rev1S1onist wing of Bernstein 
regarding this was based on the « theory of neutrality » of the trade
unions, and on their autonomy whilst the «revolutionaries», and parti
cularly Kautsky, maitained that it was the party's job to guide the 
whole of the workers movement . Taking into account the necessary 
subdivision of the tasks between the party and the unions, he observed 
that the link between proletarian organizations comes from the fact 
that the first could not forego basing itself on a movement which 
struggles for the defence of the condition of the workers, while for the 
second socialist strategy could not be abscent from the movement and the 
general objectives otherwise the result being the overevaluation of pro
fessional interests and the birth of corporatism. But precisely because 
the scientific vision of the historical tendences and social reality is 
attributed to social democracy, the role of the intellectuals was considered 
relevant: « the class struggle of the proletariat needs above all a profound 
and more scientific analysis; it cannot become a socialdemcoratic movement 
without the collaboration of intellectuals.» For Kautsky however, the 
political-organizational leadership of the party was not the task of the 
intellectuals in so far as they were a group detached from society. 

In the same way, the presence of the revisionists inside social
democracy, and the contrasts that followed, brought about the necessity 
of confronting the principle of the unity of the proletarian organization 
in connection with the problem of dissent. « A party», observed Kautsky, 
« is an organization in which individuals are joined to each other by 
a common way of thinking and feeling with the aim of a common action, 
aiming in this way, at its own reinforcement. The unity of thought 
and action of the members is the premise of efficient action. It is an 
organization created in order to struggle against other parties. One should 
join a party voluntarily». Differences of opinion and discussion are 
considered vital for social democracy as long as unity in the common 
struggle againt the enemy is maintained. 

This is, however, an epoch (the congress at Dresden 1903) in which 
other socialdemocratic theories come onto the European scene, such 
as the Russian one, brought foreward by the revolutionary process of 
1905, which, basing itself on other historical conditions, placed the 
problem of tactics and organization of revolutionary forces on another plane. 

4. The Bolsheviks' theories on proletarian organization 

It is well known that it was actually over the concept of the party 
that Russian socialdemocracy clashed giving rise to two groups - the 
Mensheviks and the Bolsheviks at the II Congress of the RSDLP (1903). 
This problem apepared in all its urgency in Russia and was at the same 
time a symptom of the revolutionary situation which was developing 
in that country and the necessity of fusion on the centralization of 
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organizational instruments, given the extreme disper~ion of. Russian or
ganizations which referred to socialdemocracy. In Tsarist Russia? groups of 
popular propaganda of a populist and socialist flavour were bemg formed 
in the period preceeding the birth of the party, the narodniki and the 
Tchatkovski Circle were the most important examples, as well as or
ganizations based on a programme of social upheaval such as the Workers' 
Union of Southern Russia, of Odessa and Rostov, and Union of Workers 
of Northern Russia which was linked to the Plekhanov group of Land 
and Liberty. A coherent vision of the necessity and type of party needed 
was not lacking in the conception of the latter two groups - an orga
nization, the members of which had to be workers in « strict relationship 
with factory workers » and who worked for the unification of the workers 
in southern Russia, or for the constitution of a panrussian organization 
of workers - nor was it absent from the objectives and revendications 
principally developed in the programme of the Union of S. Petersberg 
which included the demands for political and civil liberty, joning thus 
the « great social struggle» begun in the West. There was immediately 
a polemic between the Petersberg Union and the Land and Liberty group 
over the political action to take - the « non necessity of political 
freedom » for the populists whereas the organizers of the Union were 
concerned with stimulating the active presence and political participation 
of the proletariat - and over the nature (or particularity) of the Rus.sian 
situation in relation to that in the West. In this way, and substantially 
in the same terms, the split took place between Land and Liberty into 
the two branches of the Narodnaja W olja and Cernyj Peredel. From the 
crisis of the populist movement, and from the exigencies of the develop
ment the demands for political and social transformation of the 
country had, an early embryo of Russian social democracy was born 
abroad, the Emancipation of Labour Group (1883) of Plekhanov, Zasulic 
and Axelrod whereas internally, in addition to the activity of student 
groups, such as the General Union of Students of Moscow which claimed 
autonomy from the « actual parties» in as much as the union « had 
to be a battalion of study which continually annexed the forces of the 
group in struggle», groups making connections between workers and 
intellectuals (the society of S. petersberg) operated, as well as social
democratic organizations of a different kind (the group of Fedosseev, 
the workers's Society of Borba, the Brusnev group, the Kondratev Circle, 
Kiev, Odessa, etc.). It was, however, outside the country and in direct 
connection with developments inside German social democracy that the 
first steps of Russian social democratic organization were taken. Even 
if the Russian party was officially formed at Minsk (March 1898) from 
the group which had formed around the Rabocaja Gazeta of Kiev, and 
from the Union for the Struggle of the Emancipation of the Working 
Class at St. Petersburg - which, having passed through a serious conflict 
between the « old group», led by Lenin, and the « youngsters », published 
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the Rabocee Delo - from the General Confederation of Jewish Workers 
in Lithuania and Poland (Bund), and also from the Unions of Moscow 
and Ekaterinoslav, the Tsarist repression and the extreme difficulty of 
centralizing a political action on the weak bases of the programme adopted 
by the party at Minsk, determined the movement abroad to be the 
centre of gravity of the party. This was even more true as a .res.ult 
of the fact that within the country economist theories were beguuu.ng 
to establish themselves and with them the conception of the class 
struggle instead of being political as being essentiall_Y a trade ~o°;lst 
and economic one and from this resulted the negation of the pnonty 
of the task of claiming political and civil liberty by the proletariat and 
the minimum weight (evaluation) given to 1?~ _revolutionary dem?CT~tic 
movement. This current was contested and cntic1sed by the Emancipation 
of Labour Group, giving rise to a series of splits, ~hile the the~retic:11 
and practical influence of German social-dem<?C~acy, i~s~lf _at the tune m 
the midst of a controversy over Bernstein s rev1S1omsm, was felt 
more strongly . The contrasts that emerged over the t~ctics regar~g 
the political struggle and of centralism, which fou~d a logical formulation 
in the Credo of Kuscova in the Tasks and T acttcs of Axelrod and the 
critical answer by Lenin (The Opposition of the Russian S?cialdem~cra~s), 
brought to light the fact that the debate on the proletarian orgaruzation 
and its tactical problems could no longer be postponed. 

At the same congress of the Socialist International (Paris 1900) 
the socialdemocratic group divided over the question of « ministerialist? », 
which came about over the case of Millerand. But, generally speaking, 
this congress was important as a turning point for the wh?le EuroP:aD 
Workers' Movement. The links that Plekhanov, the left wmg of soc1al
democracy, was able to establish inside the country with Lenin, Potresov, 
and Martov, already laid the basis for a central organizational-nucleus 
of the party to be founded on local committees. These first contacts 
cleared up the fundamental problem of every initial form organization, 
i.e. the problem of adhesion of groups and various organizations to the 
party, in relation also to the policy of the allian~es. to be p~sued. If 
the Revolutionary Socialdemocrat Group formed wi0m the ambit. of the 
Emancipation of Labour Group realiz~d the .necessity. of evaluating the 
whole revolutionary movement struggling against Tsarism, the numerous 
organization mhich did not belong to the .Russ~an social democratic. party 
- the Robocee Znamja, the socialrevolutionanes of southern .Russia and 
of Svoboda the Bund the committees of Petersberg and Kiev etc. -
were aware' of the urg~ncy of overcoming the organizational and ~olitical 
limits of their own existence, siding in one form or another with the 
unification attempt undertaken by the bloc of the left. 

On the initiative of Lenin and Plekhanov, together with the leaders 
of « legal Marxism» Struve and Tugan-Baranovski, ~he Confer~nce 
of Pskov, gave life to the Iskra and later to the theoretical mouthpiece 
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Zarja. From the beginning, the programme of Iskra posed the need for 
a strong proletarian party capable of guiding the the mases of workers 
and influencing the people's democratic movement in the struggle against 
Tsarism; with this background the editorial board of the Iskra secured 
organizational independence as regards the Social-Democrat group. 

With the explosion of the revolutionary process, i.e. the one begun 
in 1901, which particularly involved the students, a reconsideration of 
the methods of struggle - terrorism was spreading among the youth -
and of « political assault » against Tsarism came to the fore; the Iskra 
counterposed to this the encirling of Tsarism by the working class, who, 
organized by the party, had to guide and push the other social layers 
to follow the strategy of Russian social democracy. 

The difficult process of unification found continual obstacles due 
to the lack of clarity on the question of practice and the target of this 
activity, on social alliances and on the type of organizational instruments to 
adopt within the framework of the strategy to defeat Tsarism and to achieve 
the revolutionary transformation of Russian society. The attack launched 
by the current of the economists, the Robocee Delo and the Bor'ba in 
particular, and by the growing nationalism of the Bund, linked to its 
recognised organizational autonomy which pushed for a federative solution 
of the relationships between the organization and the party, was combined 
to the growing friction within the editorial board of Iskra - between 
the « old guard» guided by Plekhanov and the «youngsters», Martov, 
Lenin and Potresov. There was a substantial push from inside the 
country towards the solution of organizational problems, highlighted 
by the functioning of the organizational committee (between the adherents 
of the Iskra, the Juznyi Robocy, the Petersberg committee, and the 
Bund) and the foundation of the socialrevolutionary party, and the liberal 
party of constitutionalists which began the publication of their own mouth
piece, the Osvobozdenie. Regarding the whole of the anti-Tsarist democratic 
movement, the debate within the socialdemocratic current became even 
more urgent and important. There were those who, like Axelrod, main
tained that the « actual content» of socialdemocratic action, that is the 
spreading of the proletariat struggle with the aim of the liberation of 
the whole people, would determine the influence of socialdemocracy 
upon other social classes; and those instead who, like Lenin, maintained 
that the bourgeoise democratic movement would have to come under 
the tutelage of socialdemocracy, and those who, like Martov, saw that 
as the democratic movement was becoming more influential it was 
necessary to attract large popular masses to the party through « a whole 
net of every sort of unions and groups of, that is to say, supporters 
spread over the vast mass». In 1902-1903 the political positions taken 
over the question of the party began to become more defined and exploded 
in the various opposing positions over the statute at the II Congress 
of the party. 
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In Lenin's « What Is To Be Done?» his particular v1s1on of 
organization in the specific Russian situation was established. Starting 
right from the development of revolutionary tendencies which were not 
social democratic, Lenin observed « only a party directed by a vanguard 
theory could carry out the vanguard tasks of the struggle »; the theoretical 
struggle has, in this way, a role which is just as important as the 
political and economic ones, since « before unification and in order to 
unite it is necessary first of all to set the differentiations completely 
and distinctly». Over one of the most resolute points of economism 
which, addressing the growing spontaneity of the working masses, theorised 
the priority of agitation in the economic sphere, Lenin's criticism is even 
more unsparing: « The workers are not yet able to have a social
democratic consciousness, it can only be brought to them from without. 
The history of every country testifies to the fact that the working 
class by itself is only able to elaborate a trade unionist consciusness ... 
The doctrice of socialism is, however, developed from philosophical, 
historical and economic theories elaborated by cultured representatives 
from the possessing classes, i.e., the intellectuals. » And if, « owing 
to their social position, the same founders of contemporary scientific 
socialism, Marx and Engels, belonged to the bourgeois intellectuals,» 
in Russia itself we can see that there was an attempt by the 
young intellectuals to link the economic struggle to the revolutionary 
movement against the autocracy. Taking initiative from the Kautskian 
conception of the socialist consciousness as « something brought to the 
class struggle of the proletariat class from without, and not something 
that comes about spontaneously», Lenin develops the ideological issue 
of the class struggle which may be subordinated and subservient to 
bourgeoise ideology, which is trade unionism, or to socialist ideology. 
« So our job ... is to fight against spontaneity and to tum the workers' 
movement away from spontaneous trade unionism and the tendency to 
seek refuge in the camp of the bourgeoisie, and to bring it under the 
wing of revolutionary socialdemocracy. » The development of the mass 
movement serves to indicate « new theoretical, political and organizational 
tasks » elaborated in a plan which must be rigorously applied since 
« the bigger the spontaneous awakening of the masses ... the clearer and 
more urgent the need for mass consciousness of the theoretical, political 
and organizational work of socialdemocracy. » In this way the overthrow 
of Tsarism is not just one of the many revendications upheld, - re
volutionary socialdemocracy « subordinates the struggle for reform to 
the revolutionary struggle for freedom and socialism», instead of injecting 
a political character into the said economic struggle. The knowledge and 
growth of a political consciousness implies the analysis and clear evaluation 
of the relationships between every class in the society, but this knowledge, 
and thus « the political consciousness of class » brought in from without, 
implies that socialdemocrats « must go among every class of the po-
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pulation, and must send the platoons of their army in every direction.» 
From the moment that socialdemocracy must expose and underline 
« before the whole population, the general democratic tasks» the ideal 
socialdemocrat is therefore « the tribune of the people » and not the 
secretary of a trade-union. « The vanguard of the revolutionary forces 
will know how to become the only party which really organizes the 
denunciation that interest the whole population» and that will safeguard 
political independence and the revolutionary education of the proletariat. 
The « lagging-behind » of the leadership in comparison to « the spon
taneous awakening of the masses». which is at the basis of the Russian 
socialdemocratic crisis, can be overcome, according to Lenin, « through 
a revolutionary organization which is indispensable for 'carrying out' the 
political revolution». The Leninist concept regarding this matter is very 
clear: starting from the analysis of the general situation in Russia within 
which the class struggle develops - lack of of freedom and repression 
in particular - Lenin warned that there inevitably occur a politico
organizational coincidence between the trade unions and the organization 
of the party. This coincidence had a bad effect because the dynamic of 
the trade union presupposes a great involvement of the working masses, 
not only the social-democrats, aiming at the legalization of the trade
uni_on movemen~, whereas the organization of the party, founded on 
« rigorous conspiracy » must be .firmly in the hands of the revolutionaries, 
d_irec~ed as it is to « guide the whole struggle of the proletariat for eman
cipation » subject to different organizational criteria and task. The party 
n~ded a~ organization which had a «stable leadership assuring continuity», 
this reqmrement becoming ever more important because of the greater invol
vement of the masses, formed from« persons who are professionally engag
ed ~ _rev<;>lutionar~ activiti_es», and which, by its activity, allows a greater 
part1e1pat1on of wider social stratas in the movement. The centralization 
of the « conspiratorial functions » of the organization were not at the 
expense of the multiplication of political and organizational initiative of 
the movement in the same way that the « professional revolutionaries» 
we~e not _to be_ exclusively drawn from the intellectuals: Lenin's worry 
during this period was that of overcoming the existing state of affairs 
from an organizational and political point of view, and not of « lowering » 
the socialdemocratic organization to the level of a workers' club or the 
rev?lutionaries . to that of a mass of workers. It was urgent 'for the 
social democratic party to take a qualitative leap so as to really put itself 
as the vanguard of th~ struggle for the emancipation of the proletariat; 
the concept of a committee of professional revolutionaries which « pushes 
the movement from without», was connected then, not with an im
poverishm_ent. of the class _struggle but to its enrichment at a political 
and orgamzauonal level, « since the spontaneous struggle of the proletariat 
could ~ot become a. 're.al class struggle' until it was guided by a strong 
revolutionary orgamzation ». These observations are, for Lenin, valid 
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in the social, economic and political background of Tsarist Russia, in 
the same "!'~Y as the conception on the internal democracy of the party 
(~e. elect~vity. of the me~bers, etc.) if referred precisely within the 
~x1st1ng s1tuat1on of Tsarist autocracy, and thus clandestinity, loses 
its « democratic » significance because under those conditions control 
occur~ ma.inly at ~he moment of the choice and preparation of the re
volutionaries. Lerun refers the actual job of propaganda and agitation, 
the. pro_ble?1 o~ th~ local _and national press, directly to the Russian 
reality _in lt~ historical period. « What Is To Be Done?» is not only 
the affmnat1on of a model of a party, justifiable, owing to the back
wardness of the Russian situation, in regard to another organizational 
s~heme, Kau_t~ky's socialdemocratic one, adopted as an example of a 
differ~~t pohucaJ a1_1d socioeconomic situation. It also affirms a way of 
conce1vmg orgaruzauonal problems on the basis of the internal ideological 
struggle_ of the proletarian. m<?vement rather than anchoring them to 
the basic problem of orgamzatlonal development and political initiative 
of the party .. It is not then necessary, as Lenin states in the preface 
to the collecuon « Za 12 Let» (1907), to limit historically the conception 
of the party as found in « What is to be done?», nor to consider 
it separate « from the context of an historical situation determined by 
a particular period, which today has aleady been surpassed by the 
development of our party»; it must be placed « within the framework 
of the struggle against "revisionism" since "What Is To Be Done?" is 
dedicated to the criticism of the right wing which to longer belongs 
to t?e publicist current but is within the social democratic organization. » 
Lenm was not unaware of the problems ensuing from the extreme cen
tralization of the party which « could ... ruin the cause if by chance there 
happened to. be at the center an incapable person to whom 'great power' 
had been given» (Letter to a Comrade on Our Organizational Tasks) 
but the remedy to the intrinsic degeneration of the given organizational 
scheme rests on « the fraternal collaboration excercised by the leaders 
and on the «overthrow» of personal power (if and when) installed at 
the centre of the party. » 

The polemic over the organizational problems advanced by the Le
ninist positions were reflected at the II Congress of the RSDLP at 
Brussles (1903) which consecrated the future split of the party and the 
birth of Bolshevism. Over the question of centralism, and the definition 
of a party member, a split occurred formally even if the basic problem 
was not so much about a greater autonomy for the local social democratic 
committe~s to which Lenin and Pleckanov were opposed and had proposed 
a centralized apparatus - a central committee and the publishing of 
ISKRA coordinated by a party council - nor that of the definition 
of the party member (he who participates in the activities of one or 
the other party organizations, according to Lenin's formula or he who 
collaborates, individually and regularly, with the party« under'the direction 
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of one of the party's organizations » according to Martov's formula). 
Actually what was clearly highlighted was the way of conceiving the 
proletarian revolution itself, the role of the party in this process and 
of indicating the organizational form most suitable for carrying out the 
tasks of political initiative and the leadership of the whole movement. 
This was realized by the exponents of the Menshevik current, lilre 
Martov who declaimed, « the bugbear of opportunism over the organiza
tional question (since) the opportunistic solution of the latter must be 
linked to the opportunistic interpretation of the actual task of the party » 
and rigorously affirmed: « he who, either by word or fact, denies this 
task (work for an autonomous political proletariat party); he who, in 
the name of interest of the struggle against autocracy or in the name 
of false ideas over the essence of the organization, i.e. in name of idealiza
tion of 'the organization from above' which bases itself on the total 
passivity of the masses organized mechanically, and in the name of lack 
of faith in the 'spontaneity of the masses', he who ... puts obstacles in 
the way of the process of the political self-education of the proletariat, 
self-education which takes place through the worker's active participation 
in the elaboration of the political line of his party, he who hinders the 
deepening of our political work for which the proletariat (during their 
daily struggle) receive the stimulus for self-education in the course of 
their constant intervention as a conscious force in the social life of 
contemporary Russia, he who tries to deviate their attention from these 
tactical tasks toward the purely mechanical work of the 'organization 
from above' in order to obtain from the mass of socialdemocrats a simple 
technical apparatus for guiding the proletarian masses, this person oppor
tunistically adopts the tasks of socialdemocracy to the miserable political 
situation in which the proletariat takes its first steps, to the need of a 
"national" revolution which needs workers only in so far as they are 
a mass predisposed revolutionarily » (The Proletariat and Intellectuals in 
Russian Socialdemocracy). In the same vein, members such as Rjazanov 
noted how « a conspiratorial organization of socialdemocrats is a logical 
absurdity, and when social-democratics talk about it, you can be sure 
that the distinction between blanquism and socialdemocracy has disap
peared from their minds » and that it « revealed intrigue and con
spiracy » since it was not the task of the socialdemocrats « to prepare 
and plot insurrection », and it considered the necessity of a centralised 
but not centralistic organization that « sacrifices everything to the unity 
of action ». Axelrod also added his criticism indicating that in a rigorously 
organized and centralised organization « the product of the revolutionary 
movement of the intellectuals which, in the name of socialism, has tried 
to win the support of the masses in order to resolve - objectively 
speaking - a bourgeoise revolutionary task», while Trotsky stated how 
the congress marked the « triumph of the political tendencies the 'cen
tralistic' tendency in the programme and tactics of the organization ». 
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But this same congress revealed that for many comrades « politics » 
and «centralism» had simply a formal value and that they were purely 
an empty antithesis of « economism » and « dilettantism », similarly « cen
tralism » itself apepared not as a synthesis of local and general tasks 
but as the logical antithesis of « dilettantism », as a formal and contrary 
construction. (Report by the Siberian Delegation). 

A few months after the II Congress, Lenin returned to his original 
conception of organization in consideration of the numerous polemics which 
had emerged and the political significance of the split in the RSDLP. 
In « One Step Forward and Two Steps Backwards» other characteristics 
of Lenin's conception of the party are clarified and presented more 
profoundly, in particular those concerning the revolutionary militant and 
the centralism of the organization. On one hand presenting the pro
fessional revolutionary as « the jacobite linked irrevocably to the organiza
tion of the proletariat, aware of his own class interests, this being revolu
tionary socialdemocracy », and on the other, alongside unity over the 
question of programme and tactics, Lenin insisted on the « unity of or
ganization that is inconceivable ... without a fixed statute, without the 
subordination of the minority to the majority, without the submission of 
a part to the whole». It is certain, however, that the debate of the 
II Congress was very heated even over the content of the programme 
and tactics, sin<:"! the programmatic perspectives and tactical tasks necessarily 
affected the question of the type of organization. One only needs to 
think of the speeches made by Akimov over the fact that « the said 
methods of struggle, proposed as the acting body not the class, but 
its organization, the party, in which there had been an attenuation and 
covering-up of its class traits and the mass character of its activity »; 
or that of Karskij (Topuridse) on the impossibility for the working class 
by itself or for the proletariat alone in its daily struggle, for its immediate 
interests, to arrive at the creation of a harmonious philosophical system, 
scientific socialism ... », or that of Pleckanov or of Trotsky who reveal 
how if Akimov denounced the project as having illegitimately shifted 
the centre of gravity from the daily struggle to the revolutionary dictator
ship, from the class to the party, « he forgot that this dictatorship would 
only be possible when the socialdemocratic party and the working class 
are as close as possible to identification with each other. The dictatorship 
of the proletariat would not be a conspiratorial 'taking of power' but 
the political domination of an organized working class ... ». 

The affirmation of the Leninist conception and the objective birth 
of the Bolshevik current was viewed, by Lenin himself, within the 
framework of the « struggle against economism » and revisioni m. Other 
voices were raised, however, by the Russian revolutionary movement 
as well as the German ones, against opportunism and the liquidation 
of Marxist theories, and not all of them saw, as Lenin did, in the or
ganization (in its centralization, of professional revolutionaries and the 
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ironstron g discipline which had to characterise it) the priveleged solut ion 
for the advancement of the working class movement . 

A year after the II Congress - when the league abroad and I skra 
were under the control of the Mensheviks - if Plechanov (Th e Wor kin g 
Class and the Socialdemocratic Intellectuals) made use of the concept 
of the « instinctive socialism » of the working class in order to criticise 
the necessity of a Leninist-type of organization , it is certain that all those 
who in one form or another opopsed Lenin formulated a series of 
tactical organizational replies particularly regarding the party-mass relation
ship. It is the problem of the self-education of the party, from which the 
leadership which , according to Axelrod {in, A Lette r to Kaut sy, 6th June 
1904) can develop itself , or that of the polit ical self-education of the 
proletariat , noted by Martov , or the question of the choice between 
the party « which thinks for the proletariat and substitutes politically 
the class by itself » and a party which « educates the proletariat po
litically and mobilizes it» . This debate inside the Russian social democracy 
was not without importance and strategic aspects; it brought forward 
further considerations on the essence of the dictatorship of the prole
tariat because there where those who observed as Trotsky did, that in 
the Leninist 'organizat ional - substitutionalism ' « that enormous political
social task which is the preparation of the class to State domination is 
substituted by a techno-organizational task : the elaboration of an apparatus 
of power» (Our Political Task). This is the same problem , as we shall 
see, which Lenin and the whole social democracy faced in the tumultous 
background of the Russian Revolution of 1905. 

It is said that the debate did not exclusively involve Russian social 
democracy. The wide conflict existing within the German Party against 
Bernstein and revisionism had brought forth the nucleus of a left wing 
current which proposed at the base of its own formulations factors 
different from the backward conditions in which the Russian working 
class found itself under the Tsarist autocracy. It was logical that faced 
with the emergence of a contrast between the Bolsheviks and the Menshe
viks over the problems of organization, this current too made itself heard. 

If Kautsky formally intervened on the side of the editorial board 
of ISKRA (Menshevik), he did not completely undestand the issues and 
dimension of the conflict . On the other hand , the intervention of Rosa 
Luxemburg was relatively more incisive. She defined the Bolshevik ten
dency as « ultracentralist » and underlined its diversity from the « preced
ing socialist movements, for example, those of the jacobite - blanquist 
type», in particular over the presupposition of the whole link between 
social democracy and the struggle of the working class. « There is no 
ready made 'tactic which has been worked out and planned in advance 
and which can be taught to the members of social-democracy by a central 
committee,» she observed. On the contrary, Luxemburg considered that 
« social democracy is not linked to the organization of the working class, 
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but to a specific movement of the workin g class »; from where the 
particular quality which social democratic centrali sm must have, i.e., « a 
tendency whose realization proceds contemporaneously with the conscious,. 
ness and polit ical education of the working masses in the course of their 
struggle» . Considering that « the role of the social democratic leadership 
is . essentially conservative » since in Russia as well as Germany , faced 
with the great creative acts of the classe struggle , it confines itself to 
formulating « the step by step conquest of the struggle into a platform 
standing as a bulwark against each ulterior innovation of great style» , 
Luxemburg 's criticism goes more deeply into the historical and social 
motives for opportunism - that « opportunist as it is ... even over organiza
tional problems , it has one principle only - the lack of principles » -
and deals with the question of the proletarian party being open not only 
to the proletariat but also to elements freed by « the continuous breaking 
up of the bourgeois society» . « What is important is that it (social
democracy) knows how to firmly subordinate present suffering of this 
many coloured band of sympathizers to the ultimate goals of the working 
class» in the same way as, on the other hand , the social democratic 
movement must, during its historical course « advance between two ob
stacles: between the loss of its mass character of and the renunciation 
of the ultimate goal and between the return to sects and degeneration 
into a bourgeois reformist movement». For this reason , the overcoming 
of opoprtunism, Luxemburg noted , does not come about by means of 
statutes from the central committee which is « omnipresent and omnipo
tent» - which means falling into subjectivism - but by the real 
movement since « false steps which a real workers' movement takes are, 
at a historical level, immensly more fruitful and precious than the in
fallibility of the ablest central committee ». (Problems of the Organization 
of Russian Socialdemocracy). In fact the polemic over organization and 
the internal contrasts within Russian socialdemocracy find a new moment 
of heightened conflict in the live revolutionary process of 1905, when 
the proletarian movement began the great creative act of organization 
into soviets. From this Lenin and the Bolsheviks learned a useful lesson 
which they used twelve years later to defeat Tsarism. 

5. The Party and the Soviet . 

The process of the formation of the soviet , intertwined with the 
formation of the trade union organizations, found fertile ground for 
development in the revolutionary wave which, beginning in 1901, shook 
Tsarist Russia . Alongside the strike committees emerging as a result 
of the thrust of worker representation in the factories (the law of the 
starosti), the dramatic Russian situation imposed on the proletarian mo
vement and the more generally democratic movement, the need for an 
organizational co-ordination which enabled the overcoming, starting from 
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the mass strike, of the intrin sic limits of an action centered or obtaining 
better conditions for the working class, and puts in the forefront the 
struggle against the Tsarist autocracy. If the big political strikes at 
Rostov (1902) and at Baku (1903) - which extended quickly over the 
whole of southern Russia and developed in the background of the Russo
Japanese war for the conquest of Korea - and that at Petersberg (The 
Bloody Sunday of 1905) , induced the Tsar to form the Sidlovski Com
mission to investigate workers' agitation , and to promise a National 
Assembly, the State Duma , these strikes , on other hand , rendered the 
working class more conscious of its own strength. The workers' delegates 
(the majority were not social-democrats) battled straight away to force 
the government to conceed civil liberties and to render public the reunions 
of the commission. To the repression of the military insurrection of Po
temkin and Odessa and to the institution of limited universal suffrage 
(by census, region etc.) of the Duma , the masses responded with the 
general political strike of October 1905. 

The first soviet of workers' deputies with a national resonance 
emerged, in the frame of this strike at Petersberg, « as an answer to the 
objective need , emerging from the actual course of events, for an or
ganization which was authoritative without necessarily having a preceeding 
long existence, which can immediately gather under it the dispersed 
masses while avoiding its becoming an obstacle to this effort, which can 
act as a confluence for the revolutionary currents within the proletariat, 
which is capable of taking the initiative ... » On what basis should it 
be founded? The answer was automatic, since the only link . between 
the proletarian masses, 'virgins' from an organizational point of view, was 
found in the process of production, so that the only thing that remained 
to be done « was to make the representation coincide with the factories 
and the workshops». The delegates who assembled in the halls of the 
Technological Institute, the greater part of whom were already elected 
to the Sidlovskij Commission, launched an appeal for a general political 
strike to all the workers of Petersberg, in the struggle against Tsarism, 
under the leadership of a « Central Workers' Committee» to be elected 
on the basis of one delegate per five hundred workers . « This committee», 
it was affirmed, « will give our movement compactness, unity and strength. 
It will be the interpreter of the needs and desires of the workers of 
Peters berg before all social classes ». 

A long way from being the automatic answer of the proletariat, the 
constitution of the Soviet at Petersberg was prepared and anticipated 
from the clash between the various strategic formulations of the two 
socialdemocratic factions and was materially favoured by the Moenshevik 
« Group » at Petersberg. On this basis its birth brought, right from 
the beginning, a serious consideration of the relationship between the 
party and the Soviet and also on the role of the said party in a 
revolutionary process and at the moment of socialist transformation, which 
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is both , as Luxemburg said, « a destruction of class domination and 
the construct ion of socialism ». (The Russian Revolution). The congress 
of the Bolshevik faction held in London (April 1905) and the Ist Pan
Russian conference of the par ty workers belonging to the Menshevik 
wing, held in Geneva (Appril -May 1905), considered both series of 
questions . 

The Menshevik resolution (On the Conquest of Power and Parti
cipation in a Provisional Government) , considering the tactical problems 
of the struggle « in order to definitively liquidate.. . the caste regime 
and the monarchy » insisted on the bourgeois character of the revolution, 
and assigned to the provisional government which would have emerged , 
not only a thrust which would « advance the revolutionary process», 
but also the function of « combatatting those of its factors which threatened 
the basis of the capitalist regime». The role of socialdemocracy was 
thus conceived by the Menshevik not as one of taking over of power 
nor of sharing it in a provisional government but in being « a revolu
tionary party of extreme opposition». Naturally if power « fell into 
the hands » of the social democracy, it could prepare itself and utilise 
it since if « the proletariat as a class takes the reins of power, it cannot 
fail.. . to conduct an open struggle against the whole of bourgeois 
society. Basically this means either a repetition of the Paris Commune 
or the beginning of a socialist revolution in the «West» and its ex
tension into Russia. And it is our obligation to struggle for the second ». 

On the contrary, the Bolsheviks and particularly Lenin, while they 
were in agreement over the democratic bourgeois character of the 
revolutionary process of 1905, they pointed ont that the proletariat 
also had the task of « terminating the democratic revolution and allying 
the mass of peasants to it in order to forcibly crush the resistance 
of the autocracy and paralyse the instability of the bourgeoise ». In 
opposition to the Menshevik thesis of the subordinate role assigned 
to the proletariat in a bourgeoise revolution, the Bolshevik slogan of 
« democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry » assumed full 
weight, and the admissibility on principle of the participation of social
democracy in the provisional government, conceived as « an organ founded 
directly on a victorious armed insurrection and not as a purely represen
tative organism», was affirmed. The same Leninist conception of per
manent revolution differed from that of Trotsky and the Menshevik 
theories on the subject since it distinguishes between « the minimum 
democratic programme and the maximum socialist one», insisting on 
« the bourgeois character of the imminent Russian revolution» which 
means that social democracy cannot directly undertake a socialist revolution, 
notwithstanding its desire to do so. (The Revolutionary Democratic 
Dictatorship of the Proletariat and the Peasantry). Only after the de
mocratic revolution had been conducted to its conclusion could the 
Russian proletariat put as the order of the day the defense of democratic 
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conquest « in as much as it is an instrument of the s~ialist revol~tio~. 
This struggle would be almost desperate if the Russian proletan~t _ is 
left alone, and its defeat would be inevitable ... if ~he E_uropean s~1al1st 
proletariat does not come to its aid» (Phases,. Orientation a~d Aims. of 
the Revolution). Over the question of preparation for armed msurrec~on 
one notes similarly the fundamental contrast between the ~wo social
democratic factions - the Mensheviks paying 1!1ore attention to .the 
process of the autonomous struggle o~ the proletanat and the B?lsheviks, 
focussing on organizing the insurrection as «one.of the m?st important 
and most urgent tasks of the party». (Two Tactics of Social f?emoc~acy 
in the Democratic Revolution). This reflected clearly on the 1mmed1ate 
task of the party, and on the prospective strategy that each gro:iip 
formulated for the development of the Russian revoluuon. The Mensheviks 
formulated, taking as a starting point the Duma elections, an organiza
tional strategy of « revolutionary self-government » ~hrough the forma
tion of workers' agitation committees for the const_1tu~nt assembly, as 
a nucleus of mobilization for the birth of popular ag1tat1ona~ c~mm1ttees 
and of popular organisms which would hav~ assured the mdirect _Par
ticipation of the popular masses in the elections and would have given 
a different function to the political strike. 

Lenin oposed these strategic objectives, exposed particularly ~y the 
Mensheviks. Dan (The present situation) and Martov ~The proletariat ~nd 
the Duma), and proposed the tactic of armed insurrection and ~he creat~on 
of a provisional revolutionary government as an organ o~ the msurrection 
since « the organization of revolutionary self-government 1s not ~ prologue 
but an epilogue of the insurrection». The popular representation there
fore had to come about after the overthrow of the Tsarist state, while 
the provisional government, being the representative of the re~olutionary 
classes and the organ of insurrection, had to be formed pnor to the 
victory of insurrection. The tactical and strategic que~tions briefly ?escribed 
here, and confronted in 1905 by the two fact10ns, were linked to 
attempts to carry out organizational restructuring in the face of the mul
tiplication of organisms and groups not linked (not making any r~ference) 
to either one or the other current in Russian social democracy. This debate 
assumed more precise lines immediately after the exhaustion of the re
volutionary eruption in 1905, when Russian social democracy as a whole 
made a first estimation and learned its first lesson from the errors 
committed during this period. However, it was not only on a theoretical 
basis that the two different strategic definitions faced each other. More 
revealing is how they inserted themselves into the proletaria~'s compl~x 
and difficult real movement for emancipation which characterized Tsanst 
Russia in 1905, and particularly in the process of self organization of 
the workers. The influence of the Mensheviks was a determining factor 
in the formation of the Soviet at Petersberg. As a result of the agitation 
undertaken by the Petersberg Group there was an election of a Workers' 
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Committee in agreement with the Menshevik conception of large mass 
organizations and revolutionary self government. The Bolsheviks im
mediately assumed what was defined « a boycott position» regarding 
the election of the Soviet and the limitation of its role in the revolutionary 
process. Participation in the Soviet was primarily conditioned by the fact 
that this was no more than a strike committee which would break up after 
the end of the strike for which it was originally formed. In the Letter 
to all Party Organizations, in October 1905, the Bolshevik central com
mittee showed the grave danger the workers' movement was in by the 
continued existence of the Soviet, outside of the strike action, in as 
much as the Soviet presented itself as a non-party organization, politically 
amorphous, and therefore not able to guide the whole struggle of the 
social democratic party; from this it was concluded that « there was no 
other way other than the recognition of the programmes and the leadership 
of the social democratic party by the Soviet, or rather, the abandoning 
of the latter's non-party character». On the presupposition that if the 
Soviet « stands outside of social democracy there is objectively the danger 
that it will carry back the proletariat to a primitive political level and 
thus subject it to the bourgeois parties » it was called upon to accept 
the programme and recognize the leadership of the party, otherwise the 
social democratic members of the Soviet would have to denounc its anti
proletariat nature. 

Lenin's proposal for the creation of revolutionary committees, in 
particular the peasant committees, as a means of the tactical unification 
of social democrats, members of other revolutionary parties and the non
party mass was found more congenial. and coherent with the interpreta
tions and elaborations of the Bolshevik current. This strategy did not 
diminish the leading role of the party, nor did it impose a reconsideration 
of the Leninist criticism of the spontaneity (and such organizations) 
of the working class. The Soviet, instead, had decided the admission of the 
representatives of the three socialist parties (Menshevik, Bols~vik and 
the Socialist Revolutionaries) with a consultative vote; it carried out an 
activity which entwined the struggle for bascally social and economic 
revendications, to the objective of overthrowing the tsarist autocracy, and 
it proposed itself as a unifying synthesis, as a mass organization for the 
revolutionary struggle of the proletarist. It definitively negated the leading 
role of the party and that conception of organization of professional 
revolutionaires which was behind the birth of Bolshevism. Lenin's attempt 
at opposing Radin - who maintained that it was not the job of the 
Soviet « to assume the political leadership of the working class » and 
to expressly declare « which party it recognised and accepted as a 
leader ... » - posing the question Soviet or Party? presented arguments 
weakened by the idea « of a provisional revolutionary government», the 
nucleus of which was considered to be the Soviet, itself es entially 
taken as an alliance (for the struggle) between the social democrats 
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and the revolutionary bourgeois democrats. Lenin had said: « Not only 
do we not fear such a large heterogeneous composition, but on the 
contrary we welcome it because without the alliance between the pro
letariat and the peasantry, without the combative agreement between 
the social democrats and the revolutionary democrats, the entire success of 
the great Russian Revolution is impossible». The Soviet of Worker's 
Deputies, maintained Lenin, was not a worker's party, nor a means of 
proletarian self government; in gen~ral it is n~t a me~ns ?f self ~o~errunent 
but a combat organization to obtam determmed obJecuves ... 1t 1s a vast 
informal fighting alliance of socialists and revolutionary democrats in 
order to conduct political strikes and other more active forms of struggle 
for immediate democratic demands, recognised and approved of by the 
large majority of the population» (Socialism and Anarchy). Lenin's 
conception is clearly seen in the criticism of the liberal proposition of 
forming the « Soviet of deputies taken from the whole population», 
to which he counterposed the positive value of « the organs of popular 
power ... These organs are the revolutionary parties, and the fighting organiz
ations of the workers, peasants and other elements of the people who 
conduct a really revolutionary struggle» (The Dying Autocracy and New 
Means of Power for the People). The Leninist position is, thus, quite 
clear: democratic revolutions through armed insurrection, which would 
link the democratic demands of the proletariat and the peasantry, break 
up the autocracy and isolate the bourgeoisie. Hence, the Soviets are « the 
organs of a general revolutionary struggle » and « embryo of revolutionary 
power» whose political leadership had to be assumed by the provisional 
revolutionary government which was capable of assuring « the freedom 
of electoral agitation and the convocation of a constituent assembly elected 
on the basis of a universal suffrage of equal, direct and secret votes». 
While focussing on the Soviet, Lenin continued to affirm that these must 
have to be transformed into central organs of the victorious revolutionary 
power subject to and guided by the party and he traced the defeat/fall 
of the soviet of workers' deputies to the lack a firm support from the 
fighting organization of the proletariat. 

Lenin's views did not lack critics. One of the harshest critics of the 
Leninist and Bolshevik conception was Trotsky who declared: « if the 
Mensheviks, starting from the abstract concept - 'our revolution is 
bourgeois' - arrive at the idea of adapting the whole tactic of the proletariat 
to the conduct of the liberal bourgeoisie right up to the conquest of 
power by the latter, the Bolsheviks, starting from a no-less abstract 
concept - 'a democratic but not a socialist dictatorshio' - will end 
up by supporting the voluntary limitations of the proletariat in power 
into a regime of bourgeois democracy. It is true that between the 
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks, there is an essential difference: while 
the anti-revolutionary aspects of Menshevism already manifest themselves 
to their full extent, the anti-revolutionary aspects existing within 
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Bolshe~ism will .endager us, and very seriously so, only in the case of a 
revol1:1t1ona~ victory.» (1905) Within European social democracy, 
espe~1ally. m Germany and Holland, the question was posed if the 
relationship between the party and the soviet, posed in this manner, is 
really the central question of the revolutionary process or if it was 
particular to the tactical and organizational positions of Bolshevism. 

6. Criticism of the Leninist conception of the party 

Rosa Luxemburg was one of the main critics of Lenin's principles 
on the organization of the proletarian party. 

Luxemberg's polemic against the Leninist organization and principles 
of o.rgani~ation regarded three kinds of problems; the party - mass 
relationship, the nature of the spontaneity of the revolutionary struggle, 
the form and modes of socialist transformation. 

In the Luxemburgist conception, the idea of the party being a bearer 
of an external consciousness is absolutely rejected: « The class struggle of 
the. prol~tariat is older than social democracy; elementary product of class 
~oc1ety 1t ~ad already flared up at the start of capitalism in Europe. It 
1s not soc1aldemocracy that has first educated the modem proletariat 
for the class struggle but rather the proletariat who brought it to life in 
order to advance the consciousness of its aims and to co-ordinate the 
vari~us local and tempo~al fragments of the class struggle». (The Crisis of 
S~ctaldemo:racy). In this way social democracy introduces political con
sc10usness mto the development of the class struggle, while the organiz
ation « is not an artificial product of propaganda but an historical product 
of the class struggle». Even though Luxemburg does not deny the 
'c.entralistic tendencies' of social democracy, she observes, «that a completely 
different problem was that of the degree of centralization and its particular 
n~ture within. a united Russian social democracy». The problem of organiz
ation must differ form that tried by the Jacobines and Blanquists, since 
for social democracy the organization is geared to the struggle and it is in 
this the proletariat army looks for the clarification of its aims. 

If there exists no detailed tactic fixed in advance, and if it is the 
development of the struggle which creates the organization « social
democratic centralization cannot base itself on blind obedience to the 
central authority, on a mechanical subordination of the party militants ... 
and no watertight comparment can be erected between the nucleus of 
the proletariat who are conscious of their situation and already firmly 
enrolled in the party, and the surrounding stratum who have already 
been gripped by the class struggle and are in the midst of the process 
of the formation of their consciousness» . ince social democracy « i a 
specific- movement of the working class », the point of unity is << the 
auto-centralism of the leading stratum of the proletariat ». The discipline 
and organization typical of the factory, mentioned by Lenin, « is not 
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inculcated in the proletariat only by the fa~tory but also b~ t?e. barracks 
and by modern bureaucratism » and is. ~ffere~t from di~ctpline as a 
« volutanry co-ordination of conscious J?Olittcal ~ctton of a social stratu~ ». 
The « ultra-centralist concept of Lerun » derues the need of « keepl.Ilg 
alive in the party a just historical appreciation of the form of struggle 
which dominated each time, the relative appreciation of every phase of 
struggle and the necessary accentuation of revolutionary means from !he 
point of view of the ultimate goal in the st!11ggle of the prol~tarian 
class », and so his conception is fundamentally directed « at controlling the 
activity of the party and not fertilizing it, at restricting the movement 
and not developing it, at suffocating and not unifying it» (Problems of 
the Organization of Russian Socialdemocracy). 

Luxemburg's criticisms of the Leninist type of party is therefore 
directed at the identification between the proletariat organization and the 
working class movement. On the other hand, Luxemburg's analysis is 
coherent with her ideas which tend to privilege the action of the struggle 
of the masses and the organizational aspects that the popular masses 
create and choose during their historical battle. In « Mass Strike, 
Party and Trade-Unions» this interpretation is clearly in evidence, 
which, when referring to the Russian revolution, strongly denounces !he 
Leninist conception of the party and its tactics. « If, therefore, the Russian 
revolution teaches us something, this is above all the fact that a mass 
strike cannot be 'done' artificially, cannot be 'decided' out of the blue, nor 
'advertised' it is an historical phenomenon which at a particular moment 
is the resuit of social conditions which have the strength of historical 
necessity ». A subjective judgement on the possibility or impossibility 
of revolutionary action is not important then, but « the objective research 
into the origins of the mass strike from the consideration of that whi~h 
is historically necessary». In this way the distinction between the economtc 
struggle and the political one, dear to Lenin, but already adopted by 
European social democracy, is disapproved of by Luxemburg since « as 
a result of the general strike breaking up into economic strikes it was 
not the political action that was broken but viceversa; after the content 
of the political action ... was exhausted and divided itself or rather trans
formed itself into an economic action». « This is the vast many-coloured 
picture of the rendering of accounts between labour and capital, which 
reflects all the multiplicity of the social structure and political consciousness 
of every stratum and every region and which goes through all levels from 
a real trade-union struggle of an experienced elite troop of big industry 
right up to a disorganized explosion of protest of a handful of agricultural 
proletariat and to the first confused moment of a garrisson of excited 
soldiers, from the elegant well-educated revolt of white-collar workers 
right up to the timid-audacious grumbling of a large assembly of 
discontented policemen who are on watch in a dark, smokey and dirty 
room». The defeat of Tsarist absolutism must be the work of the 
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proletariat, observes Luxemburg, but for this the proletariat needs « a 
high level of political education, class consciousness and organization». All 
these conditions can be procured « only by a living political school which 
is alive because of the struggle and in the struggle, during the progressive 
course of the revolution». The real significance of the Russian revolution 
of 1905 is not the fact of the lack of active presence of the party, as 
Lenin said, but lies in « the result which is of a lasting social nature: 
a general improvement of the standard of life of the proletariat both in 
an economic, social and intellectual sense». « The most precious thing, 
since it is a permanent factor in this up and down situation is its 'spiritual 
precipitate': the intellectual and cultural growth which was obtained in 
fits and starts by the proletariat which offers an inviolable guarantee of 
its further irresistible progress in a political and economic struggle ». 
Lastly, Luxemburg maintains that a task of organization is born from 
the struggle and from the revolutionary process which is the finishing 
line, in proletarian action, of the inseparability of the economic aspect 
from the political one. The element of spontaneity is thus given a pre
eminent role in the revolutionary process « which cannot be predisposed 
on the basis of the decision of the leaders of the party and the disci
pline of the party», even if Luxemburg takes into account the role of 
political leadership in this struggle, so that « the tactic of the social
democracy a regards its decision and its rigour, must never be below 
the level of effective relationship of forces ». The concept of organiz
ation as « a product of struggle » and of the proletarian class movement 
which must never be seen as « a movement of an organized minority» 
is in opposition to the « pedantic scheme of a mass strike organized by 
a minority, commanded artificially in the name of the party and the trade 
union». The « double character of the Russian Revolution» of 1905 and 
the role which the mass strikes assumed in it convinced Luxemburg of 
the artificiality of the division between political and trade union stru
ggle and of the non-necessity for independence between trade union 
organisms and the party, « a historically conditioned product of the parl
iamentary period». The question of party - trade union links which in 
the Luxemburgist vision, involve the theory of the « neutrality » of the 
trade-unions, with the base manifesting unity while the vertex claimed 
organizational autonomy, was not resolved by disolving of the trade
unions within the party but in the re-establishment of « that natural 
relationship between the leaders of social democracy and the trade unions ... 
which actually corresponds to the relationship between the workers' 
movement as a whole and its partial trade-union manifestations». It is 
certain, however, that Luxemburg's vision, apart from affirmations which 
concerned more or less a criticism of German trade-union actions, covers, 
as a central strategic point, all the organizational articulation which was 
able to elevate and improve the general emancipation of the working 
class. The same denunciation of the measures adopted by the Bolsheviks 
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after the Revolution of '17 (The Russian Revolution) are to be seen within 
the framework of the extremely positive evaluation that Luxemburg assigned 
to the various political-organizational expressions of the proletariat, from 
the Constituent Assembly to the Soviet, since « the suppression of 
democracy suffocated active, free and energetic life of the popufar 
masses». She observed that in Russia, they certainly had to exercise 
dictatorship and privilege the Soviet as the real representative of the 
working masses, « but the suffocation of the political life of the whole 
country is fatal because the life of the Soviet itself is paralysed more 
and more. Without general elections, and without unlimited freedom of 
the press and the freedom to hold meetings, without the free struggle 
of opinions, public institutions will have no real life, and the bureau
cracy remains the only-active element». Luxemburg's view on the problem 
of socialist democracy, of dictatorship which does not reserve freedom 
only for the members of one party because « freedom is always and only 
freedom for those who think differently», otherwise it is transformed 
into privilege, concretises her elaboration on the conquest of political 
power which is different from Lenin's conception of the socialist state 
as the State which will oppress the bourgeoisie.. Luxemburg adds: 
« Socialist democracy commences alongside the task of the destruction of 
class domination and of the construction of socialism. It begins from 
the moment the socialist party obtains power. It is no other than the 
dictatorship of the proletariat. Yes, dictatorship! But this dictatorship 
consists in applying democracy, not in its abolition . But this dictatorship 
must be the work of the class and not and that of a small guiding-minority 
acting in the name of the class ». For this reason, the conquest of power 
is the development of workers' and soldiers' councils which, taking over 
the complete power and involving « the same currents of the socialist 
revolution » determines the conditions and realizes the basis of socia1-
transformation. « It is by exercising power that the masses learn to 
exercise it.» The fundamental point in the thoughts and elaborations of 
Luxemburg lies basically in her analysis of the question of social democracy 
as a central matter, and thus the essence of proletariat dictatorship, 
individualizil).g the lever of the council system in the conquest and structure 
of proletarian power. -

The workers' council current of the workers' movement renews this 
vision by its critical approach to the problem of the role of the party in 
a western revolutionary process. With the victory of the Russian Revolution, 
the installation of the Soviet Republic, and the outbreak of revolution 
in Europe immediately following the I World War, the interest of the 
revolutionary forces moved onto the question of the formation of communist 
parties linked to the III International and to the 21 conditions of acceptance 
which it formulated. The concrete experience of councils that the actual 
class movement had engaged upon raised itself against the conception of 
the repetition/ duplication, in various national contexts, of the political-
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organizational conditions which led to the development of Bolshevism in 
Tsarist Russia. The Linkskomunismous (left communism) in Germany and 
Gorter and Pannekoek inHolland expounded this experience, the importance 
of which, here, derives from their criticism levelled at the conception 
of the role of the party, as parallel to the affirmation of other organizational 
instruments such as the workers' councils, rather than the type of party 
which took root. The different national situation that this theory found 
itself faced with - particularly the presence of strong parties and social
democratic trade-union organizations - contributed to the appearance of 
a different strategy which placed at its centre, along with the constitution 
of workers' councils, the anticapitalist struggle and the refusal of opportunist 
and revisionist political and trade-union leadership. 

« The!' General Workers' Union» (AAU), affirmed Gorter, in A Reply 
to Lenin on Communist Extremism, « and the Rank and File Movement, 
based in the factories in the places of work, and only on themselves, are 
the precursors of the workers' councils, the Soviet. The revolution in 
western Europe will be more difficult because of the fact that it will 
develop slowly, will go through a long period of transition in which the 
trade unions will be non-functional and in which the Soviet will not yet 
be ready. This period of transition will be characterized by the struggle 
against the trade unions towards their transformation and their substitution 
by superior organizations ... I insist on saying that this will not happen 
because we 'extremists' want it, but because the revolution needs this 
organizational form without which it cannot win». Talking of the tactics 
« to follow at the beginning and in couse of the revolutionary process 
and not« at the end of the revolution» ... « when victory is near, capitalism 
in pieces » and the classes precipitate towards the proletariat, the tendency 
towards the constitution of a union sacree between « the big bourgeoisie, 
the agrarians, middle classes, middle peasants, lower ranks of the bour
geoisie and the peasant against the workers becomes clear». For this 
reason « in the revolutionary process in the west», the importance of 
the classes increases and, in proportion, the importance of leaders 
diminishes. This does not mean that we must not have the best possible 
leaders ... it only means that regarding the importance of the masses the 
importance of leaders diminishes. If seven or eight million proletariat must 
conquer power in a country of one hundered and sixty million inhabitants, 
yes, then, leaders are enormously important. Infact, in order to win such 
a vast number of people with so few men, tactics must have to be given 
a pre-eminent position. What about Germany? There the genius of the 
leader is not essential nor is it the principal factor, the most intelligent 
tactic is the maximum clarity of ideas. There the classes are inexorably 
arrayed: one against the other. There the proletariat must decide alone, 
as a class ». Gorter did not deny the necessity of iron discipline and of 
an absolute centralization, but observed that « this matter has another 
significance for us from that which it can have in Russia. The issue 
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here is to construct a vanguard, having a solid nucleus « a strong as 
steel and yet also like crystal», as the base for « the construction of 
a large organization» which makes the major part of the proletariat, ie. 
the masses, communists, because « the workers and only the workers must 
introduce communism». 

If in the Program of the German Communist Worker's Party 
(KAPD) it was clearly stated that the « struggle for the recognition of 
revolutionary factory councils and workers' political councils would logically, 
in the ambit of a certain revolutionary situation, transform itself into 
a struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat against the dictatorship 
of capitalism », and that « this revolutionary struggle, where the project 
of councils forms the real political axel..., orients itself, by historical 
necessisty, against every bourgeois social order and as a consequence 
against its form of expression, i.e. the bourgeois parliamentary system », 
there was also (in the Program) the beginning of an outline of a strong 
criticism of the « socialist construction » embarked upon in the USSR, 
where the revolution was «bourgeois» but « done by communists». 

In the theses on the role of the party in the Proletariat Revolution 
clearly in evidence was the fact that the « most important task of the 
communists in the workers economic struggle of the lies in the organiz
ation of the weapon of struggle ... the communists must see to it that 
the revolutionaries (and not only the members of the communist party) 
regroup in the factories and ... the factory organizations (betrilsorganis
ationen) to form together the Unions (AAU) and to give form to the 
instrument aimed at the administration of production by the workers». 
The party-council relationship is lastly resolved entirely in favour of the 
latter since after the political victory of the Revolution the Unions « will 
earn more importance than the Party » and when <~ the dictatorship trans
forms itself ... into a communist society the party reaches its ultimate 
aim: autodestruction ». 

The schematism of the official documents of the KAPD does not 
give full justice to the broad elaboration of some exponents of the current 
(of Councils) who put the situation of post-revolutionary Russia at the cen
tre of their analysis and who denounced the role assumed by the Bolshevik 
party in connection with the perspectives of socialism, of the socialization 
of the means of production and of workers' control. One of these, Karl 
Korsch (in Political Writings) considers that the « doctrinarian attitude 
of Lenin is ... parallel to his political practice. It corresponds to his jacobite 
faith that one can rely on a given political form (a party, a dictatorship, 
or State) which has been revealed as useful in the past for a bourgeoise 
revolution, and use it to realize the aims of the proletariat revolution ». 
The same measures of nationalization do not render the activity of the 
worker freer and more human « since in the place of the director there 
is a functionary nominated by the government»; today modern social
ism requires socialization and « beneath these terms there is no longer 
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only the request for the transference of the means of production into 
the hands of the collectivity or control from above ». Socialization « must 
instead realize itself » in a « control from the base, which is brought 
about in a determinate measure by the participation of the mass of 
workers themselves ... in the management of the enterprise or at least the 
control of its management». (Factory Council and Socialization). 

Pannekock's analysis regarding the question of the party is more 
detailed, centered entirely on the working class and its instruments of 
social re-appropriation rather than on the predominant role of the party. 
Pannekock shows how « the old movement is incarnate in parties» and 
that « belief in the party constitutes today the strongest brake on the 
working class' capacity to act ... Against this type of organization we 
propose the following principle: the working class can affirm itself only 
on the condition that it takes its destiny into its own hands ». The 
conception of the party, as a means of clarification of the proletariat, 
which has a role of great importance in the struggle of the proletariat 
for its own emancipation, bases itself on the distinction, he observes, 
that a party is a grouping on the basis of certain ideas, and a class is a 
grouping on the basis of certain common interests. « Membership to a 
class is determined by the function actualised in the process of production, 
a function that has as a consequence definite interests. Belonging to a 
party means instead, linking oneself to a group of people who have an 
identical point of view as far as important social questions are con
cerned ... Until recently it was believed... that this fundamental dif
ference would disappear within the party of the class... since theory 
states that identical interests would necessarily generate identical aims and 
ideas, and thus the distinction between class and party ... would gradually 
be eliminated ». But this is not so and if « those animated by the same 
conception meet to debate their goals of action, reach a clarification 
through discussion, and make propaganda for their ideas, it is naturally 
possible ... to call these groups parties. A name is of little importance 
once it is clear that these parties give themselves a role which is entirely 
different from that to which the actual parties aspire ». For parties conceived 
in this manner « rigid and immutable structures » are not important since 
« when faced with a change of situation, or a new task, the members 
separate in order to reunite in a different way; other parties emerge with 
different programmes». Pannekock does not see the actual or existing 
workers' parties in this way « since their aims are to obtain POwer and 
exercise it for their exclusive advantage». These organizations are not 
concerned with contributing to the emancipation of the working cla s 
but « their intention is that of governing by themselves, presenting everyth
ing under the guise of the liberation of the proletariat. Social democracy 
which conceives « power under the form of a government basing itself 
on a parliamentary majority» and « the communist parties who in i t on 
their desire to dominate right up to the dictatorship of the oarty » 
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must have instead, « a political formation which is characterized by rigid 
structures, a cohesion which is assumed by means of statutes, disciplinary 
measures, proceedures for admission or exclusion . In their capacity as 
an apparatus of power they struggle for power». 

The actual term of revolutionary party is inconceivable because it 
means admitting that the working class could not do without a « group 
of leaders capable of overcoming the bourgeoisie in its name and in its 
place», in other words « it should be admitted that the working class 
is incapable of carrying out a revolution by itself ... (but) what kind of 
power will a similar party be able to install thanks to the revolution? 
Either the masses rise up and persist in their action, answers Pannekock, 
and « thus, far from abandoning the field in order to leave the government 
in the hands of the new party they organize their own power in the 
factories and workshops and prepare a new struggle aimed at the definite 
abolition of the power of capital». In this background the emergence 
of « a conflict between the masses and the new party » is unavoidable 
since the « activity of the masses is none other than an element of disorder 
and anarchy». Otherwise, he continues, the mass of workers abandon 
the leadership of the struggle into the hands of the party which is too 
weak to hold back the offensive of the bourgeoisie. When the historical 
circumstances force th~ mass of workers into the front line of action 
they « must organize themselves autonomously, taking in hand the means 
of production, breaking out in an attack against the economic powers of 
the capital». And « any would-be vanguard force which tries, in conform
ity with its own programme, to direct and play master to the masses 
by means of a revolutionary party would reveal itself as a reactionary 
factor owing to this conception ». 

The matter of the party is however, intimately linked to that of 
the phases of the revolutionary process before the conquest of political 
power, then to the expropriation of the capitalist class and finally to 
the transformation of the process of production. This scheme, however, 
cannot be proposed according to Pannekock because the proletariat may 
become « master of its own destiny» only if it has « simultaneously 
both its own organization and the forms of new economic order». Neither 
the party nor the trade union can carry out this new function, 'it will 
be the job of the councils as the Revolutions in Russia in 1905 and 1917 
have shown'. « The old forms of organization, the trade-unions and 
political parties, and the new form of councils belong to different phases 
of social evolution. The first had as objective the reinforcement of the 
situation of the working class within the capitalist system ... the aim of 
the second instead is to create workers' power ... the workers' councils 
are the means of proletariat dictatorship ... In this way the dictatorship 
of the working class corresponds exactly to the most perfect democracy, 
to real proletarian democracy ». 

In conclusion, despite its obvious limitations, it is the merit of this 
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current that having analysed the role and function of the workers' coun
cils since the '20s, in relation to the organizational principles of the 
proletariat party, it has given due emphasis to the active participation 
of the popular masses as the most important factor of the proletarian 
revolution. 

7. Conclusion 

At the end of this lengthy but schematic presentation, it appears 
proper to us to make some concluding observations. Though the Leninist 
conception of the party is alluded to his successors and there is the theses 
which asserts the existence of a logical continuity between Lenin and those 
who came after him, we have ornmitted here any mention of the Stalin 
period and the East Europe and other national popular revolutions, so as 
to limit ourselves to a treatment of the experiences of Leninist party in 
a non-dogmatic manner. 

Within the problems of successful revolutions and revolutionary 
struggles still going on, the place assumed by the question of (the form 
and role) the party it not negligible. This is not to underestimate the role 
of 'external' factors - as in the case of Russia the imperialist intervention 
and civil war, the presence of Tsarist functionaries in the Soviet apparatus, 
etc. - as the link between the internal and international aspect of the 
question is not incidental. However, our examination of how the dictator
ship of a party has been established in present-day Russia necessarily 
implies our readiness to analyse and scrutinise the problem of the Patry. 
Is there any way in which one can avoid tracing back to the basic question 
of the party the existing situation in which the revolution of the proletariat 
has resulted in the exclusion of the working class from the reins of 
power and its subjugation to undisguised authoritarian rule? In his last 
days, Lenin himself observed the dilemma, the spread of bureaucratisation, 
the party-soviet problems, the concentration of power in single persons 
and organisms, the increasing marginalization of the workers vis a vis 
the political power ... and the solidification of the view which takes the 
party as the all-knowing all-doing force standing above the proletariat and 
the masses. Lenin's proposed administrative changes (enlargement of the 
central committee, legislation concerning workers and Peasants' Inspection, 
etc ... ) may or may not have removed the malaise. The debate on this 
is important but the issue lies in grasping the role of the partv it elf. 

In the proletariat's struggle for socialism, the party is nothing but 
an effective instrument, an organ which assumes its raison d'etre from 
the class struggle of the proletariat and which becomes a higher and 
effective form of organization in so far as it expresses the overcoming 
of the economist limitations usually ascribed to trade unions and joins 
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the political and economic struggles with the view .of realizing the tak~ver 
of power by the proletariat. It is the proletariat.which makes .the revo~uuon, 
and it is its dictatorship which becomes established at the time of victory. 
The party assumes its importance to. the degr~e ~hat it serves as ~he 
expression and vehicle of the struggle, aims and obJectlves of the proletariat. 
The vanguard role which many parties attribute to th.emselves g~n~rously 
nowadays not only contradicts the actual state of affaus but exhibits also 
an underlying erroneous premise which takes the party as a body above 
the working class, as an organ that has its own existe.nce over and above 
the working class and its struggle. As a consequence, mstead of the pa~ty 
serving as the instrument of the prol:tariat it tries to :use th~ p~oletariat 
for its own purposes and this remams a fact even 1f subiecuvely ~e 
party believes that it is really serving the interest of the proletariat. 
The guiding role of the party can be justified. and actualised in ~o far 
as it is effectively an instrument of the working class and contnbutes 
to the struggle of the working class to reappropriate power, to adminster 
itself, to control the means of production, etc. The party cannot replace 
the working class nor can it rule in its name - it must be the workers 
who make the revolution and who takeover power and wield it to adminster 
themselves and to realize their class objectives. All other conceptions of 
the revolutionary party standing opposed to this fundamental truth are 
actually or will end by being crude caricatures of the proletarian party. 

Experience teaches that the working class and the masses not only 
have initiative but give vivid testimony of this during times of revolutionary 
upheavals. It is not accidental that in such times, many revolutionary 
parties are actually found tailing behind the revolutionary movement of 
the masses. During a revolutionary process, the proletarian party must 
not only welcome but strive to develop the thrust of the mass initiative 
and activity. A party which sets itself as the « guiding light» and « the 
point of reference » and tries to shape/ curtail or move the movement 
in accord with its plans acts objectively against the mass revolutionary 
struggle. The various organizational forms in which the proletariat expresses 
its desire to reappropriate power, to guide and to adminster itself, are 
not to be dissolved, controlled and muzzled but to be accorded support. 
In other words, the genuine party of the proletariat not only respects 
the autonomy of trade unions, popular committees, etc ... but sees it as 
an important function to hasten the formation of such organizations 
whose scope cannot avoid being political in so far as they tend to contribute 
to social transformation by bringing about proletarian mobilisation and 
organisation. 

The revolutionary party has its intrinsic significance, its role and 
life within the process of social emancipation and the struggle waged to 
this end by the proletariat. The rules and statutes of the party, necessary 
as they are, cannot have coercive functions shaping up an abstract party 
which stands above the proletariat and even above its own members. 
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Thus, the existence of democracy within the party, the elaboration of 
the collective line from the practical and theoretical contributions of each 
member, practice of inner-party debates and contrasts, the tolerance of 
minority views which are also useful elements providing for further 
study and verifications, etc., is neither a luxury nor something to be 
brushed aside till « after the revolution». Clandestinity and the prevalence 
of armed struggle cannot also be used as justifications to deny this. In 
fact, the more backward the conditions prevailing, the more prevalent 
the antidemocratic traditions, the more the emphasis that should be given 
to democratic participation be it within the party or outside of it. The 
adoption of democratic rules in the functioning of the organization is not 
to satisfy some generic sense of democratic formalsim. On the contrary, 
it is to give life to the party, to avoid its suffocation by backwara 
conditions existing in the society. The party in order to live needs the 
thousand heads and thousand arms of the proletariat and the revolutionaries, 
while, on the other hand, the distortion of the role and function of the 
party and its severance from the proletariat is manifested by the degree 
of the concentration of power in the hands of one or a few leaders or 
orgarusms. 

The problem of the party emerges with full force in so far as it is 
substituted for the working class and instead of being the party of the 
proletariat becomes the body standing above the proletariat itself. The 
party can advance a long way into becoming the organization which 
fulfills the conditions needed by the proletariat to realize its complete 
emancipation if it does not put itself above the working class but serves 
the needs and interests of the working class, if it does not stifle the 
initiatives of the proletariat but serves as an expression and means of 
development of the political and organisational initiative of the working 
class, if it does not put itself as the « alpha-omega» of proletarian 
organization but acts in union with and fully respecting the autonomy 
of the other forms of proletarian organizations ( trade unions, soviets, 
etc.), if it does not take itself as the appropriator of power in the name 
of the proletariat but serves to bring about the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, which is none other than the working class organized as the 
ruling class. 

The working class has been deprived of power and the struggle it 
wages is to assume control of power, to have the power to decide, to 
choose, to organise its life. The party that genuinely serves the interest 
of the proletariat is thus the one which contributes fully to te realization 
of this objective. The structures of the party assume their relevance in 
so far as they facilitate or block this contribution. To the question of 
party or soviet? it is proper to add another one: what type of party? It 
is to respond to this that an examination, in a non-dogmatic manner, 
of the debates of the past on the question of proletarian organisation 
becomes extremely important. 
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The Struggle for Democracy in Africa 

F. Gitwen 

In many parts of Africa where the word « socialism » _has more 
or less become a shibboleth, Lenin's affirmation that « proletarian demo
cracy is a million times more democratic than any bourgeois democracy » 
seems to have a bizarre ring to it. In fact, it is precisely in those African 
countries where the regimes claim adherence to « Marxim-Leninism » 
that one notices the virtual abscence of democracy and the existence of 
rule by terror. In countries ruled by such regimes and actually in gr~ater 
parts of Africa, the ruling classes consider « democracy » as a. t~mted 
world, « un-African and western » and, at best, as « the unrealistic de
mand of hyphenated or de-Africanized intellectuals». 

The negation of democracy revolves around two basic premises. 
The first one considers Africa's tasks as being one of « coming out of 
economic backwardness» and this is assumed to be incompatible with 
notions of democracy which « sap discipline », « scatter the nation's for
ces » and « invite anarchy ». In such cases, democracy is counterposed to 
economic development and rejected consequently as a « luxury that the 
African masses cannot afford» . The second premise attributes to socialism 
the function of negating democracy, the limitations of democracy within 
bourgeois society are taken to exclusively define democracy, and, conse
quently, a rejection of what is termed as « fake bourgeois democracy» be
comes in reality a rejection of « democracy as a whole». In such cases, 
the declared attempt to establish a « socialist » society is deemed incom
patible with all notions of democracy, and the « need for the iron fist 
of the proletarian dictatorship » is invoked in order to justify the extensive 
repression which, as in Ethiopia, claims the proletariat as its main and 
favourite victim. Official socialism in Africa, whether it takes the lable 
« African » or « scientific » to define itself, is basically authoritarian and 
professedly anti-democratic. 

The struggle waged by African revolutionary forces for democracy, 
be this within the framework of a general struggle for socialism or within 
limited perspectives, cannot revolve around a banal defence of democracy 
in general. The essence of the question itself lies in posing the question 
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in the concrete , within the framework of the class struggle and social 
development of the given society . Admittedly , the level of development 
of each country and the class struggle within each demonstrate different 
stages and features. However, a general look, with all the apparent draw
backs of such generalizations , discloses that Africa 's problem is not so 
much the existence of« limited western type of democracy» - the problem 
lies in the abscence of even a limited variety of democracy. For , a closer 
look at some of the countries which claim to have adopted parliamentary 
forms of rule or western-t ype bourgeois constitutions reveals that this 
adoption remains virtually at the formal level, with no actual democratic 
gu~ran:ees and with a presidential system giving wide executive and 
legislative powers to the president . The existing political parties, in many 
cases the president's party, being caricatures of political parties within 
the western bourgeois republics. 

Th~ whole situation is entwined with the level of social develop
ment, w1~h the fact that the majority of African societies are just emerging 
from various degrees of pre-capitalist relations and being integrated into 
the fold of international capitalism. The process of integration is itself 
a complex one, the imperialist domination militating against the emer
gence of a national bourgeoisie in the classical sense, and the introduction 
of capitalism in this form perpetuating, in a weak and distorted form, 
the old relation with all the backwardness involved. The abscence of an 
« independent » bourgeoisie and the impossibility of an independent ca
pitalist development militates against the existence of bourgeois demo
cracy even in its restricted form. What exists is in fact a caricature of 
bourgeois democracy that takes the limitations of the latter as virtual 
excesses and, instead, establishes an all-embracing authoritarian rule. 

The struggle for democracy in Africa cannot be equated with a 
yearning for bourgeois democracy per se. But, at the sametime it is also 
indisputable that, with all its limitations, bourgeois democracy 'represents 
an advance over feudalism or absolutist rule. While it is true that pro
letarian. democracy is _q~alitatively higher and broader than any type of 
bourge01s democracy, I! 1s also a fact that bourgeois democracy represents 
~n advance o:7er feudalism. Hence the argument that bourgeois democracy 
1s ~< ~our~eo1s » . an1 « totally unimportant » for those struggling for 
soc1~li~m ~n Africa 1s wrong and exhibits the infantilism castigated by 
Lerun m his celebrated text: Left-wing communism: An Infantile Disorder. 
Africa doesn't necessarily need to pass through capitalism to arrive at 
soc~a~sm, but Africa necessarily needs democracy to get anywhere near 
socialism. 

The struggle for socialism requires and is significantly assi ted by 
the democratization of the society. The more democratic concessions the 
p_rolet.aria~ and the masses wrest from the ruling classes, the more the 
situation Improves for the struggle towards socialism, for carrying out the 
fight to get rid off the limitations imposed by the bourgeoisie on demo-
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cracy. This is why Lenin affirmed that the bourgeois revolution is not 
only highly advantageous to the proletariat but is also absolutely necessary 
in the interest of the proletariat 1

• The proletariat's attitude to the bour
geois democratic revolution is summed up by Lenin as follows: 

« ... The very position the bourgeois holds as a class in capitalist 
society inevitbaly leads to its inconsistency in a democratic revolution. 
The very position the proletariat holds as a class compels it to be consis
tently democratic. The bourgeoisie looks backwards in fear of democratic 
progress which threatens to strengthen the proletariat. The proletariat 
has nothing to lose but its chains, but with the aid of democratism it has 
the whole world to win. That is why the more consistent the bourgeois 
revolution is in achieveing its democratic transformations, the less it will 
limit itself to what is of advantage exclusively to the bourgeoisie. The 
more consistent the bourgeois revolution, the more doss it guarantee 
the proletariat and the peasantry the benefits accruing from the de
mocratic revolution » 2• 

The fashionable argument amongst the apologists of existing African 
regimes is that the struggle in Africa for democratic rights (freedom of 
the press, of association, etc ... ) is either « bourgeois! » (in which case 
« reactionary ») or « elitist ». The tragedy is that this type of argument 
is also echoed by certain African left-wing groups in an ironic reproduction 
of the position of the infantile « leftists » of Lenin's time-« we are 
struggling for socialism and hence it does not interest us to struggle 
for democratic rights under the bourgeois system». The argument that 
bourgeois democracy is limited should at least be justifiably presented 
within a context of existing socialist democracy. In the concrete context 
of Africa, bourgeois democracy is absent and thus the rejection of it by 
the regimes and their apologists amounts to no more than a rationalization 
of authoritarian rule. As for the socialist struggle, it is, as Lenin pointed 
out, effectively assisted by the democratisation of the society. 
. Marxists do know for sure that « bourgeois democracy and the par-

liamentary system are so organized that it is the mass of working people 
who are kept farthest away from the machinery of government » 3• But 
the Marxist criticism of bourgeois democracy is directed not at demo
cracy per se but at its limited and restricted nature under bourgeois 
rule. In the criticism, there is no underlying exhaltation of « pure de
mocracy ». So long as classes exist, it is not possible to speak of « pure 
democ~acy », .says Lenin in his ~elebrated polemics against Kautsky 4

• And 
even m ancient Greece, despite Nyrere's assertion that pure demo-

1 V.I. Lenin: « Two Tactics of Social Democracy in the Democratic Revolution» 
(Selected Works, Vol. 1, Moscow 1970, p. 488). ' 

2 ibid, p. 490. 
1977, p. 117). 

3 V.I. Lenin. « On Soviet Socialist Democracy» (Progress Publishers, Moscow, 
4 ibid, p. 61. ' 
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cracy existed 5, what was evident was not so much the rule of the peo
ple (demos) but, as Thucidides said of Athens, the rule by « the grea
test citzens ». If Marxism lays bare the fallacy of « pure democracy» 
and situates the q~estion within its relations to classes and class struggle 
( « under commurusm democracy will itself wither away and will not 
turn into 'pure democracy'-Lenin), the criticism of bourgeois democracy 
does not fall within infantile limitations. The question is not one of 
rejecting the forms of bourgeois democracy {parliament and the like) but 
of rejecting the basis of the democracy envisaged by the bourgeoisie and 
of assertitng in its place a qualitatively higher and different form of de
mocracy. To the argument of Kautsky projecting parliament as « the master 
of government», Lenin countered with the people as « masters of parlia
ment » - in other words the suppression of parliament as such. But this 
position bases itself on a fundamental premise involving the question of 
power and the establishment of a new order. The suppression of parlia
ments and constitutions in several African countries does not fall within 
the category of a revolutionary action at it is not an act directed at eliminat
ing t_he limitations of bourgeois democracy. On the contrary, the sup
pression manifests the regime's unwillingness and incapacity even to 
tolerate the limited rights granted by bourgeois democracy, it is a recourse 
to a blindy authoritarian rule. The « people as masters of parliament » 
means the abolition of the separation of power from the masses it means 
the concrete assertion of the people as the holders of power and the end 
of their subordination to it. What is at issue is thus not mere change 
of forms or a quantitative problem-it is the destruction of the old order 
and state ( « the mechanisms of the bourgeois state exclude and squeeze 
out the poor from politics, from active partecipation in democracy») 6 and 
the replacement of the institutions of the old order by other institutions 
of a fundamentally different order 7

• Hence, a seizure of power which is 
accompanied by the preservation of the state and old order cannot surpass 
or ~ome out of the limitations of bourgeois democracy, and, as many 
Afncan cases show, will actually exhibit more retrogade and repressive 
institutions and rule. 

The critics of the struggle for democracy in Africa sever Lenin and 
Marx from the above fundamental points and seek to legitimise their anti
d~~~ratic actions _of criticism bourgeois democracy. But a genuine 
criticism of bourgeois democracy cannot be viewed outside of a genuine 
struggle for socialism, i.e. a real effort to eliminate the limitations of bour
geois democracy establishing a fundamentally different type of democra
cy, proletarian democracy. A seizure of power or even a revolution which 

5 Julius Nyrere, « Democracy and the Party System» in J. Nyrere « Freedom 
and Unity», (Oxford University Press, London). ' 

6 VI. Lenin,. « State and Revoution », Selected Works in J volumes, Vol. II, 
p. 371-72. 

7 ibid, p. 335. 
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perpetuates the separation of the masses from power and their dependence 
to the State cannot be considered socialist or will not , at least , realize 
the transition towards socialism. 

In many countries in Africa the struggle for democracy is being 
waged in a situation in which bourgeois democracy as practiced in the 
developed countries of Europe and America does not exist. The struggle 
is waged in a situation in which the winnin g of even limited democratic 
rights becomes a significant victory . The winning of bo~r?eois democr~tic 
rights represents a contribution to the struggle for socialism, overcorrung 
the existing practice of total censorship and prohibition of organization 
opens up broader possibilities for revolutionary struggles and helps to 
eliminate the limitations imposed by clandestine struggle. The struggle 
cannot be waged as part of a strategic belief that one can gain concessions 
from the ruling class and through this win over a majority in parliament 
and ... institute fundamental change$. This is nothing but a reformist 
illusion . The struggle for bourgeois democratic freedom is waged in the 
correct perspective only when posed as a stepping stone , as a useful and 
necessary step for the proletariat's struggle for power, for the destruction 
of the State and the creation of a new society. Consequently, this assumes 
that there should be no continental or economic indexes set for prescribing 
broad democracy for one people and limited ones for others. For , there 
are those who call themselves «communist» but who do not hesitate to 
declare that while demanding broad democracy maybe justifiable in Euro
pe, such is not the case for Africans and others from the so-called « under
developed » countries . 

Admittedly, the path to be traversed by each country towards socialism 
will differ, however, it is incongrous to assert that there can be any 
transition to socialism without the existence of broad democracy for the 
people . Santiago Carrillo, the leader of the Spanish Communist Party, 
states in his book, Euro-communism and the State, that to demand 
pluralism in countries like Vietnam is like braying at the moon. This is 
not because Carrillo considers the demand unrealizable, but it is because 
he considers such a demand is not relevant for the masses of this countries 
due to their level of development. Carrilo's position has also been echoed 
by others who justify the antidemocratic actions of the juntas in Africa 
by asserting that though these acts may be considered undemocratic and 
paternalistic in Europe they are not so in Africa. It is a vicious argument 
which victimises the African masses-their economic level of development, 
which is itself linked to the existing state of oppression and exploitation, 
is invoked to deny them the right to demand broad democratic rights. 
While it is true that the level of democracy existing in a given country is 
determined by a combination of factors (level of development, class 
struggle, etc), there is absolutely no justification for severing democracy 
from socialism when the latter is applied to Third World countries. In 
fact, the demand for advanced or broad democracy is as legitimate in 
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Gambia as it is in Spain and as relevant in Ethiopia as it is in Europe , 
despit e the existing differences in the degree of development on the 
socio-economic level. If freedom and democracy are not to be viewed 
throug racially-tinted glasses, the struggle for democracy waged in Africa , 
the opposition to unique parties , the rejection of despotic and paternalistic 
rule, etc ... are more than justified . As to economic development , while it 
is true that men are the products of circumstances, it is all the more true , 
as Marx explained , that circumstances are changed by men. The way out 
of economic backwardness is via a revolution assuring the masses power 
and a qualitati vely different kind of democracy. In other words , democracy 
is not only necessary for the transitioon towards socialism, it is also 
indispensable for the success of the struggle of the proletariat to assume 
power . This is why the struggle for democracy assumes its importance , 
this is why in waging the revolutionary struggle it is repeatedly emphasised 
that the revolutionary forces must themselves have democratic structures, 
working-methods and the alternative organization of the mases (in clan
destinity , in the liberated areas, etc) must manifest the existence and 
practice of democracy and the excercise of power by the masses them
selves. Viewed from this angle, many of the movements waging arm
ed struggle in Africa are found lacking-their oppositioon to the anti
democratic regimes is not expressed by an alternative different democratic 
practice and, in fact , in some so-called « liberated areas » the only change 
for the masses is the change in the identity of the oppressors. Like the 
regimes, the movements also invoke « revolution » and « socialism » to 
stifle democracy and the militarist bent is assisted by the dominant form 
of the struggle being waged . 

The struggle for democracy in Africa is also an affirmation of the 
existence of classes and class struggle in Africa. In this way it is a clear 
rejection of the views which project pre-colonial or traditional Africa as 
essentially being devoid of class differences and antagonisms. Though the 
1960s' brand of « Africanists » who denied the existence of classes in 
Africa has become more or less extinct the recognition of the class divisions 
pertaining in Africa has not been accompanied by a consistent admission 
of the reality of class struggle . The link between the denial of the reality 
of class struggle and democracy is highlighted by the position of many 
African regimes and their apologists vis a vis the organization of political 
parties and the right of dissent and assembly I association. In the rationale 
presented to defend the unique party and to reject pluralism or the right 
to freely organize, there appears a firm rejection of class struggle. 

Many years back, one of the fervent defenders of the unique party 
system, Madeira Keita, puh it as follows: 

« We think that there are forms of democracy without political 
parties. We also state that if a political party is the political expression 
of a class and the class itself represents interests, we cannot affirm that 
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. . . cl But we state that the differentiation 
the Africa~ society isdwithout . assr5· diversification of interests let alone 
of classes ID Africa oes not imp Y 
opposition of interests 

8
• atron 

Thus the unique party' whether identified as a mhass party or a pf the 
, . . . liz tion of t e « oneness o 

one, becomes an identification. or atuh a of the people and the 
community» and the m~s~e.m~ \ ~ ~on~;;ose all attempts to form 
'oneness of the community isT mvo e d . 1963 the unique party is 

h · A d Sekou oure state m , . th ot er parties. n , as l d h . has the virtue of bemg e 
identified with the peop e .an. t e regimThe ar ments of the advocates 
ex pressio~ of the people _wi~:; 1ttk~ita to fe1kou Toure, Nyrere and 
of the unique party, ranging d ·d the denial of class antagonisms, 
Kaunda, revolve gross? mo ~ aroun, f the people as a whole and the 
invocation of .a non-existent onebssk oardness and other enemies». The 
need for « unity » to overco1;11e « a~ w. of the abscence 
denial of the righ~ to orga?ize harties b;5 onl~ile a;:~tose like Madeira 
of ?emocracy but i~ emp~~:is:; 1; ~~~ ; 1:~ality of parties ( the issue _is 

~::fr/:~~ir~ieth~:\he denial of the right to organize if pli;I a restrid 
tion of the right of the people, a negation of democracy), tr f?~he~r:nis 
others like him the foundations of democracy are more irm 

( .d' t'f' d with the nation as a whole ») rather than many 
one party « i en i ie · ) 9 F the latter 
( « which represent only a section of the com~utl? Co . of h 1960s' 
the existence of several parties in a country, as m e nlgo ? t e ' 
leads to division and anarchy. Nyrere's argument not .o . Y moces up cause 
and effect-parties are the political expression ~f. exisrg cla.ss srggles 
and not vice versa-but is not supported by empmcal o servduon-t \ 1ne
party states are, if not more, al lea~t as trouble-prone an as pro em-
ridden as the ones with several parties. . 

The identification of the unique party with the whole _na:10n auto
matically makes all attempts to exercise the right .to as~o.ciatlo~ « su'?-

. It also opens wide the door for apologetic positions vis a vis 
versive ». . . h · · t the 
h · nleashed by the regimes m sue countries agams t e repression u . · l d di · · 

opposition which is ipso facto considered « ant1-nat1ona » an « v1S1vet. 
Writing about the one-party government in Ivory Coast, Zolberg ~ut th
reword a striking apology of the repressive actions of the state m e 
following manner: . 

« sanctions ( of coercion), however severe, are . usually f temporai, 
and coercion is not used methodically to induce a climate o terror· e-

8 in Presence Africaine, no. 30, Paris 1960. f « Arab 
9 This view of the African socialists is echoe? also by the exponents o 

Socialism» as the following quote from Kamal ~aat show~:. . f h unity 
e find that from the multi-party system arises the d1v1~1c.m o t e cod £ d 

into ~v~~'fous classes each of which tends to constitute a pohtt.cal par(.ty AM eS:id 
its own interest, regardless of the wider interests of the commuruty ». m · ' 
Arab Socialism, Blandford Press, London 1972, p. 70. 
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lationships between rulers and dissenters retain the air of a family quarrel, 
followed by grand reconciliations when the crisis is over» 10• 

A « family quarrel» resulting in massacres, a « grand reconciliation» 
that is consumed with corpses or presumed from the abscence of oppo
sition due to repression-it is bizarre to say the least, and very characteristic 
of the apologists of the repressive African regimes. 

The resort to sanctified arguments about the unity of the commu
nity, the abscence of diverse, let alone antagonistic, interests is a practice 
of both the exponents of « African socialism» and of the decared adhe
rents of « scientific socialism ». The basic approach in both cases is 
« productionist »-dissent or opposition is ostracised under the guise of 
the need for unity to combat backwardness and to come out of the 
mire of underdevelopment. Thus, the whole people, from the president 
downwards will for one regiment of disciplined citzens (Nkrumah) and 
the unique party « assures discipline by moulding the amorphous col
lection of people into an organic and dedicated body of men and women 
sharing an identical view of human society». The party accomplishes this 
task by « curbing those social groups struggling for influence » and by 
impeding them from « unleashing class warfare inimical to the collective 
interests of the nation». And this collective interest is expressed, as Sen
ghor maintains, by the State, which means that obedience to the State 
and loyalty to its policies is the « necessary duty of the responsible 
citizen». 

The regimes who claim adherence to « socialism » of the Moscow 
variety have other justifications in their arsenal. They resort to the falla
cious Soviet conception of « the party of the whole people » ( that dissent 
in the USSR is considered a schizophrenic sickness is quite indicative 
of the consequences of this conception) and conjure up the name of the 
proletariat, whose name and power they have actually usurped, in order 
to raise the spectre of proletarian dictatorship . The problem is not solely 
the fact that the dictatorship being excercised is not that of the prole
tariat (be it in Ethiopia, Angola or Mozambique, for example) but that 
the conception of the proletarian dictatrship itself is wrong. The prole
tarian dictatorship, at least as conceived by Marx and Lenin, basically 
assumes the posses~ion of power by the proletariat itself, its organi
zation and self-adminstration in the concrete and the prevalence of broad 
democracy for the workers and broad masses. The suppression of the 
bourgeoisie is linked to this basic conception and thus contradicts any 
premise which bases itself on the use of power in the name of the pro
letariat and against llhe proletariat by a party or any other body. If the 
pro-Moscow African regimes make repeated reference to the Soviet ex
perience, especially during the Stalin period, the critical evaluation of 

10 Ari tide R. Zolberg « One-Party Government in the Ivory Coast», (Princeton 
Univ. Press, 1969, p. 332). 
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this experience itself lays bare the weakness of the arguments . Th~ fact is 
that the particular features of Bolshevism in practice and especially the 
limitations and aberrations imposed , and adopted as temporary measures, 
during the period of the Civil War and War Communism , cannot be 
equated with the basic tenets of socialism even if these were affirmed as 
dogma in the 1930s. The issue raises the problematic of the role and 
nature of the proletarian party , but an identification of proletarian dicta
torship with the exclusion of the workers from the excercise of power 
and the impositions of restricnions on the democratic rights of the masses 
cannot trace its rationale/ju~tification to Marxism or socialism. 

The struggle for democracy in Africa gives politics its rightful place 
of dominance over mere economics, it asserts that there can be no de
liverance from the grip of underdevelopment unless political power is 
captured by the masses and an economic endeavour that claims as its 
purpose their emancipation is undertaken. Official socialism, of all va
rieties, upheld by the regimes in Africa does not take such emancipation 
as its motive force, democracy is thus considered as an « obstacle » on 
the path of economic development. If Kaunda says that the « whole idea 
of opposition is alien to Africans » he reflects more the desire of the 
African ruling classes to stamp out all opposition as « un-African ». The 
idolization of a president as a « father figure » or the substitution of an 
omnipotent and unique « Vanguard party » for the oppressed masses in 
all directed at strengtihening the authoritarian rule of the classes in power 
and the perpetuation of the subordination of the people to the State. 
Therefore, the struggle for democracy in Africa embodies a rejection 
of the paternalist and elitist conception and affirms the right of the masses 
to appropriate power and to govern themselves, to organize themselves, 
etc . ... 

In this respect, then, the struggle for democracy in Africa is not 
an elitist struggle, as some so-called « Africanists » from the metropoles 
seem to suggest. For example, a certain Marina Ottoway writing about 
the Ethiopian Revolution declares that workers in countries like Ethiopia 
( « with dual economy ») are members of the « modern system and as 
such a very privileged group »-she bases herself on this argument to 
lable the Ethiopian worker~' demand for democracy as « elitist demands » 11

• 

Another writer, Santarelli, argues in the same vein and characterizes the 
EPRP as « westernised » and « representative of the intelligentsia emanat
ing from the most privileged classes» u. Such arguments, and to some 
extent the extended « labour aristocracy» analysis of Arrighi 13

, lead up 

11 Marina Ottway , « Social Classes and Corporate Interests in the Ethiopian 
Revolution», (in Journal of Modern African Studies, Vol. 14, no. 3, 1976). 

12 Enzo Santarelli, « The Many Variants of a Revolution», (in Politica Interna
:donale, no. 8, Roma, 1978). 

13 G. Arrighi and J. Saul, « Essays on the Political Economy of Africa», (London 
1973). 
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to or are directed at favourably conuterposing the ruling juntas - << repre
sentative of the rural population » ! - to the « privileged >> urban masses-
workers and intellectuals. Behind the seemingly-populist arguments of 
this genre , it is possible to disern a basically distorted premise - the rural 
population and way life, at least till the colonial period , represent the 
«ideal » while the urban masses and way of life, 'connected with impe
rialism' , represent what should be extirped . Consequently , anti-worker 
and anti-intellectual juntas are generously called « progressive » and the 
« representatives of the rural people» by such writers . Connec1'!d with 
this is the recurring theme which asserts that the « bread ques.tion » 
(economic development) is more important than the « freedom question» 
(democratic rights). 

The arguments, which in some cases demonstrate prejudices outside 
the scope of theoretical/ empirical analysis, are fallacious . Colonialism did 
not bring bourgeois democracy to Africa but neither did it put end to an 
African « Golden Age of democracy and classless society». Nyrere's argu
ment about the existence of a communal classless and idyllic African tra
ditional society is very well known but it is known for its baselessness. 
A correct presentation of the question indicates that Africa's problem does 
not lie in the existence of what some call « the modern system » but 
rather than in the limitation of « the modern system», the preponderance 
of an isolated rural populace, and, above all, the existence of a system of 
exploitation and oppression which subjugates the masses. The exhaltation 
of the rural areas or the peasantry can satisfy the populist and complex
ridden conscience of western writers but cannot respond to the exigencies 
of Africa for coming out of the system of oppression. The democratic 
foces in Africa approach the question of imperialism not by counterposing 
it with some idyllic and illusory rendition of a classless traditional society 
but by attacking imperialism's domination and exploitation. The spread 
of factories and industries, the break up of the rural state of isolation, 
etc ... are not by themselves reactionary; in fact, the break-up of feudal 
realtions and ideology and its replacement by bourgeois ones is an advance 
when evaluated per se. Thus, to lable the forces struggling for democratic 
rights in Africa as « western » and « elites » while exhalting repressive 
and retrogade juntas (such as the one in Ethiopia) and leaders (Amin 
and Bokassa not excepted) as the « true representatives of Africa's majo
rity » or as the « mirrors of the souls of Africa untouched by the west » 
is to manifest crass ignorance and prejudices. 

Socialism is a step towards complete human emancipation which 
will be realised, in the words of Marx, « when the real individual man 
has absorbed in himself the abstract citzen, when as an individual man, 
in his everyday life, in his work, and in his relationships, he has become 
a social being and when he has recognised and organised his own powers 
as social powers, and consequently no longer separates this social power 
from himself as political power». The evistence of « bourgeois right» (to 
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. . 1 b ther than according to his needs) under 
each according to his a our ra . ali rsists and that the stage 
socialism does indicate £that actu~l rneiu t die~riterion for evaluting the 
is but the first phase O com!111;1ms~. u ' th h the level of de
level of development of socialism is no~eth~ ;:s:e:have and the more 
velopment of democracy: The .more pow:re it can be said that the level 
extensive their self-admmstrati~n, h~hh m nd so also the progress in the 
of development of _de!11ocracy is ig ~r, a In a country where power is 

transitio? fdob sob:r!:Uc!~ti~o~lit:,n:h~re centralism stands against the 

:'ft~J;{~fstraJo~ of the °:1a~ses, whhere .tie Stfte{[t%o:kr;:a:d c~r~ 
ver e to marginalise or ehmmate t e rig ts O 

• h d 
ma:ses in the field of organization and administration, etc., m ot er ~or ~ 
where political power is separated fr~m the °:1asses an~ lihereS t~sli se 

aration continues to deepen, whati is m place is not ~oc~a sm. ocia sm 
1s not identified by the existence of a ruling party c!a1mmg adherence to 
Marxism-Leninism, it is not derived from external alliances? or as a cons~-

quence of nation~~sation m~~sures o:odad~ptionh ?t t~h p~~t~ot~hi~co~r~~~ 
s here The political transition pen m w ic e . h 
trolet~riat is deemed necessary is also a period which sh?uld r~ahze t f 
development of the level of democracy existing i? the society, t. e use 0 

the State in suppressing the bourgeoisie or defendmg the pro~t~nan 1myer 
cannot be extended to the suppression of the masses and eir exc us~on 
from power. The self adminstration of the masses and the free expressi1t of this at the organizational level must be extended, the. masses as t f 
holders of power, armed and organized must be the roam defenders o 
their own power from bourgeois assaults. 

The struggle for democracy in Africa justifie~ i_tself not merely by _a 
general reference to the tenets and ideals of socialism ~ven ~houg? this 
by itself is a heavy indictment against the antidemocratic regimes _m th£ 
continent who claim to be « socialist». There is al~o the question ° 
practical experience, of historical lessons. The .e~penenc~ of the US~R 
and its satrelites as well as that of African « s~iali~t » regimes show t ht 
without democracy, without power fully evolving i~to the_ ?ands of t e 
masses it is not possible to realize even mere economic amb1t1ons let al~ne 
sociali;m. If socialism or the transition towards it is to have any mea~ng 
in Africa it must be posed in such terms with firm emphasis on the quest~on 
of power and democracy. The revolutionary forces presently struggli?g 
in Africa must, thus, address themselves to the ques~ion in a ~arx~r 
manner. The struggle for democracy is not an end in 1tsdf and is tr Y 
subservient to the struggle for socialism but the l~ttlt:r cannot be _rea
lized without political democracy for the masses. This is made especially 
clear in the countries like Ethiopia where regimes allied ~o the UJSR 
and following its repressive conceptions are ruling. As Marx said, «_free. om 

d · · i ty mto consists in transforming the State from an organ ommatmg soc e . 
one completely completely subordinate to it, and even at the present time 
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the forms of State are more free or less free to the extent that they restrict 
the 'freedom of the State' ». 

What Lenin called a truism, the fact that bourgeois democracy is 
progressive as compared to medievalism, cannot be termed as such in many 
places in Africa. Distortion of the nature of pre-colonial societies, illusory 
attempts to « return to the source » and populist mystification by so
called « Africanists » have militated against a correct appraisal of the 
whole question. If we insist that bourgeois democratic freedom can assist 
the struggle for socialism, it implies no « liberal twaddle to fool the 
workers» or to present this as the aim of the struggle. Our emphasis is 
that « the proletariat and the revolutionary forces must unfailingly utilise 
it in the struggle against the bourgeoisie ». At the sametime, it falls on 
the revolutionary forces themselves to evaluate the concrete situation so 
as to avoid tactical and strategic blunders. By firmly struggling for de
mocracy and by linking this to the struggle for socialism, it is possible to 
assert the proletariat's dominant role as the fervent and vanguard fighter 
of the rights of the masses. Any advance made or victory gained in the 
democratic struggle will be advantageous for the socialist struggle. 

If so-called « Africanists » inclined towards apologetic positions vis 
a vis existing regimes tend to negate the importance of democracy and 
to champion « firm rule», «discipline» and « an all-out drive to combat 
economic backwardness », there are also others of the same brand who 
hail to the sky every national liberation movement or organization which 
claims to be waging armed or political struggle against the existing re
gimes. The movements are labeled « revolutionary », « democratic» and 
their radical rhetotrics is identified with a committment to socialism. In 
this way, another mystification and distortion is let loose. A closer obser
vation indicates, however, a different reality . 

To be sure, the struggle waged against national oppression has a 
democratic content in so far as it is directed at the practice of national 
domination and affirms the right to self-determination of the people . 
Struggles waged by movementis with mere bourgeois democratic demands 
have also their progressive content in so far as they stand against absolutist 
rule and authoritarian domination. However, these struggles are funda
mentally different from the struggle for socialism waged by revolutionary 
force~for whom the struggle for democracy is directed not only at over
coming the limitations imposed on democracy by the bourgeoisie but also 
for realizing the transtion towards socialism and communism, i.e. towards 
the withering away of democracy itself. Aside from this fundamental 
difference, there is also the question of the actual feature of the so-called 
national liberation movements themselves. If these movements in the 
objective and limited sense assume a progressive function, its is also to 
be borne in mind that they present no socialist alternative in the concrete. 
Their method of work, of organization, their relations with the ma es 
and their conception of the future organization of the society manifests 
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b t ti. al difference from that of the regimes they are combatting . 
no su s an . . · lf 1 · 
Th derneath their radical rhetorics~ m some cases 1tse an ec ecuc 

us, un . . d h h d f .. · t of nationalism and socialism, an t e catc wor o ant1-1mpe-
m1x ure · d · d h · · · 1· th r stands a basically eltist, antl- emocratlc an aut oritaram 
ria ism, e e . · · h h d · · The leadership of these movements is m mosb cases m t e an s 
position. . . d d' 1 . d b . d of the petty-bourgeoisie, populist an ra ica m wor s ut repressive an 
hegemonis't once it appropriates power . . . . 

The struggle for democracy in Af~ica marufests, ther_efo~e, va:ious 

f t The one upholding the perspectives of the proletariat is radically 
ea ures. b 11 d . 1· d fall different from the others; the latter cannot_ : ca e soci~ 1st. an. 

within the framework of the system of exploi_tauon and dommauo~ itseJf. 
The African petty-bourgeoisie, in general, be it as the leader of nationalist 
movements or declared « democratic organizations », cannot break out of 
the limitations of the bourgeois conception of society. By coming to 
power, it can and does reorganize the society_ in accord with interests; 
however, its general weakness and class optics account _for extremely 
repressive actions once it comes to power: Co?trar~ to this, _the_ revolu
tionary forces struggle for democracy havmg m mmd an . ob1ect1ve that 
will assert the workers and masses as the rulers of society . For such 
forces, the question of the struggle is not « to transfer the bureaucratic
military machine from one hand to another» but to smash the whole 
state apparatus and set-up new, fundamentally different institutio1:s ~h~ch 
reflect and make possible the self-government of the masses their nsmg 
to the level « of taking an independent part, not only in voting and elec
tions but also in the everyday adminstration of affairs» . For, as Lenin 
added « under socialism all will govern in turn and will soon become 

' • 14 accustomed to no one governmg » . 
The struggle for democracy waged to realize this objective needs 

no other raison d'etre -its committment to the emancipation of the people 
from domination and subjugation is its primary and strongest rationale. 
This cornrnittment and this aspiration overcomes all artificial barriers, be 
they continental, racial or economic, and it is thus that the struggle for 
democracy in Africa assumes its importance and forms an integral part 
of the world-wide struggle for socialism, for communism. 

14 V. I. Lenin, « State and Revolution» , ibid , p. 396. 
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COMMENTS 

Socialist Political Opposition in the East 

B. Zelalem 
The truth and honesty you sought . 
Let them slander let them curse 
Remember , as you face the worst, 
There is no jail for thought . 

by Lev Kopelev 
(USSR dissident) 

The phenomenon of dissent in the USSR and East European coun
tries presents various features and even if the western mass media foc
usses on the conservanive or bourgeois liberal variety (Solzhenitsyin/ 
Sakharov, etc .), the current of socialist opposition in these countries is 
not negligible. In other words, the opposition in the USSR and its 
~attelites is ~ot merely local nationalist , anti-socialist or pro-West - there 
is a developing trend of socialist opposition which strives to base itself 
on Marxism and to chart a socialist alternative. 

Not that dissent! of a nationalist colour or the movements for 
hum~n ~ghts are unimportant . These type of oppositions , aside from 
mamfestmg the malaise and antidemocratic rule existing in these societies 
ar~ also important, as the dissident Weil stated, in so far as they 
rais_e . the . fundamental ques!ion of liberty which is encompassed by 
l.oc1alism itself. They also give the opportunity for the socialist oppo
sition to break its isolat!ion by championing the general democratic de
mands and linking these to an overall socialist alternative to transform 
the society. « Political democracy», as the dissident Egorov stated « is 
not a superstructure of socialism but itsi sine qua non condition ». 

The current of political opposition in the East which claims adhe
rence to Marxism is not homogeneous. The differences lie in the charac
terization of the existing societies themselves and in the strategy fore
worded bo realize a revolutionary change. Rakovski put it succinctly as 
follows: 

« (in E. Europe) ... there are marxists who state that capitalist ex
ploitation has been abolished in the Soviet-type societies; other marxists 
assume, on the contrary, that this t!yp'i_ of society is based on the same 
mechanisms exploitation as capitalism. There are others who accept the 
theses that the East European working class has been expropriated by 
an all-powerful bureaucracy. Some marxist!i expect that the rapid develop
ment of the productive forces will create the economic basis of what 
they call "socialist democracy"; others believe that the Soviet type of 
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development is a mere imitation of the economic a~d technological. struc
ture of capitalist accumulation, and cons~q~ently It ~annot sustam any 
social relations other than those of capitalism ... » (m T awards an E. 

European Marxism) 
and so on, and so on. The variation is wide. If Weil considers these 
societies to be state capitalist characterised by the state property, the 
sale of labour force as a commodity, etc ... , there are others who consider 
that these societies can still be called socialist despite their « deforma
tions ». However, a relatively prevailing characterization is one that defines 
these societies as ones which are neither socialist nor capitalist but 
which are exploitative, class rocieties sui generis . That the Soviet-type 
societies manifest different features from that of capitalist ones in the 
west is indisputable and the mode of ownership of the means of produ~ 
tion is one feature of this difference. The question is not one of defor
mation - this view which is dear to trotskyites is more than outdated. 
Rudolf Bahro, who along with Rakovsky represents lucidly the marxist 
current in the dissident movement, described the problem in the follow-
ing manner: 

« ... it is high time for revolutionary Marxists to abandon all theories 
of "deformatiion" and put a halt to the old anger about the distortion 
and "betrayal" of socialism, understandable as this at one time was . If 
the historical drama is reduced to a problem of poor realization, then one 
is proceeding from unreal assumptions and theory is led astray. Certainly, 
we can confront! the practice of actually existing socialism with the classi
cal theory, and must do so, in order to preserve in the face of this practice
the substance of the socialist idea. But this practice must be explained on 
the basis of its own laws. For it is very far from arbitrarily produced, 
or "permitted" by some weakness. It has completely different founda
tions to those originally conceived. And so it does not require justification, 
apology or embellishment, but rather truthful description and analysis». 
(in « The Alternatice for Eastern Europe ») 

The starting point for this analysis, for both Bahro and Rakovski, 
is the fact that the existing societies (which Bahro calls « actually 
existing socialism ») are not socialist and they contradict the basic Marxist 
conception of such societies, i.e. socialist societies. The axis is put on 
the pyramidical division of labour and the centralised and strengthened 
power of the state. The old division of labour has neither been surpassed 
nor suppressed and the state, in contradiction to the Marxist view on 
the question (the Commune, etc), is taken as an indispensable element 
which is progressively strengthened and centralised instead of being pro
gressively weakened. Hence, Bahro and the others go back to Marx of 
Capital, the Grundrisse, the German Ideology, eoc ... in their critical exam
ination of the actually existing societies. 

The analysis inevitably focusses on the experience of the Russian 
Revolution. For Leonid Plyusch, there was no class in Russia which could 
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sup.port. socialism and the B.olsheviks are « guilty >> of trying to jump 
a historical stage on the basis of voluntiarism and the consciousness of 
m~tants- "Leninism is (thus) a combination of experiences of German 
social democracy and that of the asiatic Russian one". For Bahro, who starts 
from Marx's premise that communism must proceed from the abolition 
o~ capitalist private property in its most developed form, Russia of 1917 
did not present such a picture. Defining Russia as one in which the semi
asiatic mode dominated, he states that in 1917 Russia there was little 
capitalist priv_ate ~roperty. and_ its. abolition thus could have no big signi
fica?c:. The situation led, m his view, to the tragedy in which the Russian 
Socialist vanguard found a different task to fulfill in practice from that 
which the influence of their West European models had suggested to 
them. Hence, Bahro argues, the October Revolution introduced a com
pletely different process from the socialist revolution anticipated in We
~te~n Europe. If ~he new organization of society does bypass capitalism, 
it is natl, according to Bahro, a transition period between capitalism 
an~ so~ialis1:1. Once _ag~in the reference is to a class society sui generis 
wh.1ch is. neither capitalist nor socialist but existing alongside capitalism. 
This again calls for a reevaluation of the tenets of traditional historical 
materialism as in this, to quote Rakovski , "there is no place for a modern 
social s~ste1:1 whic~ has an evolutionary trajectory other than capitalism 
and which ts not simply an earlier or later stage along the same route". 

Bahro, Rakovski and the Marxist opposition in general put the 
necessary emphasis on the facti that socialism and communism are incom
patib]~ with the maintenance of the old division of labour and the per
petuation of ~he State . Mere change in the forms of property ownership 
a~e not sufficient for the transition to socialism unless this is accompa
med by concrete steps to abolish the old division of labour and the state. 
Hence, Bahro and the others correctly discard the official position which 
defines the Soviet-type societies as "relatively autonomous socialist socie
ties". If this definition is different from that of the early period which 
asserted socialism not as a transistory period, anti-chamber of commu
?ism_, but as an autonomous socio-economic formation in its own right, 
1t still does not escape Marx's scathing criticism (Critique of the Gotha 
Programme) against considering the socialist stage as an autonomous or 
stable one . Thus, whether the existing societies are defined relatively auto
nomous or provisional, so long as they maintain the old division of labour 
and the State in its form cannot be called socialist and are in fact an 
obstacle on the path of socialism and communism. Egorov, on his part, 
takes the whole issue further by asserting that transition from private 
property directly to socialism is utopist since the dictatorship of the 
proletariat accelerates the economic power of the state. According to 
Egorov, neither Marx nor Lenin saw this development. 

If Roy Medvedev and others focus on showing that Stalin and the 
Stalin period are not logical continuations of Lenin and Leninism, Bahro 
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and Rakovski point out that Leninism or the Bolshevik experience cannoti 
be equated with Marxism. In other words, the analysis of the Soviet 
experience must take these experience as they are and eek out their 
own particular laws rather than counterposing this to the Marxist con
ception from which it differes fundamentally. To Bahro, the new social 
order created by the Bolsheviks could in no way have been a system of 
real freedom and equality - « at the head of the appar atus tate it created, 
Lenin's Bolshevik Party in Russia was to a large extent the extraordinary 
representative of the expelled capitalist exploiting class (without, howe
ver, taking the the place of the class), which had not been deeply rooted 
enough in the economic life of a gigantic peasant country that was still 
primarily semi-asiatic ... ». The new order itself i a barrier thas ha 
to be dissolved if socialist transition i envisaged. Thus, in the analysis 
of the dissidents claiming adherence to Marxism there is a recurrent 
theme - socialism is possible lonly with a high development of the product
ive forces. To Bahro, therefore, a new organization of society in countries 
of Asia, Latin America and Africa can at best be 'a non-capitalist 
development towards industrial society', towards the development of the 
productive forces 'to the threshold of socialist restructuring' and cannot 
at all be a transtion period between capitalism and communism. 

In the theoretical formulations of the Left dissidents there is also 
an examination of the role of the party, its relations with the mass 
organizations, its role in the proletarian dictatorship, etc... all with 
reference to the experience of the Soviet-type socieites. It is not my 
intention here to deal in detail with the analysis presented in this 
respect, especially by Bahro and Rakovski. Suffice it to state that they 
present arguments which call for serious reflections so as to use the 
past in the service of the future if only by learning to avoid past mistakes . 
The different interpretations and emphasis that one finds in this particular 
current leads its exponents to various positions vis a vis the question 
of « what is to be done? » to transform the existing societies. 

The gradualist position is best reflected by Medvedev who entertains 
the view that there are still healthy elements within the ruling parties 
who can act as forces of rennovation. He sees the radicalization of the 
~ntelligentsia as the motive force for change and supports detente and 
mter-governmental relations as it will create a favourable atmosphere 
for reform demands. The position of Medvedev is not shared by others 
(especially his yearning for an able reformer - in an interview to the 
Observer, 15 june, 1975) but it highlights the dilemma of a significant 
portion of the dissident intellectuals - their isolation from the working 
masses and their fear of violence from below. Hence, it is not surprising 
that Medvedev calls Grigorenko (who called for the abolition of existing 
bureaucratic institutions and the institutions of workers' control and 
management of industries) « anarcho communist» and labels Alexei Ko
sterin (who condemned the CPSU, in toto, in 1968) as « too emotional». 
For Bahro, on the other hand, the existing structures in the Soviet-type 
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ocieties have to be dissolved and not reformed. For him and Rakovski 
liberalization under the existing situation can only be relative . Rakov ki 
believe~ that wi.th the rise in the standard of living there is the po sibility 
of an mcrease m t~e non-conformist attitudes of the ne,, generation of 
vorkers. The e, with others, could con titute an autonomous ocial 

base for ~arxis?1 standi!1g _opposed to official Marxism and exhibiting 
non-reformism, 1.e. a reJectlon of the notion that the dominant class 
and the system can be reformed. Bahro al o inclines towards the need 
for a new paro/ to carry out « ch cultural revolution », a party of 
a new type which has no intention of remaining a party along id th 
old one. Such a party mu t be formed 'outside of the existing state 
apparatu ' and must be ultra-democratic both in its functions and relations 
wit.h so :ety. The task of the panv \\'ill be « to shape the fore of 
society», (~he new consciousness stored up in the society erving as 
a base), « m such a way that they massively confront the apparatu 
as auton?mous l?owers . and are able to force it towards progressive 
compromises. This reqmres the organization of communism as a mass 
movet?ent. In principle, this signifies a division of social power; th 
establishment of a progressive dialectic between the state and the forces 
of society. The communists must themselves bring the contradiction into 
the governme~t apl?aratus. The. res~lt will be a situation of regulated 
?ual powe~·, m which the etatlst side of the equation gradually lo es 
its pre1ommance. Stick fast with etatism or go foreword to the cultural 
revolution-those are the two alternatives. '> 

. quite a num~er of interrogations can be made in respect to Bahro's 
pos1t10~. The reality we ~bserve makes us dubious about the possibility 
of forcmg the apparat1:1s _mto l?rogressive or increased compromise. The 
fate of Bahro, of Vladimir Bonsov (who had formed an unofficial trade 
union in the USSR) and of all the others expelled to the West or sent 
!O the . la~o1:1r camps indicates that there are more than a few obstacle 
m mrun~ammg the intellectual opposition nucleus let alone forming a 
comm.umst mass movement. The problem raised by Egorov/Kopelev/ 
El~gume and others about the difficulty of defending an ideology that 
quite a f~w may consider « oppressive » is not one to be brushed a ide. 
The dommant classes have also a system of propaganda which, as Ko
pelev sta~ed, ha~ created a. situation in which we can replace and inter
change diverse ideas and ideals, slogans and political notions without 
much. effort .and without changing the essence. The problems are real 
even !f one discards Plyusch's statement that « the masses have no political 
consci~usness whatsoever and since their living condition is improving 
there is no revolutionary situation which is said to take place from the 
masses 'no longer being able to live as before' . » The debate i open ... 
but one of the primary questions remains to be the link between the 
Marxist intellectuals (up to now the marxist opposition is composed 
by them) and the working class. Is this unity to be realized via a 
common program based on a struggle for overeignty and national 
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independence, as the Czechk Jiri Pelikan suggest ... ? T~e. general po!nts 
which unite dissidents of all colours (an end to pol1t1cal repress1~n, 
respect of human rights, etc .) are not_ enough . Charter 77, for all lts 
positive aspects, cannot be the commurust mass moveme~t or a p_r~gra~
matic basis for one. The question that faces the marxist opposition rn 
the East is not merely what kind of party b~t i_s also_ the path of change. 
Is there a possibility of constructing an ?rgan1zat1onal instrument, whatever 
its name, that can exist as a reflection of the autonom<;>us power ~f 
the masses o long as an answer is not given to the_ quest~on of h?w it 
is p ssible to envisage a revoluti<;>nar~ confron~atlon with a violent 
dominant class without countering 1t with the violence of ~he _mass~s? 

The Marxist opposition is struggling to emerge out of its isolation 
and assert its existence. To this, the analysis presented by Bahro, Ra
kovski and others is very important. In fact, the impo7tance of the 
Marxist opposition in the East is not. limited geographically. To all 
the forces everywhere struggling for socialsm the reflections an debates, 
as well as the struggle and the fate, of the marxists it: th_e East is of 
paramount importance. The opposition is trying to clarify itself on the 
past and the present so as to understand what should be done to realize 
socialist changes. At the sametime, steps towards one or other forms 
of organizations are being taken. The USSR itself and. P?land _are g?od 
examples. Also Cuba, where according to Carlos Franqui (m ~ rnterv1~w 
to the Italian Il Manifesto, May 11/1980) the people, especially outside 
the urban areas, organize themselves to occupy houses and take ot~er 
measures in opposition to the Ca tri t apparatus. Out of these tenta~ive 
organizational steps, weak at the moment, ~nd ~ro~ the the?reucal 
clarifications that are being sought, the revolutionaries rn the Soviet-type 
socieities will surely find the political-organizational means to overt hrow 
the oppressors and destroy the repressive apparatuses. 
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African Unity and National Self-Determination 

Itafu Ali 

Luiz Cabral, president of Guinea Bissau, stated recently in a news
paper interview (Afrique Asie May 26/1980) that the solution to the 
conflict in Eritrea must be one which satisfies the aspirations of the 
Eritreans while taking into account Africa's drive for unity. Cabral's 
answer is, to the say the least, evasive but it highlights the cardinal 
problem facing Africa in the present decade - how to reconcile the drive 
for unity with the nationalist movements convulsing many multi-national 
states of Africa. 

The OAU as an organization traces its origin not much to the 
desire for unity as to the desire of the states to maintain the status 
quo and establish a modus vivendi amongst themselves. The OAU 
charter consequently affirmed all frontiers as sacred and inviolable, the 
arbitrary colonial division of nationalities was upheld to block the supposed 
spectre of «balkanization». In actual fact, the rather misplaced and 
dogged insistence on the inviolability of frontiers distorted the whole 
picture without in any way presenting a viable alternative to the settlement 
of the thorny issue of the struggle of the oppressed nationalities within 
the multi-national states. Biafra, South Sudan, Eritrea and the Ogaden, 
the Burundi situation, etc. give glaring affirmation of this. 

In principle there should be no contradiction between the desire for 
African unity and the right of oppressed nations/nationalities. However, 
for this to be true it is necessary to redefine the basis of unity. African 
unity to which the entire masses of Africa aspire is basically different 
from the « unity » envisaged by the present ruling clas es and which 
is consacrated in the OAU. The masses yearn for unity that i based 
on a recognition of their rights, a unity that does not negate their 
national identity and autonomy, a unity that expresses overeignty from 
all forms of foreign domination and oppression. In other word , the 
path towards this unity can only be via political democracy, via the 
recognition of the rights of the oppres ed nations/nationalities to elf
determination and through equal and voluntary association. 

The modern nation-state in Africa are in their majorit I multi-
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national states forged by violence of be it the European colonial pow:e~s 
the indigenous ruling classes as was the case when Emperor Merulik ~£ Ethiopia occupied vast areas in the south and s~uth. east of Shoa 

£ the P
resent-day Ethiopia. The source of the nationalist moveme~ts 

to orm . hi · 1 Th f al can be traced to this but its basic reason is . storic~ . . e stage o soc1 

d I t at which many African countnes/ societies find themselves eve opmen . . li Th 
in militates for the apparition of bourgeois nation~ st ~ovements. u_s, 

· the petty-bourgeoisie leading the nationalist movements m 
we witness . . l"nked · · ali Wh 
opposition to the dominant bourgeolSle 1 to 1mpen sm. . ere 
the petty-bourgeoisie led the anti-colonial movement and turne~. dommant 
and bourgeois with independence, the new petty bourge01_sie ?£ the 

· alit' m· the society raises up the banner of local nationalism to nation ies · d · · 
struggle for its own exclusive domain: to_ assert tt_s ommauon. . . 

The question is not that of tnba~sm. -~bile there are. tnbes 1? 
Africa the great majority are either nauonahues or even nations: This 
tallies with the epoch of social development .aJ:d helps to av011 th~ 
incongruity of calling a nation of som~ te_n million people a « tnbe ». 
In relation to the right to self-determm~tion, t?e question of ~het~er 
a particular people has evolved into a na!ion or is still ~t ~he natton~lity 
stage carries no significance. A.t the sameti':fle, the dogmatic. mterpretations 
of the definition of nations given by Stalm (common. temtory, la1:guage, 
economic life and psychological make-up), in relation to a different 
situation, cannot also serve as a working argument to deny the oppre~s.ed 
their rights on the grounds that they are not nations. Be. they n~tionali.ties 
or national groups the people have the right to decide their destmy. 
This is not absolute, but being a question that belongs to the. sphere 
of political democracy its negation can only result by aggravatmg the 

conflict. d · h 
The invocation of unity and the use of force to uphol . tt as 

proved itself counter-productive. It is. not the re~ogniti<;>n of the nght to 
self determination that is threaterung to split Africa but the f~ct 
that national oppression exists in one form or another. The rep~ess1ve 
bourgeoisie in power seeks a unified state and this has resu~ted. m the 
negation of the right of nationalities to equality or self-deternunatI<;>n·. At 
the sametime, the low level of capitalist development favours. co?tradicttons 
along national lines. The solution to the problem does n.o~ lie m a .gen~ral 
and formal recognition of the right to seccede. Recogmt10n of this n~ht 
is important, but the main panacea is to eliminate the grounds lea~mg 
to the contradictions amongst the various nationalities. This itself requires 
that there should be broad political democracy in the give1: co~~try, a 
democracy that respects the right and equality of the nationalities .. If 
the national question can get its solution only through a social revolu~1on 
aimed at emancipating the masses from their conditions of oppressions 
(and in this way making them human beings who do not have to ref~r t.0 

their nationality to assert their existence or identify themselves)'. ~t. is 
also true that the path towards unity can only be through the recogmt1t1on 
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of th7 right of nationalities to self-determination, up to and including 
secess10n. 

The struggle of oppressed nationalities in Africa from that of 
Biafra up to that of Eritrea at present, is democratic 'in so far as it 
upholds the right of the masses to determine their destiny and opposes 
the use of force to deny the masses their legitimate rights. But this is 
as far as the democratic nature of these movements goes. If the dominant 
bourgeois invokes chauvinism and unity in order to realize a unfied state ad 
market under it, the petty-bourgeoisie leading the nationalist movements 
seeks on its part also to establish its own exclusive domination. In both 
cases, the rights of the oppressed are not the cardinal issue social 
revolution is not envisaged. Thus, in Biafra, the Ibo-dominated le;dership 
of the movement did not recognise the rights of non-Ibo nationalities 
in its Biafra-scheme and the Eritrean nationalist movements also have 
no place for the right of nationalities to self-determination in an 
independent. Eritrea. '01e.refore, the national question, in many cases, 
manifests this characteristic - the struggle between the dominant bour
geoisie. an? the ~tty-bourgeoisie of a given dominated nationality striving 
to fulfill lts desire to turn dominant and bourgeois « in its own turf» 
For ~arxists, as a cons~qu~nce, the support given to the struggle fo; 
the nght to self-determmatton cannot be equated with an automatic 
support to the leadership of such movements. The democratic content 
of the leadership has to be inferred from its attitude to the overall class 
st~ggl~ and multi-national revolutionary parties, to the democratic 
asp1ra.t1o~s of t~e . masses of. the struggling nationality itself, to its 
orgaruzattonal prmciples and mternal functioning. These considerations 
are crucial not only because many of such movements are themselves 
repressive in their relations with the masses and their members but 
also because they are not independent and are, in some cases utilised 
by regional or international powers seeking hegemony over the' country. 
This is by no means to allege that the struggle should be condemned 
on the grounds that the movement leading is not independent itself. 

. If t.oday the search for African unity and the right of self-determin
ati?n exist m a state of contradiction, it is mainly because the type of 
~ruty upheld by the states in place and their method of realizing stands 
tt opposed to the realization of African unity itself. To arrive at a 
correct perspective, the question of unity must be posed on new orounds 
as a result of political democracy and social emancipation and ~ot tha; 
of forceful subjugation. At the sametime, the truggle of oppressed 
na~onal~ties has als? to be pr?Rressively detached from the petty bourgeois 
nationalist perspectives and linked to the struggle for social emancipation 
under the leadership of the proletariat. 
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FROM THE CLASSICS 

Excerpt from « The German Ideology » 

Marx & Engels 

Marx/Engels: Communism . . The Production of the Form of Intercourse Itself. 

Communism differs from all previous movements in that it _over!urns the. basis 
of all earlier relations of production and intercour .se, and fo~ ~he fmt tune. consciously 
treats all natural premises as the creatures of hitherto ex.1stmg men,. stri~s ~.em of 
their natural character and subjugates them to the power of 1;he uruted ~div1duals. 

I · t"on is therefore essentially economic, the material production of the 
ts orgamsa 1 , , di · · dit" of unity The 

conditions of this unity; it turns existi~g con. uons mto con !ons : . 
reali which communism is creating, 1s prectsely the. ~e . basis _for rendermg. 1t 
· ty,"bile that anything should exist independently of 10d1v1duals, msofar as reality ::f;1 

a product of the preceding intercourse of individuals themselves . :rhus the. com 
munists in practice treat the conditions created u~ to .°'!w by pr?ductton hand l mter
course as inorganic conditions, ~ithout, h~wever, tmaglDID_g that tt ~as t e P ~n. or 
the desttiny of previous generat1~ns to gtv~ 0~m material! and without ~elievmg 
that these conditions were inorganic for the mdivtd~als creatm~ th~m. The differen~ 
between the individual as a person and what is accide~tal to hi_m .1~ not a con~eptu 
difference but a historical fact. This distinction has a diff~re~t. s1gmf~cance at. different 
times-e g the estate as something accidental to the 10div1dual ID the eighteenth 
century ·the family more or less too . It is not a distinction that w~ have to make 
for each age, but one which each _age makes itself f:om among the different elements 
which it finds in existence, and mdeed not according to any theory, but compelled 
by material collisions in life. What appears accidental to the later age as '!pposed ~o 
the earlier-and this applies also to the elements handed down by an earlier age-ts 
a form of intercourse which corresponded to a definite stage of developm~nt of the 
productive forces. The relation of the productive forces _to the fo~~ of rnterco.ur~~ 
is the relation of the form of intercourse to the occupation or acttvtty of the mdi· 
viduals. (The fundamental form of this activity is, of cours~, materia~, on which ~epe!1d 
all other forms-mental, political. religious, etc. The various shaping of material life 
is, of course, in every case dependent on the needs which are. alreadY_ de~eloped, and 
the production, as well as the satisfaction, of these needs ts an historical P:oc~ss, 
which is not found in the case of a sheep or a dog (Stirner's refractory prm~ipal 
argument adversus hominem), although sheep and dogs in their pre~e_nt form certau~ly, 
but malgre eux, are products of an historical process.) The cond1t1o~s under whi~h 
individuals have intercourse with each other, so long as the above-n:ienttoned contradic
tion is absent, are conditions appertaining to their individuality, m no way ext~r~3 l 
to them; conditions under which these definite individuals, living under d~f1n1_te 
relationships, can alone produce their material life and what is connected with tt, 
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i K. Marx/F. Engels: « The German Ideology» (Moscov 1968, pp .. 87-96) · 
* [Marginal note by Marx]: Production of the form of intercourse itself. 

are thus the conditions of their self-activity and are produced by this self-activity*. 
The definite condition under which they produce , thus corresponds, as long as the 
contradiction has not yet appeared, to the reality of their conditioned nature, their 
one-sided existence, the one-sidedness of which only becomes evident when the 
contradiction enters on the scene and thus exists for the later individuals. Then 
this conditions appears as an accidental fetter , and the consciousness that it is a 
fetter is imputed to the earlier age as well. 

The e various conditions, which appear first as conditions of self-activity, 
later as fetters upon it, form in the whole evolution of history a coherent series of 
forms of intercourse, the coherence of which consists in this : in the place of an earlier 
form of intercourse, which has become a fetter, a new one is put, corresponding to 
the more developed productive forces and, hence, to the advanced mode of the 
self-activity of individuals-a form which in its tum becomes a fetter and is then 
replaced by another. Since these conditions correspond at every stage to the simulta
neous development of the productive forces, their history is at the same time the 
history of the evolving productive forces taken over by each new generation, and 
is, therefore, the history of the development of the forces of the individuals 
temselves. 

Since this evolution takes place naturally, i.e., is not subordinated to a general 
plan of freely combined individuals , it proceeds from various localities , tribes , nations, 
branches of labour, etc., each of which to start with develops independently of the 
others and only gradually enters into relation with the others. Furthermore, it takes 
place only very slowly; the various stages and interests are never completely overcome, 
but only subordinated to the prevailing interest and trail along beside the latter for 
centuries afterwards. It follows from this that within a nation itself the individuals, 
even apart from their pecuniary circumstances, have quite different developments , and 
that an earlier interest, the peculiar from of intercourse of which has already been 
ousted by that belonging to a later interest, remaians for a long time afterwards in 
possession of a traditional power in the illusory community (State, law), which has 
won an existence independent of the individuals; a power which in the last resort 
can only be broken by a revolution. This explains why, with reference to individual 
points which allow of a more general summing-up, consciousness can sometimes 
appear further advanced than the contemporary empirical relationships, so that in 
the struggles of a later epoch one can refer to earlier theoreticians as authorities . 

On the other hand, in countries which, like North America, begin in an already 
advanced historical epoch, the development proceeds very rapidly. Such countries 
have no other natural premises than the individuals, who settled there and were 
led to do so because the forms of intercourse of the old countries did not correspond 
to their wants. Thus they begin with the most advanced individuals of the old 
countries, and, therefore, with the correspondingly most advanced form of intercourse, 
before this form of intercourse has been able to establish itself in the old countries*. 
This is the case with all colonies, insofar as they are not mere military or trading 
stations. Carthage, the Greek colonies, and Iceland in the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries, provide examples of this. A similar relationship issues from conquest, 
when a form of intercourse which has evolved on another soil is brought over 
complete to the conquered country: whereas in its home it was still encumbered with 
interests and relationships left over from earlier periods, here it can and must be 
established completely and without hindrance, if only to assure the conquerors' 
lasting power. (England and Naples after the Norman conquest, when they received 
the mo t perfect form of feudal organisation.) 

Nothing is more common than the notion that in history up till now it has 

* Personal energy of the individuals of various nations-Germans and Americans
energy even through cross-breeding-hence the cretinism of the Germans; in France 
and England, etc., foreign peoples transplanted to an already developed oil, in 
America to an entirely new soil; in Germany the natural population quietly stayed 
where it was. 
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only been a question of taking . The barbarians take the Roman Empire and thi 
fact of taking_ is ~ade to expla~ the transition from the old world to fhe feudJ 
sy tern. In this taking by barbartans, however, the question is whether the t" 

hi h · d h l d · d ·al d · ' na ton w c ts conquere as evo ve tn ustrt pro ucttve forces as is the case wt"th m d 
I h h h . d . f ' o ern peop es, o~ ~ et er t etr pro uctive. orces :tte ?ased for the most part merely on 

their assoc1at1on and on the commuruty. Taking ts further determined by the obj t 
taken,. A ba~k~r's fortune, cons_i~ting of paper, <;annot be taken at all, withou t ilie 
taker s s~b~1tttng to the c~:mditto!ls of production and intercourse of the country 
t~ken. Sunilarly the tota! mdustrtal capital of a modern industrial country. And 
ftnally, everywhere there ts very soon an end. to taking, 31;d when there is nothing 
mo~e to take, you have. to se~ about producing. From this necessity of producing, 
wh1~h very soon asserts ttself, tt follows that the form of community adopted by the 
settling con~uer~rs m_ust corresp<?nd ~o . the stage of development of the prod uctive 
forces _they find in ex1stei:ice; or, if this ts not the case from the start, it must change 
according to the pro?ucttve forces. B}'. this, too, is explained the fact, which people 
profess to have noticed everywhere in the period following the migration of the 
peoples, namely, that the servant was master, and that the conquerors very soon 
took over language, culture and manners from the conquered. The feudal system 
was by no means brought c?mplete fro~ Germ~ny, but had its origin, as far as the 
conquerors were <;oncerned, tn the martial organisation of the army during the actual 
conquest, and t~s only evolved a~ter the conquest into the feudal system proper 
through the actto~ of the productive forces found in the conquered countries. To 
what. an extent this for~ was determined by the productive forces in shown by the 
abortive attempts to realise other forms derived from reminscences of ancient Rome 
(Charlemagne, etc.). 

Th?s. all collisions in history_ have their origin, according to our view, in the 
contradiction ~e.tweei:i the producttv~ forces 31;d. the form of intercourse. In cidentally, 
~o le~d to co~ts~on_s m ~ coun~ry, this contradiction need not necessarily have reached 
1~ extreme limi~ m this particular country. The competition with industrially more 
a v~1:ced countries, brought about by the expansion of international intercourse is 
suff1c1ent to produce a ~imil.ar contradiction in countries with a backwar d indu~try 
(e.g.! th~ latent proletariat m Germany brought into view by the competition of 
English industry). 

. This contradiction between the productive forces and the form of interco urse, 
wh!ch, as we saw, has occured several times in past history without however endan
gering the ba~is, necessarily on each occasion burst out i'n a revo'Iution taking on 
a} the _same ttme various s~b~idiary forms, such at all-embracing collision~, collisions 
0 fliv~rtous classes, contrad1ct1on of consciousness battle of ideas etc political 
con ct et F · . ' , ·, f , c. r?m a. narrow point of view one may isolate one of these subsidiary 
orms and c~nst?~r tt as the basis of these revolutions; and this is all the more 

easy. as the ~d1v1duals who started the revolutions had illusion about their own 
activ~ accordmg to _their degree of culture and the stage of historical developme nt. 

1 f h~ ya~sformation, through the division of labour of personal powers (re
"d ions /~s f tnto material powers, cannot be dispelled 

1

by dismissing the general 
~ub\c~in it thorn one's _mind, but can only be abolished by the individuals again 
lab~u * g Th. es~ matenal _Power~ to themselves and abolishing the division of 
oth r h is h ts . no~ possible without the community. O nly in community [ with 
. thers as eac ) tnd1v1dual the means of cultivating his gifts in all directio n · only 
tn e community the f . 1 f ' . for the comm .' _re ore, ts persona reedom possible. In the previ ous substitutes 
individ al huruy, I the S_tat~, etc., personal freedom has existed ony for the 
l·nsof u s wh O eve oped w1thm the relationships of the ruling class and only ar as t ey · d" "d 1 . , · d. ·d I h were _m 1v1 ua s of this class. The illusory community in which 
in iv, ua s ave up till b" d ' 
in relatio~ t ti d now com me , always took on an indepe ndent existence 
class over a;ai 

1
e;n, an h was at the same time, since it was the combination of one 

ns anot er, not only a completely illusory community, but a new 

* [Marginal note by Engels]: (Feurbach: being and essence ) . 
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fetter as well. In the real community the individuals obtain their freedom in and 
through their association. 

It follows from all we have been saying up till now that the communal 
relationship into which the individuals of a class entered, and which was determined 
by their common interests over against a third party, was always a community to 
which these individuals belonged only as average individuals, only insofar as they 
live! within the conditions of existence of their class-a relationship in which they 
participated not as individuals but as members of a class. With the community 
of revolutionary proletarians, on the other hand, who take their conditions of 
existence and those of all members of society under their control, it is just the 
reverse; it is as individuals that the individuals participate in it. It is just this 
combination of individuals (assuming the advanced stage of modem productive 
forces, of course) which puts the conditions of the free development and mo
vement of individuals under their control--conditions which were previously aban
doned to chance and had won an independent existence over against the separate 
individuals just because of their separation as individuals, and because of the 
necessity of their combination which had been determined by the division of 
labour, and through their separation had become a bond alien to them. Combi
nation up till now (by no means an arbitrary one, such as is expounded for example 
in the Contrat social, but a neces ary one) was an agreement upon these conditions, 
within which the individuals were free to enjoy the freaks of fortune (compare, 
e.g., the formation of the North American State and the South American republics). 
This right to the undisturbed enjoyment, within certain conditions, of fortuity and 
chance has up till now been called personal freedom. These conditions of existence 
are, of course, only the productive forces and forms of intercourse at any particular 
time. 

If from a philosophical point of view one considers this evolution of individuals 
in the common conditions of existence of estates and classes, which followed on 
one another, and in the accompanying general conceptions forced upon them, it 
is certainly very easy to imagine that in these individuals the species, or "Man", 
has evolved , or that they evolved "Man"-and in this way one can give history 
some hard clouts on the ear*. One can conceive these various estates and classes 
to be specific terms of the general expression, subordinate varieties of the species, 
or evolutionary phases of "Man". 

This subsuming of individuals under definite classes cannot be abolished until 
a class has taken shape, which has no longer any particular class interest to assert 
against the ruling class. 

Individuals have always built on themselves, but naturally on themselves 
within their given historical conditions and relationships, not on the "pure" indi
vidual in the sense of the ideologists. But in the course of historical evolution, and 
precisely through the inevitable fact that within the division of labour social 
relationship take on an independent existence, there appears a division within 
the life of each individual, insofar as it is personal and insofar as it is determined 
by some branch of labour and the conditions pertaining to it. (We do not mean 
it to be understood from this that, for example, the rentier, the capitalist, etc., 
cease to be persons; but their personality is conditioned and determined by quite 
definite class relationships, and the division appears only in their opposition to 
another class and, for themselves, only when they go bankrupt.) In the estate 
(and even more in the tribe) this is as yet concealed: for instance, a nobleman 
always remains a nobleman, a commoner always a commoner, apart from his 
other relationships, a quality inseparable from his individuality. The divi ion 

* The statement which frequently occurs with Saint Max that each i all that 
he is through the State is fundamentally the same as the statement that bourgeois is 
only a specimen of the bourgeoi species; a statement which presuppose that the 
class of bourgeoi existed before the individuals constituting it. [Marginal note by 
Marx to this sentence]: With the philosophers pre-existence of the class. 
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between the personal and the class individual , the accidental nature of the conditions 
of life for the individual, appears only with the emergence of the class, which is 
itself a product of the bourgeoisie. This accidental character is only engendered 
and developed by competition and the struggle of individuals among themselves. 
Thus, in imagination, individuals seem under the dominance of the bourgeoisie 
than before, because their conditions of life seem accidental; in reality, of course, 
they are less free, because they are more subjected to the violence of things. The 
difference from the estate comes out particularly in the antagonism between the 
bourgeoisie and proletariat . When the estate of the urban burghers, the corporations, 
etc., emerged in opposition to the landed nobility, their condition of existence
movable property and craft labour , which had already existed latently before their 
separation from the feudal ties-appeared as something positive, which was asserted 
against feudal landed property, and, therefore, in its own way at first took on a 
feudal form. Certainly the refugee serfs treated their previous servitude as something 
accidental to their personality. But here they only were doing what every class 
that is freeing itself from a fetter does; and they did not free themselves as a 
class but separately. Moreover, they did not rise above the system of estates, but 
only formed a new estate, retaining their previous mode of labour even in their 
new situation, and developing it further by freeing it from its earlier fetters, which 
no longer corresponded to the development already attained *. 

For the proletarians, on the other hand, the condition of their existence, labour, 
and with it all the conditions of existence governing modern society, have become 
something accidental, something over which they, as separate individuals, have no 
control, and over which no social organisation can give them control. The contradic
tion between the individuality of each separate proletarian and labour, the conditions 
of life forced upon him, becomes evident to him himself, for he is sacrificed from 
youth upwards and, within his own class, has no chance of arriving at the conditions 
which would place him in the other class. 

Thus, while the refugee serfs only wished to be free to develop and assert those 
co~ditions of existence which were already there, and hence, in the end, only 
arrived at free labour, the proletarians, if they are to assert themselves as individuals 
will have to abolish the very condition of their existence hitherto (which has m~ 
r~ovcr, been that. of all society up to the present), namely, labour. Thus' they 
find themselves directly opposed to the form in which hitherto the individuals 
of which society consists, have given themselves collecti~e expres;ion, that is, th; 
State. In order, therefore, to assert themselves as individuals they must overthrow 
the State. ' 

. * _N_.~. It must not be forgotten that the serfs' very need of existing and the 
1mposs1b1hty of a large-scale economy, which involved the distribution of the allot
ment among the serfs, very soon reduced the services of the serfs to their lord to 
an average of payments in kind and statute-labour. This made it possibile for the 
serf ~o accumulate movable property and hence facilitated his escape out of possession 
of his lord and ga~e him the prospect of making his way as an urban citizen; it 
also created grada.uon_s a~ong the serfs, so that the runaway serfs were already 
half burghers. It 1s likewise obvious that the serfs who were masters of a craft 
had the best chance of acquiring movable property. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Books on post - 1974 Ethiopia 

Add is Hiwot, Raul Vivo , David & Marina Ottaway, 
Nega Ayele & John Markakis . 

Ethiopia : Empire In Revolution, by Marina and David Ottoway, (Afri
cana Publishing Co., New York & London 1978). 

Class and Revolution in Ethiopia, by Nega Ayele and John Markakis, 
(Spokesman Publications, London, 1978). 

Ethiopia: The Unknown Revolution, by Raul Valdes Vivo, Havana, 1977. 
Ethiopia: From Autocracy to Revolution, by Addis Hiwet (published by 

Review of African Political Economy, London, 1975). 
Ethiopia : From Autocracy to Bourgeois Dictatorship, by Addis Hiwet, 

(distributed in a mimeographed form, march 1976). 

For long, Ethiopia suffered not only under a despotic rule, with 
misery, repression and death being the common features, but it had also 
the particular misfortune of suffering under the pens of a wide variety 
of so-called« historians » and« Ethiopicists ». Royal chroniclers like Edward 
Ullendorff told the world that the history of Ethiopia was nothing but 
tht- history of « its glorious kings » with the emphasis on the latest and 
the last of the rapacious breed. Donald Levine wrote Wax and Gold 
and told the world about the life of the Amhara peasant-reading it could 
be a worthwhile experience if the book is taken more as a novel rather 
than as a realistic study of the Amhara society. Many others also wrote 
one book after another claiming to depict the Ethiopian society, but 
in almost all cases what emerged, aside from the stastics and data, had 
practically little to do with the reality of Ethiopia 1

• The overall picture that 
was presented was of « an Ethiopia in the process of modernization (ref. 
R. Hess - Modernization of Autocracy), backward yet grappling with 
development at its own pace, multi-national yet held together by the 
divine emperor, a traditional society living by its own laws under an 
emperor loved by his people, etc, etc. » 

It was misinformation pure and simple, notwithstanding the parti-

1 Among the few better bookc; on pre-1974 Ethiopia are the ones written bv 
John Markakis (Ethiopia: Anatomy of a Traditional Polity) and Patrick Gilke •• 
The Dying Lion, (London 1975). 
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cular motives of the authors. Ethiopians, on their part, had no say in 
the matter, theirs was the voice of the downtrodden, submerged by 
the outpourings of the professionals of superficial history and shallow 
scholarship . It was a voice awaiting its time, to hurl its cry in a dramatic 
manner. 

The February 1974 Revolution caught the so-called Ethiopicists and 
experts on Ethiopian affairs by surprise. How to explain this vast revo
lutionary movement, this united upsurge of the broad masses? How to 
explain the expressed hatred against the « enlightened king» whom people 
« loved and revered »? How to explain the revolutionary demands of 
the masses, of « the ignorant and unconscious masses »? The February 
Revolution shattered the standing of the chroniclers and apologists of the 
H.1ile Selasie regime. Some like Ullendorff, who was telling the BBC 
that the « Emperor has everything under control » just a few weeks before 
th<:' autocrat's downfall, faded away. Others like Blair Thomson described 
the revolution as « a folly » and Ethiopia as « a country that cut off its 
head » 1 and that has lost « its glory » ( the « head » and the « glory » of 
Thomson is none other than the Emperor!). The February Revolut ion 
could be nothing but a folly of the highest degree to these elemen ts as it 
destroyed the base and premise on which they built their ostentati ously 
learned theses and books. Good riddance, we say!! 

The February Revolution asserted the Ethiopian peop les' desire and 
determination to shape their destiny. This struggle for democracy and 
political power embodied within it also a struggle to reappr opriate the 
hi,tory of the people (which is, and not that of kings, what makes up 
the history of the country), to set truth in its proper place and to shatter 
th~ lie sand misinformation spread by the ruling class, imperialis m and 
their cohorts. However, the Ethiopian masses were not politically organized 
and armed to realize their objectives. Power was usurped by the military 
and the junta undertook the task of falsification and mystifica tion in 
earnest. Though, presently, more and more Ethiopians are making their 
voices heard, and for this the existence of an organize d fightin g prole
tarian party has helped significantly, the predominant area of the field of 
analysing the Ethiopian reality is again monopolise d by apologists of 
th<:' power in place, virulent enemies of the Ethiopian masses' struggle, 
uninformed, self-baptised experts on Ethiopia and other dile tt antes 2

• 

One of such books is the one written by Raul Valdes Vivo, who, we 
are informed, is a member of the central committee of the « communis t » 
party of Cuba. Juggling sensational fact and unadulterated fiction, Vivo's 
book tnes to tell the reader that Ethiopia has been saved from eternal 
feudal and imperialist exploitation by none other than a « great hero» 
and « Marxist-Leninist of long-standing » called, you have guessed it , 

1 Blair Thomson, Ethiopia: The Country that cut off its Head, (Rob on Books, 
London, 1975). 

2 For some outrageous and uninformed articles on the Ethiopian Revolut ion see 
Horn of Africa a quarterly journal, (Summit, New Jersey, USA). 
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Mengistu! ! ! In Vivo's book, Mengistu emerges as « a committed Marxist
Leninist >> since the 1960s, as one who practically singlehandedly (another 
Fidel!) geared the country towards « radical and socialist lines ». To 
prove this, Vivo resorts to crude falsifications (about Mengistu's life) and 
negation of the existence of any « revolutionary movement» prior to 1974. 
With one sweep he destroys years of struggle waged by revolutionary in
tellectuals to spread socialist consciousness and to organize the masses. Vivo 
has a problem and it is the same problem that plagues the Ottoways: how 
to present the military regime as progressive and as the only existing 
organizer of the society unless one deals with the workers' struggle, the 
student movement, the peasant rebellions? How to deal with the EPRP 
and with the general Left movement which not only preceeded the junta 
but continued to struggle under and against its rule? Vivo presents the 
« ostrich solution » - there were no Marxist-Leninists in Ethiopia, there 
was no civilian revolutionary movement, not even an officers group like 
the Free Officers of Egypt. In his zeal to prove his point, Vivo goes out 
to affirm that the February Revolution was spontaneous as no one set 
the precise date for it (maybe there was no Moncada Barrack to assault?!) 
and because there was no advance preparation in terms of organization 
and education. Marxist analysis indeed! Vivo's falsification is rivalled only 
by his theoretical shallowness. His whole book is nothing but an unabashed 
attempt to sell the military regime and Mengistu (and we know why just 
as Moscow does!) as «revolutionary». His book could have had a fitting 
title if it was called « Mengistu: the unknown revolutionary» and came 
under the category of « Fiction ». 

The Ottoways, on the other hand, are not Cubans (they are north 
americans), nor do they sit in the central committee of a party (she worked 
in the Addis Abeba University while he is the Africa correspondent of 
Washington Post), and it is unlikely that their pens or the ink came from 
Moscow .But they have the same malady as Vivo - they want to give 
historical and popular legitimacy to the military regime. The Ottoways 
tell us that « Ethiopia was held together by the divine rnle of the 
Emperor for half a century» but this does not in anyway hinder them 
from asserting that « class and ethnicity » are the concepts they use for the 
analysis of the Ethiopian Revolution 1

• However, as it is to be expected, 
despite their nominal recognition of the existence of classes in Ethiopia, 
the authors make no attempt that could be accused of having even a 
distant relation with class analysis. They say nothing about the class 

I Marina Ottaway has al o written previously another article on the Ethiopian 
Revolution. The article, entitled « Social Classes and Corporate Interests m the 
rthiopian Revolution» (published in Journal of Modern African Studies, vol. 14, 
no. 3, 1976), forewords a novel version of class analysis which make the Ethiopian 
proletariat as whole « a labour aristocracy » or « an elite privileged by the modern 
system» as opposed to the rural masses, neglected and down trodden. She ha e 
herself on her own strange cnocoction mentioned above to attack the anti-junta 
struggle of the workers and urban masse as « elitist ». o much for her gra p of 
the Ethiopian Revolution and scientific class analy is!! 
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struggle but assert that the army became radicalized. How~ Vivo answers: 
« thanks to Mengistu ». The Ottoways leave the question unanswe red 
and judging from their incapacity to understand the ~yn~mics of the 
February Revolution and the overall class struggle, their silence means 
nothing but ignorance. 

Admittedly, the national question in Ethiopia is one of the funda
mental questions of the revolution. For long, Ethiopian Marxists have 
been dealino with question both theoretically and in the field of prac tical 
political agit-prop work. The backwardness of social . dev.elopment, the 
dominant position of isolated small-scale peasant production m the country, 
the link between the land and national question, have all meant, along 
with the chauvinist policies practiced by the ruling class of the past and 
the present, that this question is not to be simply brushed aside under 
demagogic calls of unity, solidarity and class struggle. The solutio n to the 
question, as Ethiopian Marxists believe, is very much linke d to the social 
revolution and the revolutionary transformation of the society under 
the rule of the proletariat. The Ottoways seem to understan d that the 
problem exists but their understanding of the question stops right there. 
To begin with, they have adopted the term « ethnicity» whose relevance 
as a concept in the field of revolutionary studies leaves much to be de
sired. They shun from using « nations », « nationality » or « national 
groups » without explaining why, and the reader is inclined to speculate 
that they may have a residue of the colonialo-supremacist bias which 
shudders at the thought of caling African nationalities anythi ng other than 
« tribes ». Ethnicity is not a historical category to be used in the place of 
«nationality». Furthemore, the Ottoways do not actually explain how the 
we-ight and consequences of what they call « division along ethnic lines » 
and how this division affects the contradictions within the society. For 
the Ottoways, the ethnic concept is merely used for simplicist, and 
utterly groundless, classification of political forces (Meisone = Oromo ; 
EPRP = Amhara-Tigre, etc). 

Like Vivo, the Ottoways give exaggerated importa nce to the role of 
individuals. Unable to explain the situation in which various classes united 
to wage a revolutionary struggle, they resort to the argument that the 
« revolution was spontaneous » while ignoring the basic question-how 
come the various classes and social groups (wit hin wh om were no class 
struggles, according to the authors) confronte d one anoth er or united 
to wage a common battle against other classes? Th e Otto ways, who give 
popular legitimacy, gratis, to the regime and who are very hostile to 
the mass revolutionary movement opposing the junt a, could in no way 
arrive at an understanding of the « Empire in Revolu tion » as they dismi~s 
with hostility the classes and forces whose movement is the key to this 
process. Thus, they dismiss the momentous March 197 4 general strike 
by workers as « insignificant » and, in fact, go on to call the whole labour 
movement as « politically insignificant». To add insult to injury , they 
al o tell us that CELU (the centra l trade unio n organization dissolved by 
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the junta forcefully) was moulded by Americans thereby ignoring the 
change that occurred within CELU during the Rev0lution and making 
believe that they do not know that thousands of officers from the army 
(including Mengistu) have been moulded and trained by America. Even 
Vivo admits that Mengistu was trained and pampered by Americans (in 
America) though he wants to qualify this by saying that Mengistu wit
nessed racism and the Detriot riots by Afro-Americans and thus became 
politically conscious! The Ottoways reserve their vitriolic attacks to the 
students whom they call « arrogant », « elitist », « carrerist » and a few 
other names of the same genre. The EPRP and the opposition movement 
to the junta are given the !ables « doctrinaire », « emotional », etc ... For 
the Ottoways, adjectives and insults take the place of a sober and 
objective political analysis. Judging from this and what they write about 
the EPRP, it is clear that they are totally ignorant of the lines or policies 
of be it the EPRP or others. Moreover, they also dish out some false 
assertions in order to beautify the regime and to disparage the opposition 
according to them the junta tried to secure the participation of civilians 
in the government but the latter refused due to their « intransigence » 
and «factionalism»! It will be interesting to hear what the Ottoways 
will say about the demise of Meisone which was not « intransigent » but 
totally malleable and whose alliance with the junta did not save it from 
bemg crushed by the regime. But then, the Ottoways have give us the 
answer already. It may be undialectical, ahistorical and totally ridiculous 
but it is their answer-they say: « thanks to the scheming and manoeuvring 
of the opposition the regime is turning into a military dictatorship». Class 
analysis goes out by the window as the Ottoways flay the opposition 
(whose provisional popular government slogan is said to be a drive to 
form a « corporatist system of government under the control of the urban 
elite»!) for pushing the regime (which was dutifully trying to carry out 
« the revolution from the top ») to become a military dictatorship. Meison 
used to say, before it was crushed by the junta, that the EPRP was 
pushing the junta towards fascism! The junta, not particularly known 
for its political clarity, cannot be blamed for accusing the EPRP of 
having stopped the rain!! The Ottoways, like Meisone, need to read on 
contradictions and social development. Frustrated by the « emotional 
and doctrinaire » opposition, the Ottoways come full circle at the end 
of their book to replace the king by the military junta. Now that the 
« divine king who held Ethiopia together for fifty years » is gone, thev 
declare that « it appears only the military could somehow hold the 
country together». For the Ottoways and Vivo, the Ethiopian people do 
not exist except perhaps as secondary characters in a drama of great 
individuals. The uninformed reader who wrints to understand about the 
Ethiopian revolution will benefit little from the book by the Ottoways. 
« The Empire in Revolution » is actually « The Book of Confusion ». 

The only books which address themselves to the Ethiopian Revo
lu tion with some seriousness are the ones written by Addis Hiwet and 
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by Nega and Markakis 1
• In both cases, there is a clear effort to rise above 

the usual banalities written about Ethiopia and to delve deep into the 
contradictions of the society and the struggle waged by the masses. A 
general disadvantage that affected both books is the fact that at the time 
the books were written, the Ethiopian revolutionary process was actually 
in a very volatile stage and hardly lent itself to anything other than a 
report of the events and the projection of trends in the development. 
Hence, while the books' general approach or narrative style (this, in 
Nega/Markakis) could be understood, their characterization of the regime 
as bonapartist ( « bonapartist pretensions » in Nega/Markakis) needs to 
be analyzed. Addis Hiwet, whose writings on the formation of the centra
lized « modern state» and the « transitional social-formation in pre-1974 
Ethoipia » are very pertinent, also advances the proposition, in his 197 6 
book, that the regime is a « Corporate state». 

Underlying the errors in this respect (though Addis Hiwet does not 
sufficiently explain why he adopts the « Corporate » label while firmly 
rejecting the «fascist» one), there emerges a wrong understanding of the 
nature and dynamics of the February Revolution itself, a negation of the 
proletarian character of this revolution and attributing to it the petty
bourgeois lable as Nega and Markakis do in the conclusion to their book. 
Without clearly grasping the character of the Revolution itself, it is 
evidently difficult to identify « the hidden secret » of the policies and 
line of the military regime. 

The 1974 Rebruary Revolution caught in its whirlpool all the classes 
associated with decaying feudalism (landlords, the aristocracy and nobi
lity the peasants) and with « emergent » capitalism (workers in the 
factories and industries, in the public administration, the petty bourgeoisie, 
lumpenproletariat ... ) . The February Revolution was not merely a revo
lution directed against feudalism and the comprador-bureaucratic bour
gecisie, it also, at the same time, manifested an internal crisis for the 
trade unions, the armed forces, the state adminstration, and for the wor
kers, peasants, women, students, etc ... The assault on the conditions of 
oppression led to or was intrinsically Inked to the attack on the organi
zational forms of this oppression. Therefore, the February Revolution 
negated the political and economic forms of domination, in the place 
of feudal Ethiopia, which recognised an individual's political existence 
only via the possession of land and the subjugation of the peasant, the 
revolution forwarded a radically different conception of the organization 
of the society. The issue is not as to whether a particular class homoge
nized and led the whole movement. It was rather of a question of which 
class best embodied the liberation of other classes in its fundamental 
drive for liberation; in other words the question was not which class 

. 1 For ~erious. and worthwhile articles on the Ethiopian revolution and poli
t1co-econom1c reality, see the quarterly journal ALTRAFRICA, published in Rome, 
Italy. 
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imposed its particular class liberation as the « liberation » of the others 
but rather which class had to liberate the others in order for itself to be 
really free . 

The Ethiopian Revolution was not, therefore, a bourgeois revolution. 
The existing bourgeoisie, in most cases linked to the land and thus to 
the feudal system, was not capable of transforming the society on its 
behalf, to reappropriate and accumulate the mass of labour power under 
its own rule and to assure the dominance of capitalism. Bureaucratic and 
comprador in its majority, the bourgeoisie, as the Michael Imru experience 
showed, failed to recuperate the movement and to put it on its own 
bourgeois rails. If the February Revolution was not a bourgeois revolu
tion, it was neither a petty-bourgeois revolution. The Ethiopian petty
bourgeoisie, though it played a prominent role in the revolutionary process, 
wa5 not able to impose its hegemonic hold on the revolution, to assure its 
privileged position vis a vis the proletariat and to realize its bourgeois 
aspirations. The contradictions which exploded in February were so great 
that they surpassed the petty-bourgeois limitations, the petty-bourgeois 
bl11eprint of economic and political development were insufficient, and 
this class had to tie itself to the demands of the proletariat during the 
revolution. This is why the petty-bourgeois, unable to impose its hegemony 
over the revolutionary process, had to resort to a coup in order to assert 
its autonomy as a class in front of both the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. 

The proletarian character of the February Revolution is not to be 
automatically derived be it from the number of the proletariat in the 
country or the abscence or presence of a proletarian party, nor is it 
dependent on the nature of the trade union in place. The Revolution 
posed the question of political power not in the form of replacing the 
rulers with new ones but in the revolutionary sense i.e. the social content 
of this power and the reorganization of the society in new forms which 
express the utilization of power by the masses, their social participation. 
The partial and sectarian demands and, thus, partial liberation, could be 
expressed only within this general struggle for political power and this 
is why all the various demands could find consensus around this funda
mental issue. And this question of power and reorganization was not 
simply an item on the future plan but one that was being actualized 
(the popular committees in various areas, of which the People's Committee 
in Jimma is but one example) is also an important feature of the process 
as a whole. The revolution, therefore, could not be confined within the 
limits of the bourgeois democratic revolution (and even the agrarian 
question was linked to the question of power and a revolutionary orga
nization of the society in opposition to the conditions and organizational 
f01ms of oppression), it was not a simple antifeudal struggle (abolition 
of landlordism, distribution of land, etc), nor did it confirm to the « or
derly and gradual » process which the petty-bourgeois dreams of in order 
to realize its aspirations to turn bourgeois. The only class which could 
stand a a pole uniting the various revendications of the classes and thus 
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exDressing the unification of the individual and collective conditions of 
th~ various classes was the proletariat. The February Revolution, as a 
revolution for social emancipation, had a predominantly proletarian cha
racter a character that cannot be exclusively framed within the actual 
numb~r or organizational strength of the proletariat in the country. 

This being the case, the section of the petty-bourgeoisie which appro
priated the state power via a coup had to move in two. interlinked dir~
tions. One was to destroy to the last all the means and instruments which 
could enable the proletariat to appropriate power and social emanci
pation. And thus the abolition of the various committees set-up by the 
people, the dissolution of CELU and others and the relentless terror 
against the EPRP and against any attempt at autonomous organizational 
action. Secondly, the military regime had to present its own liberation, i.e. 
the liberation of the petty-bourgeoisie from its conditions of oppression by 
the Haile Selassie state apparatus and the bourgeoisie as the liberation of 
the people as a whole, the general interests of the people are thus said 
to be incarnated in the intere ts of the regime and, its logical development, 
in Mengistu. Hence, once again the political existence of the individual 
or group exists only within the framework of the subjugation of the 
individual by the state. Within this framework, the resort to « socialism» 
as an ideological facade highlights the repression and beyond it the 
subjugation of the individual to the state. The military regime did not 
express the interest of one particular class in this respect as it was 
striving to mould all classes in its interest. True enough, like a bonpartist 
state it had the appearance of conflict with all classes but unlike such 
a state it did not enjoy the support of a vast section of the peasantry. 
The realization of the liberation of the petty-bourgeosie, actualized on 
the political level by the taking over power and the setting-up of new 
organizational forms (kebele and the like), required on the economical 
sphere the appropriation of surplus both from the peasant and the 
proletariat. The nationalization measures are inten ed to facilitate the 
extraction of increased surplus, the accumulation of capital, etc, i.e. the 
transformation of the petty-bourgeoisie into a state or bureaucratic bour
geoisie. This transformation necessarily implied a contradi~tion with ~~e 
landlords and also with the comprador and bureauc_rat1c bou~geolSle 
which were compromised (by their role within the Haile Sel~ass1e st~te 
apparatu and their link with land) and attacked as strategic en~m1es 
by the February Revolution. The transformations also called for regimen
tation of the mass of peasants and workers within the options of the 
military regime. From this drive by the regime to impose its i.ntere~ts 
as the interest and needs of the society at large follows its conflict ~1~h 
almost all the other classes (including the fraction of the petty-bourgeoisie 
which has gone to the side of the proletariat) and its drive to shape 
and reorganize the whole socio-economic formation. The overall we~~ness 
of the bourgeoi ie as a whole, the weakness of the petty-bourgeoisie ad 
a consequence, the continuing revolutionary struggle of the masses an 
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the interna.tiona! crisis. ?f capitalism lie at the root of the weaknests 
of the regune m realizmg its aims, a weakness that the intervention 
of the ,U~SR has partially eliminated while opening up new forms of 
contr~d1ct10n accentuat~g the regime's overall weakness in the long-term. 
In t_h1s sense, t~en, while the regime may have at one time or another 
ma~ester certam features that could be stretched to be called « bona
pa_rttst », such a characterization of the regime is off-mark. Ho~ver, 
aside from these and other points on which comments could be 
made at len?th~ the. books by Addis Hiwet and Nega/Markakis are 
valuabl~ be?rnnmgs 1n the analysis of the process of the Ethiopian 
revolution, its causes and development. Nega Ayele was a member of 
the EPRP and he was killed on september 197 6 by the military regime 
and thus did not live long enough to see the book published Our criticism 
o~ th~ books by Addis Hiwet and Nega/Markakis has the advantage of 
hindsight and can, therefore, detract nothing from the value of these 
books. That we should appropriate the experience gained at the expense 
of the blo~d of martyrs like Nega to criticise our failings and deepen our 
understan.drn~ of the revolution in its totality, both at the level of theory 
and practice, 1s only a duty. 

by Mulugeta Osman 
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Article in Monthly Review by Befekadu 
on « Leftist Juntas » 

Befekadu Zegeye: On the Nature of «Leftist Juntas», Monthly Review, vol. 31, 
No., 3, July-August 1979, pp . 51-61. 

Historical materialism operates at different theoretical_ levels, but it will_ be 
an exercise in confusion if one attempts to deduce _mecharucally _th~ C?f:lcrete situa
tion from the theoretical abstractions. F~r all t~eir outward sunilar!lues, the s~ 
called « Leftist Juntas» in Africa and Laun Amenca ?O not bend ea~t y to gener 
treatments which, by necessity, oblitera~e the very parucur features which play a key 
role in moulding the features of the Juntas themselves . . . 

Befekadu's article, which arises from a correct prem1s~ . that these Juntas 
are not socialist - suffers from such a general and unsc1ent1fic approac~ . As a 
consequence, it makes blanket declarations which are ?ee~ed to b~ applicable to 
all such juntas while an examination of the concrete s1tuat1on~. marufests th~t such 
is not the case. For example, that « in the Third World, the military, along wlt~ the 
bureaucracy, tends to represent the most modern, technologically ad':anced, highly 
educated sector of society» {page 51) is a more than debatable assertion when. o~e 
examines the military in Ethiopia , in the Congo, Sudan, etc ... Other examples w_1thm 
the article could be cited . However , it is clear that only the concrete analyst~ of 
the given situation can be the starting point _of ~ny attempt at. gene_ral abstrac_ti~ns. 
The so-called « leftist juntas », aside from thetr s1ro1lar de~agog1c claims to sociali~m 
and anti-imperialism, have different features that are particular to each and which 
are shaped/influenced by the existing class struggle and the _le"'.el of the _develop~ent 
of the society itself. A junta in Chile and a junta in Eth1op1a or Berun reqmr_e a 
distinct analysis which takes their economic structure and class struggle mto 
consideration. 

Befekadu, like other authors who show scant interest _in considering th: maThs 
as an active history-making force, gives the juntas an mdepndent function . e 
leftist juntas are created suddenly, explosively {p. 56-57), the masses have no h_a':1d 
whatever in the shaping of the corporate state {p. 57) and the petty bourgeo~ste, 
realizing that the modernization process is slow and . tha~ power sh.ould come mto 
its hand3 moves to takeover power and then to build its econo~t c . base th rough 
nationalizations, etc... And the leftist juntas are led by the two Juruo~ sec~ors '?f 
the organizational bourgeois - the military and technocra ts or ev~n mt elligent sia 
{p. 54). That Befekadu's starting assertion it itself off-mark is plat~ .to see. The 
petty bourgeoisie, or what he mistakenly calls organizati onal bourgeo1s1~, does bnot 
trace the cause of its coup or power-appropriation to the domina~ role tt ha~ e:r 
playing in the state administration. In fact, the coup makers of Africa come pr111;1ar. Y 
from the sector which had little or no administrative power. If one observes Ethiop!a , 
the junt1 had, prior to corning to power, no way of « feeling its importan _ce », thtts 
weight in the state was marginal and the junta leaders had not even realized e 
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rolr. the armed forces could play a direct administrator until the mass trugg]e 
eroded and showed the fundamental weakness of the ruling cla es. The aspiration 
of the petty bourgeois to turn bourgeois cannot be denied. But the genesis of the 
takeover of power by the junta (and this takeover does not u ually happen with 
~he _partnership of t~e !echnocrats - e.x. Congo, Sudan , and. though the proce s 
1 different , also Ethiopia) must be ought within the class struggle in the ocial
formation. The intervention of the military is but an act designed to curb or reshape 
the class struggle between the workers and the bourgeoi ie, the landlords and the 
pe_a_ ants , the mass of people and imperiali m. The clas basis of the coup or the 
military takeover and the strength of the clas behind the coup indicates the cour e 
:-vh\ch the junta would adopt in ':arrying our it objective . Where the class struggle 
1 mten e and the masses organized autonomously, and where the bourgeoisie is 
weak, the junta's repressive and demagogic actions are put in evidente quite early in 
the proces . 

That such junta resort to demagogy and verbal adoption of <,socialism» is 
al o to be inferred from this . But , despite thi , their main character is manife:,ted 
by terro r and repre sion. Their « totalitarian and corporatist» feature is marked 
by their drive to organize the society in their interest and to stamp out any oppo
sition or independent politicru action by the masses, especially the proletariat. In the 
whole the masses are not mere spectators, they have more than a hand in the de
velopment of the events (e.x. Ethiopia 1974). The emergence of the juntas may be 
udden in term of a particular determination of time but it is an appearance that 

is dictated by the cla s struggle in the society, its role is dictated b: thi same struggle. 
and its future path takes as it main item of consideration this same truggle, e ·en 
if to destroy it. 

The nationalization measures by such juntas can be correctly traced to their 
drive to ~ssume economic control/power and to turn themselves bourgeois. But this 
also mamfe~ts the _weakness of the existing bourgeoisie or the desire to strengthen 
the. economic functions of the state . That this act nurtures a growing national bour
ge01s or helps the emergence of such a bourgeois is, however, difficult to accept. 
Befekadu argues correctly that the e juntas are not socialist but he readily conceeds 
to them the anti-imperialist !able. This shows not only a wrong understanding of 
what anti-imperiali m means but is an indirect attribution of anti-imperialist functions 
tO mere nationalisation measures . Nationalisation is not an anti-capitalist act, neither 
does it, per se, put an obs table on the path of imperiali m. The radical essence of thi · 
measure can be sought only if it is undertaken as a step in a conscious strategy that 
opposes capitalism as a system. Short of this, the measure cannot have an anti
capitalist nature . Anti-imperialism loses any meaning if subjugation by one imperialist 
power is substituted by another. In short, if anti-imperialism has to have any 
meaning, the question must be posed in connection with the nature of the clas in 
power, whether there is a con cious drive to destroy capitali m as a system, etc ... 
Concretely, even if we take the term in its narrowest sense, it is very difficult to 
discern the anti-imperialism of such juntas as the ones in the Congo and north 
east Africa. 

Despite such shortcomings, the article by Befekadu gives a useful treatment of 
the nature of the reforms and the whys of the repre ion unleashed by uch juntas. 
In exposing the truth about these juntas' non-socialist and capitalist nature, the 
article is generally good. The author's resort to broad and imprecise generalizaions 
and adoption of ill-defined concepts (corporate state, organizational bourgeoi ie) as 
far as such countries are concerned, and the lack of any consideration of the role 
played by the USSR, constitute the article's serious hortcomings. 

by Gemechu Tena 
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ERRATUM 

PAGE 8/Pa ·~gr· ph 2 should read as follows: 

11 And t h node of p roduction is made U.l:J of the forces of prouuction 
and the re :.11on~ oJ productio n(which forms the struct ure and suver
st ructurc ' C()l.1ut 1i ng to ll ,t rmine th~ socio-ec.onomic formation), the 
Jorm takl'n al a particular stage of social uevelopment. In the words 
of Marx: 
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